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Welcome to issue 71
I recently had the pleasure of watching our long-standing 
columnist and all-round photography legend Joe McNally 
speak at The Photography Show. I say speak, but it was more 
of a performance – a masterclass not just in photography, but 
in having the audience eating out the palm of one’s hand. 

His trick? Well, it helps that he’s just about the nicest guy in 
the business, and his genuine humility and self-deprecating 
sense of  humour don’t hurt, but what really stood out was 
the simplicity of his approach. Photography is all too easy to 
overcomplicate, but Joe – with the help of a model and an 
assistant plucked from the audience – took a point ’n’ shoot 
snap and turned it into a polished, beautifully lit portrait  
in a dozen very simple steps, with each step answering the 
question: what can I do next to improve this picture? 

You can see the same approach at work in his column this 
month, on page 130: expose for the lovely colour in the sky; 
light the subject; light the plane. Congratulations, you now 
shoot like Joe!

Elsewhere in this issue we’ve got a great feature on banishing 
blurred photos once and for all (p. 18); a preview of Sigma’s 
new 24-70mm f/2.8 (p. 108); an in-depth round-up of A2 
prints (p. 110); and an insightful and highly entertaining 
interview with arguably the best sports photographer of  
the past 50 years (p. 94). Enjoy! 
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Learn online with our expert courses
Our new e-Learning website has hundreds of videos that will help 
you improve your SLR skills and image editing techniques. With 
courses on getting to grips with your first Nikon DSLR through to 
mastering Lightroom and Photoshop, there is something for 
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The N-Photo team on… Staying sharp

This issue’s special contributors...

Paul Grogan
Editor
What looks crisp on 
your camera’s screen 
may not look so great 
blown up big on your 
PC. Zoom into the 
image on your LCD to 
ensure it’s pin-sharp.  
paul.grogan@futurenet.com

Ben Andrews
Lab Manager
Don’t be afraid to up 
the ISO when shooting 
in low light – it’s far 
better to suffer a little 
bit of noise than have 
an image that’s ruined 
by camera shake. 
ben.andrews@futurenet.com

Rod Lawton
Head of Testing
Portraits are all about 
the eyes, so use an AF 
point on your subject’s 
closest peeper – other 
facial features can 
then drop pleasingly 
out of focus.
rod.lawton@futurenet.com

Jason Parnell-Brookes
Staff Writer
We’re all guilty of it – 
heading out without 
a tripod. I’ll show you 
how to set up your 
three-legged friend 
for a rock-steady shot 
every time (p 36). 
jason.parnell-brookes@futurenet.com

Fiona Frances
PAGE 52

Newborn photographer 
Fiona proves that she wasn’t 
born yesterday, showing our 
Apprentice how to shoot babies.

Michael Freeman
PAGE 78

Photography guru Michael 
reveals how a little patience and 
perseverance can pay dividends 
for getting the shot.

Carmen Norman
PAGE 104

Carmen us tells how she 
hiked up a hill to shoot torchlit 
processions for fundraising 
projects in the Lake District. 

John Minihan
PAGE 93

The newspaper photographer 
explains how a sequence of 
images of an Irish funeral  
helped launch his career.

Joe McNally
PAGE 130

This issue, Joe extols the virtues 
of the digital sensor inside your 
Nikon, and how it can see things 
that the naked eye can’t. 

Print 20,218
Digital 6,268

The ABC combined print, digital and digital  
publication circulation for Jan-Dec 2016 is

26,486
A member of the Audited Bureau of Circulations

Chris Smith
PAGE 94

The veteran photographer on 
his iconic images of sporting 
moments that made the front – 
and back – pages. 
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In this issue’s Lightbox 
gallery we present a 
selection of our 
favourite winning and 
commended images 
from the 10th edition  
of the International 
Garden Photographer 
of the Year competition,  
all shot by Nikon 
photographers… 

HigHly Commended –  
Wildlife in garden

Surprise
Vyacheslav mishchenko, Ukraine

I knew of an overgrown 
pond in a leafy forest that 

would be an ideal breeding 
location for tree frogs. I visited 
many times in spring until 
I captured the perfect shot.  
This involved waiting in silence 
whilst listening for the sound of 
their mating calls.

Nikon D7000, 105mm f/2.8,  

1/1250 sec, f/3, ISO500 Vy
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1st PlaCe – Portfolio

Cut Flowers 
steve lowry, Portstewart,  
northern ireland

I use microscopy as a tool 
to reveal the hidden beauty 

of the natural world, creating a bridge 
between science and art. My portfolio 
features sectioned and stained flower 
buds from: Tulipa (above), Hydrangea, 
Chrysanthemum, Helleborus, Echinops 
ritro and Lilium tigrinum.

Nikon D200, Olympus BX45 microscope,  
1/320 sec, ISO100

HigHly Commended – Portfolio

The Colours of Autumn
Paul mitchell, Burnham Beeches, 
Buckinghamshire, england

Burnham Beeches, a National 
Nature Reserve and Special Area 

of Conservation in Buckinghamshire, 
is a diverse, ancient habitat with 
heathland and marshland as well 
as deciduous forest. I love visiting 
throughout the seasons, but autumn 
is by far my favourite season.

Nikon D7100, 70-200mm f/4,  
0.3 sec, f/10, ISO100

May 2017www.digitalcameraworld.com 11
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Commended – trees, Woods and forests 

Mystic Forest
andrew george, stiphoutse Bossen, gerwen, the netherlands

When I passed by this scene during the blue 
hour of sunrise I was amazed at the amount 

of spider webs on the forest floor. Combined with 
the dark forest, the scene had a mystical fairy tale 
quality about it. 

Nikon D810,  80-400mm f4.5-5.6, 1/20 sec, f/5.6, ISO100

Commended – Wildlife in tHe garden

Band of Brothers
minghui yuan, Wuhan City, China

 During a hot summer, I saw a group of stink 
bug eggs hatching on a lotus leaf. The mother 

leaves before hatching, so they depend on each other 
for survival. I imagined them waiting until the last egg 
hatches, not wanting to leave any brother behind.

Nikon D3s, 90mm f/2.8 Macro, 1/160 sec, f/22, ISO400
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1st PlaCe – Wildlife in tHe garden 

Marbled White Butterfly
ross Hoddinott, dunsdon, devon, england

 I found this marbled white 
butterfly resting among 

the grasses on a dewy summer 

morning. I wanted to capture 
a close-up that showed context, 
habitat and scale. I used the 
D810’s multiple exposure setting 
to create a soft, dreamy effect.

Nikon D810, 200mm f/4 Macro,  
1/2000 sec, f/4.2, ISO640 Ro
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1st PlaCe – greening tHe City 

Goodnight, Budapest
Zsolt Varanka, Budapest, Hungary

 I wanted to show how it 
is possible to find natural 

beauty thriving in a city and 
close to human activity. 
I ventured into the hills around 
the suburb of Budaörs to get the 
view I wanted and found this 
group of Pulsatilla grandis 
looking out over the city below, 
inspecting their domain.

Nikon D750, 16-35mm f/4, 13 secs, f/4, ISO400 Zs
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International Garden Photographer of the Year is the world’s premier competition and 
exhibition specializing in garden, plant, flower and botanical photography. It’s run in 
association with the Royal Botanic Gardens, UK, with an exhibition held annually at Kew, 
London, and a rolling programme of touring exhibitions in the UK and all over the world. 

The competition closes on October 31 every year, and winners are announced at the opening of the launch 
exhibition, the following February. The competition is open to everyone, anywhere in the world, and entry  
costs £12 for 4 single images, or £25 for a portfolio. Visit www.igpoty.com

finalist – tHe BeaUty of Plants

Bothering Buttercups
angela de groot, dorset, england

For a few short weeks 
this field along the River 

Stour is dusted with flowers. 
I positioned myself low for the 
perfect shot. I am used to 
quizzical looks – I can hear my 
brother’s voice saying “she’s 
bothering buttercups again”.

Nikon D3300,  18-55mm f/3.5-5.6,  

1/800 sec, f/16, ISO200

1st PlaCe – yoUng garden 
PHotograPHer of tHe year

Kaleidoscope
fergus Brown – age 10, abbey garden, 
tresco, isles of scilly

On a family visit to 
Abbey Gardens I was 

attracted to a beautiful bed 
of vibrant flowers. I used the 
camera’s multiple exposure 
function to create the effect.

Nikon D7000, 55-300mm f/4.5-5.6,  
1/640 sec, f/4.5, ISO100





D
o you look at your shots and 
wish they were sharper? You 
might think you need a new 
Nikon, but the quality of your 
images isn’t just down to the 

resolution of your camera’s sensor or 
even the quality of the lens. In fact, the 
higher the resolution, the more obvious 
any blur or softness can be. 

So, before you start thinking about 
upgrading your kit, take a look at our 
top 20 tips for sharper results. From 
eliminating camera shake to mastering 
focusing and using the right settings, 
this essential advice will help you get 
the most from your existing gear. It will 
also mean you’ll get the best results if 
you do decide to upgrade your kit later.

Softness can kill even the best 
photos. Here’s how to stay sharp!
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WAYS TO GET 
SHARPER SHOTS 

THIS SPRING

20
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2 GET A GRIP
If you haven’t got a solid, stable 
hold of your camera you’ll struggle 
to get sharp results. Obviously, 
your right hand needs to be 
comfortably holding the grip of the 
camera, so that your index finger 
can press the shutter release 
smoothly. Then, position your 
left-hand underneath the camera 
or lens, to support its weight. 

You should also try to stand in 
a relaxed pose with your feet a 
comfortable distance apart and 
your elbows close to your body. 
Don’t try to hold your breath when 
firing the shutter – this can lead to 
trembling – but time it so that you 
take your shot as you exhale.

1 TAkE cARE WITH YOuR TRIPOD
Using a tripod is the perfect solution for getting pin-sharp 
results when using long shutter speeds, but not all tripods are 
created equal. You can’t expect a cheaper, lightweight model 
to offer the same stability as a heavy-duty alternative. But 
there are some basic techniques that you can use to get the 
sharpest results possible, whatever type of tripod you have. 

The first thing is to use the thickest leg sections first to 
achieve the height that you want, and also to avoid raising the 
centre column, if possible. Many tripods also have a hook on 
the bottom of the centre column, which you can add a weight 
to (such as your camera bag) to help stabilize the tripod. Once 
you’ve got the tripod set up you can help keep things steady by 
using a remote release, or your Nikon’s self-timer mode, to fire 
the shutter without the risk of jogging the camera, as even the 
lightest touch can result in soft shots.

Beat the shakes
Your own movement is one of the most common causes of blurred photos, 
so here’s how to prevent camera shake or the jitters spoiling your shots

Feature G e t  S h a r p e r  S h o t S
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4 uSE VIbRATION REDucTION
These systems, which for Nikons are built into the lens, 
allow you to use slower shutter speeds than normal 
when hand-holding the camera, and still get sharp 
results. Most systems allow you to use shutter speeds 
around 3 to 4 stops slower than normal, so for example 
1/30 or 1/15 sec instead of 1/200 sec with a 200mm 
lens. However, you do need to remember that these 
systems can’t help prevent blur if the subject is moving.

3 SET A SHuTTER SPEED 
THAT AVOIDS SHAkE

To avoid camera shake you need to 
choose a shutter speed appropriate for 
the focal length of the lens you’re using, as 
longer focal length lenses will magnify any 
movement more than shorter ones – just 
think how much the scene moves around 
in the viewfinder, and how hard it is to 
keep the camera still, when you zoom 
right in on something. It’s not an exact 
science, as some people are better at 
holding the camera steady than others, 
but as a general rule of thumb you should 
try to use a shutter speed of 1/effective 
focal length or faster. For a 50mm lens on 
an FX-format (full-frame) Nikon this would 
be 1/50 sec, while on a DX-format Nikon it 
would be 1/75 sec (since the effective 
focal length of a 50mm lens on a 
DX-format Nikon is 75mm). Since there’s 
no such shutter speed as 1/75, you should 
err on the side of caution and go for the 
next fastest shutter speed – so 1/80 sec 
in this example. 

Sharp

Not Sharp

INcreaSe
the ISo

Although there is the danger 
of increased noise, don’t be 
afraid to set a higher ISO to 

achieve a fast enough 
shutter speed for a 

sharp image.

top tIp

5 GET SOmE SuPPORT
If you find yourself in a situation where you want to use slow shutter 
speeds but don’t have a tripod, you can still get sharp results by using 
your surroundings to help you keep the camera steady. Simply brace 
yourself against a tree, fence or other solid object. This will allow you 
to use slower shutter speeds and still achieve sharp results – although, 
as with using Vibration Reduction, it won’t help with moving subjects.

B a N I S h  C a M e r a  S h a K e
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8 FOcuS ON STATIc SubjEcTS
Once you’ve selected a focus point over the subject, you need to set the 
most appropriate autofocus mode. For static subjects, you will usually 
get the most reliable results by setting your Nikon to single shot 
autofocus mode. In this mode the camera focuses when you press the 
shutter release, and won’t refocus until you lift your finger off the button 
and press it again. This will give you the most accurate focusing, as long 
as the distance between the subject and camera doesn’t change.

6 mASTER PANNING
Images of moving subjects look more dynamic if 
the background is blurred and the subject is sharp. 
You need to use a shutter speed slow enough to 
give you some blur, and follow the subject so that 
it stays in the same position in the viewfinder to 
keep it sharp. This technique takes practice, and 
requires experimentation with shutter speeds.

SuggeSted Shutter 
SpeedS for paNNINg
Fast-moving cars or motorbikes.................. 1/125 sec
Bikes close to the camera.............................. 1/60 sec
Bikes or running.............................................. 1/30 sec
Fast-flying birds.......................................... 1/125 sec
Slower animals............................................ 1/30 sec

9 uSE mANuAl FOcuS
There are times, such as when you’re shooting with a very shallow 
depth of field or in low-light conditions, when using autofocus isn’t 
the best option. In these situations using manual focus will often  
give you more accurate and reliable results. If you find that you are 
struggling to accurately focus using the viewfinder, it can be easier  
to switch to Live View mode, and zoom in on the Live View image in 
order to gain a much clearer view of the sharpness. 

7 cHOOSE THE RIGHT AF POINT 
If you want to focus on an off-centre subject that isn’t 
moving around in the frame too much, you might want  
to manually select the autofocus point that’s closest to 
the edge you want to focus on. To do this, select single 
shot AF mode, then use your Nikon’s controls to select 
the most suitable AF point. This technique is particularly 
useful for subjects such as portraits, where the subject’s 
eye is in the same place in the frame for a sequence of 
shots. Another example is when you want to capture 
off-centre images of racing cars as they pass 
the same spot on a track, one after the other. 

Master focusing
Ensure you get sharp shots every time by using the right focusing 
modes and techniques for different subjects and situations

www.digitalcameraworld.com
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10 FOcuS ON mOVING SubjEcTS
When the subject is moving you need to set up 
the autofocus mode on your camera to keep it 
sharp. On Nikon DSLRs, this mode is called 
continuous AF. Even when using the correct 
mode, however, it’s still important that you keep 
the active AF point positioned over the subject for 
as long as possible. You can do this by moving the 
camera to track the subject’s movement, rather 
than waiting for the subject to reach a particular 
area in the frame. Tracking the subject through 
the viewfinder in this way, and shooting at the 
peak of the action, will enable your Nikon to 
focus much more successfully.

af fINe-tuNe
To compensate for the 

variation in focusing on 
lenses, some DSLRs 

(Nikon D7200 and above) 
allow you to adjust the 

focusing system for 
individual lenses. 

top tIp
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11 mASTER SHAllOW 
DEPTH OF FIElD

Isolating your subject by blurring the 
background (and foreground) is one 
of the most effective ways that you 
can add impact to your shots. The 
contrast between the sharp areas 
and the blur can make the subject 
appear sharper, even if the 
sharpness is only relative.

Depth of field – how much of the 
scene is sharp – is affected by three 
variables; the focal length of the lens, 
the aperture you have selected, and 
your distance from the subject. To 
get a shallower depth of field you  
can use a longer lens, set a wider 
aperture or get closer to the subject 
– or a combination of all three. 

Remember, though, that as well as 
blurring the background, you need to 
make sure that the depth of field is 
large enough to keep your main 
subject sharp.

12 clEAN YOuR kIT
You can’t expect to get sharp results 
if your lenses aren’t spotlessly clean. 
Get an air blower, cleaning cloth and 
cleaning solution, and check the 
front and rear elements of your 
lenses regularly for dust, fingerprints 
or marks from condensation and 
water. Don’t leave your Nikon with 
the lens mount open for an extended 
period of time. When removing a 
lens, replace it immediately, or  
pop a body cap on the camera.

13 FOcuS A THIRD IN
A classic technique to ensure your images are in 
focus, especially in landscape photography, is to 
keep everything from the foreground to the far 
distance sharp. Try using a short focal length lens, 
such as 18mm on a DX-format Nikon or 24mm on a 
full-frame model, then set a small aperture, such as 
f/11, and focus a third of the way into the scene.

Lenses and light
From choosing the best aperture to waiting for the right light, 
these techniques will help you get pin-sharp results every time  upgrade

 Your leNSeS
Prime lenses tend to offer 
sharper results than their 

equivalent zooms, 
especially at wider 
aperture settings 

such as f/4.

top tIp
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14 cHOOSE THE 
OPTImum APERTuRE

The sharpness of every lens will vary at 
different aperture settings, particularly  
at the edges of the frame. At the widest 
apertures most lenses are softer at the 
edges of the frame compared to the centre, 
while at very small apertures, such as f/22, 
the sharpness can suffer across the whole 
image due to an optical effect known as 
diffraction. Optimum sharpness is usually 
around two to three stops smaller than the 
widest setting, so f/8 or f/11 for a lens with 
a maximum aperture of f/4. 

Test your own lenses by shooting a static 
subject from a tripod. Take shots at every 
available aperture, and check the results at 
100% magnification to determine the best 
aperture to use. Then use this aperture to 
get the sharpest images, unless you need 
to achieve a specific depth-of-field effect 
or shutter speed for the lighting conditions.

15 lOVE lIGHT
Even though it’s not usually the most flattering light for 
many subjects, bright sunlight or flash can also make your 
shots appear sharper than shooting with a softer and more 
diffuse light. This is because the sharp shadows created by 
direct light reveal detail and texture in the subject, which 
creates an impression of sharpness.

f/4

f/11

f/22

www.digitalcameraworld.com
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16 mASTER uNSHARP mASk
The name of this sharpening technique is a throwback to 
old-fashioned printing technology, but it’s still one of the most 
useful and effective ways to sharpen your images in Photoshop 
CC or Elements. You have three main controls in the Unsharp 
Mask filter dialog box, and the settings you apply will vary 
depending on the particular image. The first is the Amount slider, 
which you should generally try to keep between 80 and 120 to 
avoid over-sharpening. Then there is the Radius slider, which 
controls the area around the edges in the image that will be 
sharpened. You should keep this below 3 pixels to avoid haloes 
and artefacts. Finally, there’s the Threshold slider, which should be 
kept at a low figure, such as five or lower, for most images. A higher 
value will help to minimize noise in high-ISO shots, though. 

18 SHARPEN SHOTS SElEcTIVElY
Because it can increase noise, particularly in 
even-toned areas, you don’t always want to apply 
high amounts of sharpening across the whole image. 
A classic case is portrait shots, where you want to 
have more sharpening in the eyes than you do in  
other parts of the portrait and the background. The 
Sharpen tool is perfect for sharpening selected areas 
of an image, as you can simply brush on the effect you 
want. Duplicate the ‘Background’ layer (so that you 
can revert to the unsharpened image to check the 
success of the effect), select the Sharpen tool and 
choose a soft round brush. Then zoom in on the area 
that you want to sharpen, set the Strength to 20% 
and make sure the Protect Tones box is checked and 
brush over the area you want to sharpen.

www.digitalcameraworld.com
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17 TRY THE HIGH PASS FIlTER
The High Pass filter is a great alternative to Unsharp Mask. 
To sharpen your image you need to duplicate the ‘Background’ 
layer, desaturate this top layer and select Overlay as the 
blending mode. Then go to Filter>Other>High Pass, and adjust 
the Radius to get the sharpening effect suitable for your image. 
For subtle effects, try setting the Radius between 1 and 3 pixels. 

Software techniques
Applying sharpening in photo-editing software isn’t simply a way of fixing 
soft shots, it’s an essential part of making those good shots look great



20 uSE THE clARITY 
SlIDER FOR cRISPNESS

Although it doesn’t actually affect the 
sharpness of your shot, the Clarity slider 
can help to make your shots appear crisper. 
This adjustment alters the midtone contrast, 
rather than the overall contrast. This makes 
it much better than the Contrast slider for 
adding punch to images without losing  
detail in the highlights or shadows.

Like many of the Adobe Camera Raw 
adjustments, if you go too far it can result in 
unwanted artefacts in your images. Start by 
setting it at around 20, then check your image 
at 100% magnification, especially in areas 
that have obvious edges, before you try 
setting a higher value.

19 SHARPEN IN ADObE cAmERA RAW 
There are four sliders in the sharpening options in Adobe Camera 
Raw. The Amount slider controls the strength of the sharpening 
effect. For normal sharpening set this to 50 or less – though  
you may need to set it higher if you are processing for a print 
or website. The Radius slider determines the number of pixels 
affected by the sharpening. Next is the Details slider, with higher 
amounts, such as 40 to 50, enhancing detail in texture and fine 
details, while lower values, such as 10 or 20, restrict the sharpening 
to more obvious edges in the subject. Finally, the Masking control 
allows you to restrict the amount of sharpening in less detailed 
areas of the image to minimize noise. For images shot at low ISO 
settings you can keep this setting close to zero – or up to around 
50 for images where noise becomes visible in smooth-toned areas.

over-SharpeNed SharpeNed

clarItY +100  SharpeNINg
for the web
A low-resolution image for 

uploading to a website  
will often need to be 

resharpened to make  
it appear as sharp  

as your original.

top tIp
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Whenever you see this logo, it means there’s a video 
to accompany the tutorial, taking you through things 
step-by-step. You can watch all of our photography 
tutorial videos online – just go to bit.ly/nPhoto71

WaTch  
ThE vidEo



Project one / CORE SKILLS

Spring into action
Follow jason Parnell-Brookes’ top tips to capture beautiful spring flower shots

 W 
ith winter behind us 
and spring finally in full 
swing, you’ve probably 
noticed patches of 

delicate snowdrops, crocuses 
and daffodils popping up. 
Capturing early spring flowers 
will bring a welcome splash of 
colour and detail to otherwise 
dormant and dull-looking 
landscapes. You won’t have 
to venture out much further 
than your own back garden 
to find potential subjects. 
Otherwise parks, public gardens 
and even patches of grass on the 
side of a road will offer plenty of 
visual delights. 

No specialist gear is required 
for flower photography, but 
using a tripod will help ensure 
your camera remains perfectly 
still. A standard prime lens is 
more than adequate if you can 
get close enough to your chosen 
subject, just be sure to frame out 
any unwanted background 
clutter for the best composition. 

In this project we’ll talk you 
through the basic camera setup 
for capturing spring blooms and 
give you plenty of creative ideas 
to take your flower photography 
skills to the next level.

the mission
●  To capture creative 

shots of flowers

time
●  One hour

Skill level
●  Beginner
●  Intermediate
●  Advanced 

Kit needed 
●  Standard prime 

(or telephoto/
macro) lens

●  Tripod
●  Reflector

May 2017 Watch the video online at www.bit.ly/NPhoto7134
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SteP BY SteP / Say it with flowers

1 Watch the weather
Cloudless blue skies aren’t ideal for flower photography; 
direct light can be too harsh, resulting in too much 
contrast, with blown highlights and little detail in the 
shadows. An overcast day will produce much more 
even and soft light, which is far more flattering.

3 Secure your Nikon
A tripod not only avoids potential camera shake issues, 
it forces you to think clearly about your composition. 
Get down low so you’re level with your subject; you’ll 
need a sturdy tripod with legs that can splay out so 
you can shoot close to the ground.

5 Reflect the light
A reflector has multiple uses; use its diffuser panel to 
shade your subject to soften light when the sun is out, 
position it at an angle to bounce light back into the 
shadows to reveal more details, or simply use it as 
a wind break on breezy days to keep your subject still.

2 Control the aperture
Shoot in aperture priority mode for control over depth 
of field. Wide apertures produce a shallow depth of field 
to blur the background and make subjects stand out. 
Shoot with too narrow an aperture and the subject  
will blend awkwardly into its surroundings.

4 Keep your composure
Shooting at low angles can make looking through the 
viewfinder awkward – if not impossible. Enable Live View 
to compose and focus your shot. Zoom in to 5x or 10x 
magnification and twist the manual focus ring on your 
lens until your subject comes into sharp focus.

6 Brighten things up
When shooting white flowers your camera may 
overcompensate for the bright tones, resulting in 
dull, grey flowers. Increase exposure compensation 
to brighten them up, but be careful not to blow the 
highlights and precious details in the delicate petals.

Flower power
For more creative 
possibilities, 
a telephoto lens is 
good for compressing 
perspective and 
having a greater 
impact on depth 
of field. If you’re 
interested in close-up 
photography then you 
should invest in a 
macro lens to enable 
you to focus really 
close to fill the frame 
with your subject.

Quick tip 
You’ll get the 
most dramatic 
results by 
shooting into 
the light during 
the golden hours 
to backlight 
your subject

Watch  
the video

May 2017Watch the video online at www.bit.ly/NPhoto71 35
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Project two / ESSENTIAL GEAR SKILLS 

Take things steady
jason Parnell-Brookes demonstrates how to set up your tripod for a rock-solid seascape or  
landscape shoot, and shares some pro tricks to help make your stabilized shots really stand out

 S
ome people only ever 
shoot handheld, but in 
certain conditions, or with 
particular subjects and 

camera settings, photos without 
a tripod simply won’t make the 
grade. In low light, for example, 
shutter speeds will simply be too 
slow to hold the camera steady 
enough for a sharp shot, And 
while you might be tempted to 
open up the aperture or increase 
the ISO to enable a faster 
shutter speed to compensate, 
this will compromise depth of 
field or image quality.  

In addition to helping avoid the 
dreaded camera shake, a tripod 
is a great compositional aid, 
enabling you to really consider 
what is – and isn’t – in the frame. 
It can aid super-long-exposures 
for creative effect too – such as 
we used to tame  the raging sea 
into a silky blur in our image.

Tripods have a surprisingly 
large number of features, so 
we’ll explain how to use these  
to help your shooting. We’ll also 
share some insider tips for 
getting that tripod set up in no 
time at all. After all, if you’re out 
in cold or wet conditions (as we 
were here), every second counts 
as you try to stay warm while 
racing to get the perfect shot. 

the mission
●  Learn tips and tricks 

to set up a tripod

time
●  30 minutes

Skill level
●  Beginner
●  Intermediate
●  Advanced 

Kit needed 
●  Tripod

May 2017 Watch the video online at www.bit.ly/NPhoto7136
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SteP BY SteP / Stand firm

3 Get your legs out
When unfolding your tripod’s legs, you should extend the 
topmost, thicker leg sections first as this part is stronger 
and sturdier. If you extend your legs from the bottom, 
the thinner, spindlier legs run more risk of camera shake, 
so always go top first to ensure sharper shots.

1 Check the feet
Most tripods ship with rubber feet, and on many models 
they screw in. You can buy alternate feet designed for all 
sorts of terrain; stainless steel Clawz from 3 Legged 
Thing grip rough ground and spread the weight over a 
larger surface area, and worked a treat on our icy shoot.

5 Balance it out
When shooting on uneven ground, change the height 
of the legs until the bubble level on the tripod is balanced. 
Many photographers extend the legs fully and adjust the 
tripod head instead, but this makes it difficult to shoot 
panoramas suitable for stitching later.

4 Consider the centre column
Some photographers avoid using the centre column 
because it means the camera has a higher centre of 
gravity when it’s extended, which can put the tripod 
off-balance more easily and make it less stable. However, 
this column does come in very handy for extra reach.

2 Twist or stick
There are two common mechanisms to lock tripod legs 
– twist-lock and lever-lock – and you might prefer one 
over the other. Our 3 Legged Thing tripod had a twist-
lock that actually froze during our wintry shoot. Levers 
would’ve been less time consuming in this situation.

6 Use your head
A good head will hold tight once locked; lesser-quality 
heads may move slightly after locking, meaning all the 
levelling you undertook is undone. Quick-release plates 
lock your camera to the head quickly but firmly, and are 
perfect for fast shooting when out in the elements.

let us splay
A versatile tripod will 
have adjustable legs. 
Locks on the top of 
the legs, near the 
head, enable the legs 
to splay out wider, 
giving a more stable 
base and closer reach 
to the ground. 
Column-less tripods 
are the easiest to 
manoeuvre when 
splaying the legs 
because your camera 
can go really low, with 
no centre column to 
hit the ground.

Quick tip 
Undo all of 
the leg locks 
at once and 
slide them out 
simultaneously, 
then re-lock the 
legs. This is the 
fastest way to 
set up a tripod. 
Do the opposite 
to break down 
a tripod quickly.
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E
ver wondered how to create 
those water drops that 
seem to magically hang in 
mid-air? It’s not Photoshop 

trickery; you just need some 
simple ingredients to concoct 
your very own drop shot. The 
principle is simple; by releasing  

a drip into a bowl full of water you 
can create a perfect spherical 
splash with concentric ripples 
that propagate outwards. With 
the camera set to the flash’s 
sync speed, it’s not the shutter 
that freezes the water drop but 
the flash of light. A typical burst 

of flash lasts between 1/30000 
and 1/1000 sec, which is much 
faster than any shutter speed.

It’s all in the timing, You’ll need 
to fire the shutter a fraction of a 
second after releasing the water 
drop. This comes with practice 
– and luck. You’ll need to set 
high-speed continuous shooting 
mode and fire plenty of frames 
before you get the perfect shot. 

You can get experimental with 
food colouring and different 
liquids, such as oil or milk. But 
let’s keep things simple and 
start off with good old H

20…

By releasing a single drop into a bowl full  
of water you can create a perfect circular 
splash with concentric ripples

The mission
●  Capture water drops as 

they splash into the air 

Time
●  Two  hours

Skill level
●  Beginner
●  Intermediate 
●  Advanced 

Kit needed 
●  Flashguns
●  Remote release
●  Tripod
●  Pipette
●  Dish

ProjecT THree / Teach Yourself flash

Make a splash
jason Parnell-Brookes shares the skills you need to capture a  
water drop photograph that isn’t just another drop in the ocean

May 201738
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Going further
You can try different 
types of liquid, like 
 oil or milk. Different 
viscosities will alter 
the shape of the 
drops and the 
resultant splash. 
You could also 
experiment with 
food colouring in  
the pipette to create 
complex structures 
as the water 
splashes upwards.

the dropper
If you don’t have a 
pipette then, at a 
pinch, a straw will  
do the job. Pouring 
liquid off a spoon 
won’t be accurate 
enough to produce 
a single drop.

1 Get set up
You’ll need a bowl or dish to hold the water and a pipette 
– or ‘eyedropper’ – to squeeze water out, a drop at a 
time. The height that you hold your pipette will determine 
the shape and size of your water drop, so experiment 
with different elevations and see what you prefer.

3 Angle your camera
Mount your Nikon to a tripod and line it up with the dish 
of water so that you have a slight downwards angle 
across the surface of the water. This angle helps to 
eliminate the edge of the bowl in the background,  
which would otherwise be a distraction. 

5 Set the exposure
We used a close-up filter to focus closely on the drop (see 
page 88 for more on these). In manual mode we set an 
aperture of f/16 for increased depth of field, a 1/200 sec 
shutter speed to match the flash sync speed and ISO100 
to minimize noise.

2 Add some flash
The key to good water drop photography is to place a 
flash either side of the bowl, firing across the end of your 
lens (so it’s wise to use a lens hood to prevent flare from 
spoiling your shot). This gives shape and form to your 
splash, making it seem like a sculpture in your final shot.

4 Lock the focus
Zoom in until your entire frame is filled with water. Place 
the pipette in the centre of the bowl  and using autofocus 
to focus on the pipette until it’s sharp. Then slide the AF 
switch to the manual focus position to avoid the camera 
attempting to focus each time you take a shot.

6 Time it right
Using a remote shutter release gives you the ability to 
be further away from your Nikon camera body. This 
is helpful if you’re shooting by yourself, so you can 
trigger the shutter at the precise moment that you 
simultaneously release the water drop.

Quick tip 
Make sure you 
fill your bowl 
to the brim, 
until it’s almost 
overflowing, to 
remove the edge 
of the bowl in 
your shots.

STeP BY STeP / Drip feed  your Nikon
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Watch  
the video

 N
ikon DSLRs  provide the 
opportunity to process a 
photograph immediately 
as they capture it, using a 

range of built-in Picture Control 
presets. These change the look 
of a photo’s colours and tones. 
For example, Landscape boosts 
the saturation of blues and 
greens, Portrait gives skin a 
smoother look, while  Neutral 

avoids boosting the image’s 
colour and contrast altogether. 

If you shoot in JPEG format, 
the Picture Control is ‘baked’ 
into the file – and the effect 
difficult to subsequently alter 
in post-processing. If you shoot 
Raw, however, then the Picture 
Control information can only  
be read by Nikon’s own Capture 
NX-D software, and Lightroom 

won’t automatically apply  
the effect to the image. But 
Lightroom has its own camera-
processing presets, found under 
the Camera Calibration panel. 
This panel provides you with a 
springboard towards adjusting 
colour and tone. You can then 
fine-tune the results of a 
particular preset profile using 
the sliders in the Basic panel.

Project four / TEACH YOURSELF LIGHTROOM

experiment with presets
Make quick adjustments to colour and tone with camera-processing presets

the mission
●  Experiment with 

camera-processing 
presets to quickly 
boost images

time
● 5 minutes

Skill level
● Beginner
●  Intermediate
●  Advanced 

Kit needed 
●  Lightroom 5 or later

SteP BY SteP / Lighten things up

1 Pick a process
Open presets_start.dng in Lightroom’s Develop module. Open 
the Camera Calibration panel. Lightroom 5 and onwards use the 
2012 Raw processing engine, but you could jump back to the 2010 
process, if you prefer, to replace the Basic panel’s Highlights 
and Shadows slider with the Recovery and Fill light sliders.

2 Choose a profile
We’ll leave Process set to 2012 (Current) so that we’re using 
Lightroom’s latest Raw-processing tools. Now to try various profiles 
from the drop-down menu. Camera Landscape makes the skin look 
too orange. Camera Portrait increases contrast without boosting 
colour, so we’ll settle with that profile as a starting point.

4 Go back to basics
Go to the Basic panel to finish off. Set the Exposure slider to +0.90 
to brighten the image. Set Highlights to +20, Whites to +22 and 
Vibrance to +36 for a subtle colour boost. A before-and-after view 
demonstrates how effective the Camera Calibration panel can be.

3 Fine-tune the profile
To counteract the slight magenta tint, drag the Shadows slider to 
-47. To make the skin look less orange, go to red Primary and drag 
Saturation down to -22. If you’re unhappy with the look, hold down 
Alt and click a label, such as Reset Shadows.

40 You can download the start image(s) to your Mac or PC at bit.ly/start-71May 2017
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Camera preSetS

a f t e r

watch the video online at www.bit.ly/nPhoto71
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B e f o r e

A f t e r

 T
here’s an increasing 
amount of crossover in 
editing tools between 
Camera Raw and 

Photoshop itself, and the 
panorama merging tools are 
a perfect example. It’s now 
possible to create seamless 
panoramic images straight from 
Camera Raw without having to 
open Photoshop at all.

There are advantages to doing 
it this way, partly because it is 
faster and partly because you 
get some interesting and highly 

The mission
●  To create a seamless 

panorama in Adobe 
Camera Raw

Time
●  10 minutes

Skill level
●  Beginner
●  Intermediate 
●  Advanced 

Kit needed 
●  Photoshop CC

ProjecT five / CREATIVE PHOTOSHOP

Broaden your horizons
Camera Raw now has some of the merging capabilities of 
Photoshop, and it’s especially good at making panoramas

effective merging tools. Using 
Camera Raw is especially 
efficient if you shot your original 
images in the Raw format, 
because there’s little point in 
converting them and opening 
them in Photoshop to merge 
them when you can do it as a 
single process from Camera 
Raw. It also outputs a ‘Raw’ 
panorama in Adobe’s DNG 
format, so you can still apply 
all the usual Raw processing 
decisions – exposure, white 
balance, distortion correction, 

curves and so on – even after 
the panorama has been created.

Inevitably, panoramas end up 
with rough edges because of the 
way the individual images have 
to be perspective-corrected, but 
Camera Raw has two options for 
dealing with this. Its Auto-Crop 
option crops right up to the edge 
of the image area, saving you 
from some precise and tedious 
manual cropping, while the 
Boundary Warp option distorts 
(warps) the image to fill the full 
panorama area.

42 You can download the start image(s) to your Mac or Pc at bit.ly/start-71May 2017
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The video

STeP BY STeP / Get stitched up

1 Open the start files
Use our panorama start files if you want to follow our tutorial exactly 
– they are numbered 1-7. You should open them directly from Camera 
Raw by first selecting all seven files, then right-clicking any one of them 
and choosing Open in Camera Raw from the menu.

4 Preview the projections
You’ll see the effect of the different projections more clearly if you 
deselect the Auto Crop box. Spherical projections combine the images 
on the inside surface of a virtual sphere, cylindrical projections use a 
virtual cylinder, while Perspective simulates a super-wide lens.

6 Merge the images
When you’re happy, click the Merge button in the top-right corner. 
When the merge process is finished, a new merged DNG file appears 
in the Camera Raw filmstrip (even if you started with JPEGs). You can 
now open this in Photoshop or simply save it out as a new file. 

2 Merge to Panorama…
When you open more than one image in Camera Raw they’re displayed 
as a vertical filmstrip on the left side of the window. In the top corner 
you’ll see a drop-down menu icon, and from here you need to choose 
Select All and then the Merge to Panorama menu option.

3 Choose your settings
After a few moments spent merging the images, Camera Raw will 
open the Panorama Merge window, where you choose the ‘Projection’ 
settings and Crop and Warp settings. By default, the ‘Spherical’ 
projection is used and untidy edges are cropped off. 

5 Set Boundary Warp
The Auto Crop option inevitably crops off some parts of the panorama, 
and, if you don’t want that, the alternative is the new Boundary Warp 
tool. This ‘warps’ the full panoramic image to push it right to the edges 
of the frame – the downside is that it does introduce some distortion.

May 2017watch the video online at bit.ly/nPhoto71 43
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Project six / The big projecT

Learn to levitate
Make friends or family appear lighter than air with a simple  
combination of shooting skills and photoshop techniques

T 
his is one of those photo tricks that 
makes viewers think, ‘How did they 
do that?’ The answer is surprisingly 
simple and, like all the best Photoshop 

techniques, the real skill begins in-camera. 
To create a seemingly levitating figure we 
capture two different versions of the scene 
– one with the person perched on a stable 
support and the other of the empty scene. 
Both versions need to be perfectly aligned.

So the actual camera technique is easy, 
we just use a tripod and take two shots – 
one of our subject, another without them 
or their perch. Then we piece it together 
in Photoshop, which – even for a complete 
novice – is a relatively straightforward job.

The real skill is in crafting atmosphere 
around the effect. That’s how we draw the 
viewer in. A visual trick is fun, but a story is 
even more appealing. There are lots of ways 
to do this – atmospheric lighting, deliberate 
mise en scène, creative composition, 
purposeful posing, use of props – all of these 
factors can enhance the effect. Even the 
weather can be useful –  heavy rainfall here 
created beautiful backlit raindrops and 
watery lens flare, which all add to the mood…

the mission
● �Make�your�subject�

float�with�Photoshop�
layer�masking�skills�

time
●  One�hour

skill level
● Beginner
● �Intermediate
● �Advanced�

Kit needed
● Tripod
● Sturdy�platform
●  Lights�(optional)

May 201744
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1  Sturdy tripod
The shots we need for this effect 
need to be in perfect alignment, 
so use a tripod throughout. Get 
down low to emphasize the gap 
between subject and ground.

2  Stable support
Our subject should be perched 
atop a support in a floaty pose. 
We used a foldable workbench, 
but a stool, stepladder or chair 
could work just as well.

4  Empty space
We also need a shot of the 
empty scene, sans subject 
or support. The exposure 
and focus point should stay 
consistent over both frames.

3  Back Lighting 
Moody lighting and the night 
setting boost atmosphere. As 
well as the headlights, we used 
two Speedlights; one behind to 
the right, and another to the left.

on location / Key ingredients

1 Perfect the posing
There’s a danger the effect can look as if we’ve just 
copied and pasted our subject in. To get around this, 
have them interact with the scene in interesting ways. 
Here the car lights help to place our model, as the flare 
wraps around him in a way that would be hard to fake.

2 Arrange the clothes
Clothes can make or break the effect. The main crunch 
point is where the body meets the support. Try to make 
the clothes here look as floaty as possible, and drape 
loose clothing over the edges of the support to hide it. 
You could also use threads to lift parts of the clothes.

toP tiPs / Sell the effect
Quick tip 
After focusing, 
switch to manual 
focus on your 
lens to lock 
it in place so 
that the focus 
point doesn’t 
jump around 
between frames

May 2017 You can download the start image(s) to your Mac or PC at bit.ly/start-7146



steP BY steP / hover craft

WaTch  
The video

Quick tip 
When you need 
to quickly zoom 
in to a part of 
your image in 
Photoshop, hold 
Cmd/Ctrl and 
the Spacebar 
then click over 
the area and 
drag to the right. 
Drag left to 
zoom back out.

1 Copy over the layer
Open the images of the subject and the empty scene 
in Photoshop. Go to the empty image, then go to 
the Layers panel (Window>Layers). Right-click the 
‘Background’ layer and choose Duplicate Layer. In the 
Destination Settings choose the other image, hit OK.

4 Perfect the mask
Zoom in close and continue perfecting your layer mask. 
If you reveal too much of the empty scene, simply hit 
X to switch to black and paint to hide it again. Use the 
] and [ keys to resize your brush tip, and Shift-click 
between two points to paint a line between them.

5 Tidy the clothes 
Click the New Layer icon in the Layers panel. Grab the 
Clone tool from the Tools panel and set it to Sample All 
Layers. Zoom in to where the clothes meet the bench. 
Alt-click to sample clothes and clone over messy areas, 
hiding the join and adding extra detail where necessary.

2 Add a full mask
Go to the other image, you’ll now have two layers in the 
Layers panel. With the upper layer highlighted, hold Alt 
and click the rectangular Add Layer Mask icon at the 
bottom of the Layers panel. This will add a full black 
layer mask that completely hides the layer.

3 Brush over the bench
We can now paint with white to reveal the background, 
thereby hiding the bench. Grab the Brush tool from the 
Tools panel (hit B). Press D to set your colour to white. 
Right-click and decrease the brush hardness to 0, then 
paint over the bench to reveal parts of the empty scene.

6 Enhance the tones
Finally, make any tonal changes you think necessary. 
We like to use the Camera Raw filter for this. Hit Cmd/ 
Ctrl+Shift+Alt+E to merge a layer, then go to Filter> 
Camera Raw Filter. Use the Basic tonal controls to add 
contrast, tweak colours and boost clarity. Hit OK.

No empty 
frame?
If you didn’t shoot a 
frame of the empty 
scene it’s still possible 
to create the levitation 
effect from a single 
image, but only if 
there’s enough 
background detail that 
can be pasted over the 
bench. We shot our 
night-time scene in 
heavy rain, only 
managing to grab a few 
frantic poses before 
abandoning the shoot. 
But later on, we found 
the best pose didn’t 
have an accompanying 
empty version (we’d 
moved the camera 
between shots). The 
solution was to clone 
out the bench using 
Photoshop’s cloning 
and healing tools.
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toP tiPs /  
get the levitation look

1 Work with gravity
Floaty clothes and coats can help to emphasize the 
sense of weightlessness and movement, especially 
if you arrange them properly before shooting. 
Translucent material, like the dress in Tip 3, can also 
look great if you backlight it with light from behind.

2 Look for reflections
Look for scenes that include reflections, as these can 
ground the subject in the scene, helping get around 
the ‘cut and paste’ look of some levitation photos. 
Alternatively, have them touch the floor or rest a foot on 
the wall – a point of contact like this has a similar effect.

3 Levitate other objects
Why stop at a levitating person, why not make other 
objects in the scene appear to float as well, like the lamp 
here? Simply hold them in the air then clone out your 
hands later on. Or if you’re good at catching, toss them 
up and take a quick snap while they’re airborne.

 N
ikon School photography 
workshops cater for every 
level of photographic 
ability, whether you are 

new to taking photographs, a 
keen amateur, or a professional. 

Nikon School offers a wide 
range of workshops suited to 
individuals wanting to learn 
more about photography or 
expand their creative horizons. 
Courses will help you improve 
your skills, develop your eye  
for a photo and learn to take 
control of your camera. 

Workshops are a mix of 
easy-to-understand theory and 
practical assignments. They’re 
attended by small groups of up 
to 12 delegates to ensure that 
everyone can benefit from the 
expert knowledge of tutors. 

From understanding your  
Nikon DSLR and lenses  
to image editing; from street 
shots to inspiring landscapes; 
the school’s workshops cover  
a variety of skills and subjects. 

Workshops take place at 
either the Nikon Centre of 
Excellence in London, or 
on location as stated. 

Nikon School can also  
provide bespoke training and 
consultancy services on the 
use of Nikon and other imaging 
products to companies and 
groups. For details, contact 
training.uk@nikon.com or 
telephone 0330 123 0934.

■  For more on Nikon School 
and all of its courses, just visit 
www.nikon.co.uk/training

Learn more at  
Nikon School
get the most from your camera with  

Nikon’s comprehensive training programme

www.nikon.co.uk/training

Forthcoming workshops
Here are just some of the workshops that Nikon 
School has got coming up in the next few months

2 May, North Weald
capture WWii fighter 
planes after dark

3 May, Newmarket
Shoot horseracing at 
this famous course

3 May, Skye
capture dramatic and 
rugged landscapes

13 May, London
Shoot stylish urban 
wedding photography

19 May, London
Learn the art of 
urban portraiture

23 May, Droitwich
Kingfishers, kestrels 
and farmland birds
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It’s child’s play!
They say never work with children or animals, so just how would this 
shoot pan out? Reader Laura Cullen was in the capable hands of pro 
Fiona Francis, so surely it would be like taking candy from a baby...

Name Laura Cullen Camera Nikon D750
Having studied fine art for her undergraduate 
degree, Laura later earned a postgraduate masters 
in photography. She has already started her own 
wedding photography business but, despite shooting 
many families, has never photographed newborns. 
It’s a genre of photography she’s wanted to try and, 
having an eight-month-old herself, she couldn’t wait 
to have a go at photographing babies and toddlers.
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Name Fiona Francis Camera Nikon D810
Fiona combined her love of taking photographs and 
children to set up her newborn and baby photography 
business Green Apple Photography. Passionate about 
promoting baby safety during photo sessions, Fiona is 
also a member of the Baby and Newborn Photography 
Association (BANPAS). She operates from her studio 
in Bridgwater, UK. You can see more of her work at
www.greenapplephotography.co.uk



ExposurE 
Fiona says… As we were shooting in 

a studio with lights, I got Laura to 
switch to Manual exposure mode 
so she had full control over her 
settings. Think of depth of field 
first, because shutter speed and 
ISO will largely remain the same. 

I recommended Laura set f/3.2 to 
reduce depth of field, but not to go 

below f/2.8 because then your depth 
of field is so shallow that it’s hard to get 

the eyes and nose in focus simultaneously.

sync spEEd
Fiona says… Laura had set a shutter 

speed of 1/250 sec, but was getting  
a dark band in her images; this was 

the shutter curtain moving across 
the frame, and I explained that 
the shutter speed needed to be 
slower to sync with the lights; 

1/125 sec enabled it to remain 
open long enough for the entire 

exposure. I also suggested setting 
ISO to 200, as this would enable her to 

use the lights on a lower power. 

cAMErA sTrAp
Fiona says… Laura started taking test 

shots once everything was set up to 
see how the lights triggered and 

what the background looked like, 
but I noticed she wasn’t using  
a camera strap. This is very 
important; sometimes we shoot 
the baby from above, and the 

worst thing that could happen is 
the camera falling and landing on 

the baby! So I insisted she added a 
strap to her D750 to make it safe 

before she started shooting…

Our Apprentice says… This first set-up essentially 
consisted of a blanket, one big soft light and our little 
model, Lily. Fiona recommended I get down level 
with Lily to accentuate the shallow depth of field  
of my f/3.2 aperture. I started the shoot by going 
quite wide and far back but Fiona suggested I get  

in a little closer to pick up the finer details in Lily’s hair and facial 
features. “Seeing the intricate details like this makes the parents 
feel like they’re in the photo with their baby when they look back 
on it in the future,” she explained. 

HOT  
SHOT  
#1

Introduction
Fiona welcomed Laura in to the 
warm Green Apple Photography 
studio. A heater hummed in the 
background as two mothers 
cradled their newborns in their 
chairs, with a couple more little 
models due to arrive later in the 
day. Soft blankets and pretty little 
accessories littered the studio, 
and with Nikon in hand, Laura  
was ready to start her shoot – 
once Fiona had cast an eye  
over her settings…

EXPOSURE 1/125 sec, f/3.2, ISO200
LENS 24-70mm f/2.8

Technique assessment
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pro’s killer kit  
Wee Frame 

Fiona says… The ‘Wee Frame’ is an 
absolute gift for newborn photographers. 
Coupled with a beanbag, it sits around the 
top of the bag and allows you to easily pin 
blankets and sheets to the outside of the 
frame, while providing a seamless backdrop 
inside that also holds the baby safely in the 
middle of the beanbag. 

Accessories
The more you can get 
out of one pose, the 

better. Newborns are like a 
ticking time bomb – when 
they’re naked and warm it’s 
not long before they’re ready for a wee or a poo, so  
you only have finite time before you need to change 
blankets, positions and/or models! Placing a small 
accessory on your newborn, such a headband, is a 
quick and easy way to add variety to your images. 

B A B Y  p h o t o g r A p h Y
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HOT  
SHOT  
#2
EXPOSURE 1/125 sec, f/3.2, ISO200
LENS 60mm f/2.8

Our Apprentice says… Lily was a perfect 
model – she stayed almost completely still.  
I noticed how delicately posed her feet were 
(after some slow and careful placement from 
Fiona) and that the light was hitting the edges 
of her toes just so. I used the same settings 

as before, but switched to a 60mm macro lens to get in 
much closer. I decided to focus on her feet and came in 
close so I could fill the frame. Fiona reminded me that detail 
shots are often as important as the portraits; children’s 
hands and feet get proportionately bigger with age, so  
this kind of shot is only achievable once in their lifetime.

56  May 2017 www.digitalcameraworld.com

Expert insight  
Composite shots
Fiona says... Sometimes you’ll want to composite two or more 
shots together; maybe the facial expression isn’t quite right 
but the background looks unwrinkled. Whatever the reason you 
should use a prime lens. A fixed focal length ensures that you 
keep uniform perspective distortion, and that makes it easier 
to merge shots together in post-production later. I always say 
get as much right in-camera as possible; it’ll make your life a 
lot simpler when compositing on the computer.
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pro portfolio
Baby born
FiONa PROUdLy ShOwS OFF 
hER FavOURitE NEwbORN  
aNd baby PhOtOS

Grey card
Getting consistent skin 
tones can be tricky with 

newborns, especially if they’ve got 
a rash or skin irritation. That’s 
when a grey card comes in handy. 
By taking a shot of a midtone grey, 
you can pick it out later on in 
post-production and be sure that 
you have a reliably neutral tone 
without having to guess.

posing
Fiona has many health and safety 
certificates, including one on safety 

training for posing younger models. 
Newborns are very delicate and need to be 
handled with great care, so having someone 
who knows what they’re doing is essential. 
Between Laura taking the photos, Fiona 
would gently adjust Lily’s hands and feet to 
set up new poses, with plenty of rest time 
between shots. The baby’s safety is the 
utmost priority, and if you’re not familiar 
with baby handling then it’s either best  
left to a professional – or their parents!

pro’s  
killer kit 
Baby Shusher
Fiona says… A great deal of 
newborn photography consists of 
getting the babies calm enough to 
photograph. There are many ways 
to do this, such as feeding before 
arrival at the studio. But the Baby 
Shusher (http://babyshusher.com) 
is a fabulous bit of kit that creates 
an electronic ‘shush’ for up to 30 
minutes, emulating the sounds the 
baby hears in the womb. It’s great 
for a busy photographer and 
calming for the baby!

sAfE hAnds
Capturing tiny newborns is done early to 
create memories of those first few fleeting 
weeks. This is why it is so important to show 
off just how tiny they really are; having baby 
curled up here in dad’s hands shows this 
perfectly, and although it appears that she 
is being held up in the air, she is, in fact, safe 
and secure on a beanbag!

WArM hugs
It can be very challenging to safely pose 
a newborn alongside an older sibling, 
Having baby securely wrapped makes 
posing them together a little easier, and  
you can then focus on capturing a great 
expression/eye contact.

sofT blAnkETs
Newborn photography takes such a lot of 
patience and skill, but seeing these tiny little 
ones curled up safely and capturing these 
images for parents to treasure forever is 
truly the reason I love it so much.  This is 
one of my favourite positions of all; it just 
feels very natural.
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Expert insight  
Change of clothes
Fiona says... Be sure to bring a change 
of clothes – not for your model, but for 
yourself! While you’re shooting you’re 
likely to get covered in wee and poo, 
maybe a bit of sick – or even just cake, if 
you’re going for a cake smash! So make 
sure you wear something you don’t mind 
getting dirty during the shoot, and put on 
your glad rags after you’ve finished…

Our Apprentice 
says… Baby Alex 
was our next model. 
I started by shooting 
him in his basket 
straight on, with  

the edges of the basket running 
parallel with the edges of the 
frame. But Fiona encouraged me 
to embrace the angles and tilt the 
basket and my camera, which 
made the image much more 
dynamic, with Alex diagonally 
across the frame. The neutral and 
earthy tones complemented the 
wooden floor and, as Fiona 
advised, “If you make your scene 
neutral, not only does it look good, 
but it’ll easily fit with the family’s 
decor, no matter what colour 
they’ve painted their rooms.”

HOT  
SHOT  
#3
EXPOSURE 1/125 sec, f/4, ISO200
LENS 60mm f/2.8

oVEr to YoU  T h e  A p p r e N T I C e

It’s a wrap!
Alex was an active little 
fellow and kept splaying 

his limbs out in all directions. 
Because he was so animated, 
Fiona showed Laura the best 
way to wrap him up to keep him 
comfortable and avoid his legs 
flying around during the shots. 
They tried fabric round his legs, 
then his arms, and they finally 
bundled it all around his body.
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One big light
This giant Rotalux octabox, mounted 
on an Elinchrom D-lite RX studio light, 

is nearly six feet across and was used as the 
primary light source. Its diffuse light lends 
itself brilliantly to newborn photography, 
creating soft, wrapping light that smooths 
out shadows beautifully. It almost looks like 
window light because of its size, but with  
the added benefit that you can position it 
wherever you want to, unlike a window,  
which isn’t quite so portable!

B A B Y  p h o t o g r A p h Y

pro’s killer kit  
Scaffolding boards
Fiona says… When photographing newborns 
from above, it’s not the background that needs to 
be dressed up, but the floor that they’re lying on. Having 
bought many types of professional grade lino and other types 
of flooring in the past, the best I’ve ever had are these scaffolding planks.  
I ‘borrowed’ some from my dad’s scaffolding business and then cut them in 
half to make into a photographic flooring set. They look so good that you’d 
never know where they’re from in the final shot.
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Our pro’s verdict… 
I think Laura has captured a 
wonderful image of Bradley 
during his cake-smash to 
celebrate his first birthday. 
It is challenging to work with 

children of this age and capture natural 
smiles, but she did so with ease. She was 
warm and smiley with him, so he quickly 
relaxed and enjoyed himself. The only thing 
I might have tried to do differently would 
have been to get direct eye contact towards 
the camera, but that’s a tricky thing to do. 
The joy of the cake-smash is to capture  
the fun that child is having, and this is a 
beautiful image showing just that.

Our Apprentice says…  
Bradley was my final tiny 
model for the day and he had 
the lucky job of taking part  
in our cake-smash shoot. 
Because he was that little 

bit bigger than the newborns (being a year 
old) I had to shoot a bit wider to fit him in. 
I upped the aperture to f/5.6 to ensure both 
he and the cake were in sharp focus. I also 
got down low to his eye level, as Fiona had 
shown me back at the start of the day. 
Using some toys and songs, Fiona and 
I managed to divert his attention away 
from demolishing the cake for a brief 
moment to get a cheeky expression, 
and a “What did I do?” type moment!

EXPOSURE 1/125 sec, f/3.2, ISO200
LENS 24-70mm f/2.8

SHOT  
Of THe 
day

Expert insight relax
Fiona says… Laura was very relaxed working with 
children and babies. This can be tricky to fake and 
they pick up on this straight away, but it was clear 
that Laura was a natural. Newborn photography is 
very specialist and takes a great deal of patience; 
you then have to quickly adjust your camera and 
lighting to capture it, so there is lots involved. 
Relaxed babies not only make your shoot easier, 
but you’ll get better results from your models.

Join us next issue as we take an N-Photo  
reader behind the scenes of the big day

On sale 11 May 2017

Next month:
Wedding belles!
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If you’d like a chance to be the next N-Photo 

Apprentice,please email  

mail@nphotomag.com with Apprentice as the subject 

line, or fill in this form.

Return this form to… The Apprentice, N-Photo 

Magazine, Quay House, The Ambury, Bath, BA1 1UA, UK

Be our next Apprentice Name  

Address  

Tel no        Email  

Camera   

I’d like help shooting  



 H 
aving been lucky 
enough to have  
won the competition 
featured in issue 62 of 
N-Photo in association 
with Light & Land, 

to go on a photo tour of Cuba, 
I nearly didn’t make the trip. 
I had been waiting for some 
major surgery for over a year, 
and guess when I found out the 
surgery was pencilled in for? 
Yep. Right in the middle of  
the tour. So I cancelled the 
operation and went to Cuba 
instead. My only problem was 
that I could hardly eat or drink 

The Great Cuban Adventure
Winner of the N-Photo competition in association 
with Light & Land, Paul Richards shares the story 
behind his Cuban photographic adventure

Mission:  To shoot the culture 
 of Cuba with Light & Land

Photographer: Paul Richards

Age: 70

Location: Leeds, UK

Kit: Nikon D810, Nikon 14-24mm 
f/2.8, Nikon 24-70mm  f/2.8, 
Nikon Coolpix P900

anything (imagine being in 
a five-star hotel in Havana 
and not been able to drink!). 
However, this was an 
opportunity I was determined 
not to miss. I’m happy to say 
that the operation went ahead 
in December, on Christmas day 
2016, and I’m now 100% okay.

A group of 14 of us headed  
to Cuba. They were all great 
people; we’ve since stayed in 
touch and are even having a 
reunion at the end of this year. 
The Light & Land photography 
guides were Peter Hendrie and 
Paul Sanders. They are both 

very experienced professional 
photographers and their 
eagerness to help the group 
at any time was limitless.

Cuba offers a diverse range 
of subjects for the budding 
photographer, from the 
opulence of affluent five-star 
hotels like the Hotel Parque 
Central in Havana (where we 
stayed at both the start of our 
trip and the end) to the sights 
and sounds of day-to-day 
Cuban life, where the locals get 
by on a handful of dollars a day.

Our man in Havana
Cycle rickshaws are one of the 
cheapest and most popular 
forms of transport for locals, 
tourists and goods alike, and 
this is a typical backstreet scene 
in Havana [1]. The drivers 
battle with all forms of traffic, 

1
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1  
Rickshaw
Nikon D810, 14-24mm 
f/2.8, 1/800 sec,  
f/2.8, ISO250

2  
Ballet
Nikon D810, 24-70mm 
f/2.8, 1/250 sec,  
f/2.8, ISO2000

3  
Máximo Gómez
Nikon Coolpix P900, 
1/100 sec, f/4.5, 
ISO200

4  
Malecón
Nikon D810, 24-70mm 
f/2.8, 1/60 sec,  
f/22, ISO64

Light & Land organized a 
special trip to see the Ballet 
Español de Cuba, based in 
Havana. It was a very special 
honour to be able to take 
images while the dancers 
were being instructed on their 
intricate steps [2]. On this 
occasion one of the dancers 
got something wrong but her 
group just laughed, and I was 
elated to have captured this 
unscripted moment that really 
encapsulates their spirit and 
camaraderie. There were many 
technical challenges here; we 
were not allowed to use flash 
even though the light was poor, 
and mirrors were absolutely 
everywhere, so we had to be careful about our reflections 

not creeping into frame.
To catch the sunrise coming 

up over Havana’s harbour [3] 
we had to make a 6am start. 
The statue is of Máximo 
Gómez, a war hero from the 
Dominican Republic who 
fought tirelessly for Cuban 
independence in the 1868  
and 1895 conflicts against  
the Spanish. It was created by 
Italian artist Aldo Gamba in 
1935. I shot this from about 
half-a-mile away with a Nikon 
Coolpix P900 at 2000mm.

All good things come to an 
end, and on our last day we 
visited the old town of Havana. 
This led to the famous Malecón, 
a stretch of sea wall about five 
miles long [4], where young 
people meet at night. It is the 
centre of Havana’s nightlife, 
where there are parties and 
music until the early hours.

and at night they never turned 
their lights on, instead relying 
only on their bells. I shot this 
wide on my Nikon 14-24mm 
f/2.8 to capture the expansive 
scene in front of me. I like the 
balance of the composition, and 
the way the elements interlock. 

Paul’s    
 top tips

•	Travel	light.	Taking	a	zoom	

lens	will	give	you	more	

flexibility	when	presented	

with	cramped	conditions

•	Time	your	shoot	based	on	

the	light	and	how	it	falls	on	

the	landscape	–	this	usually	

means	an	early	start…

•	Don’t	discount	the	compact	

camera.	A	photo	shot	with	a	

P900	is	better	than	nothing!

PAul RiCHARds

3

2

4
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OVER TO YOU  P O R T F O L I O  R E V I E W

Want your portfolio revieWed? email your shots to mail@nphotomag.com

 F  
ollowing a visit to a nature reserve in 2009 I took 
up wildlife photography and have enjoyed it ever 
since. Each year, in January, my husband and 
I take a trip to the Scottish Highlands, the main 
aim being to spend time with mountain hares. 
These are hardy animals, surviving in sub-zero 

temperatures during winter. They have brown coats in 
summer that turn white during winter, acting as perfect 
camouflage in snow from predators like golden eagles.

The conditions for our trip this year, however, were 
very different. When we arrived there was no snow and 
temperatures were mild. This isn’t good news for the 
hares because their white fur is conspicuous against 
the darker ground, increasing the risk of predation.  
The milder temperatures also made the hares very 
active, making it difficult to find a confiding animal.

Over the following few days, after much walking and 
searching in the area, we did find some more trustful 
hares, which we stayed with for a while. Spending time 
with wildlife gives you the opportunity to observe 

Hare care
your projects critiqued

Wildlife lover Louise Gibbon shares her 
mountain hare photographs after falling 
in love with the animals in the Highlands
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1  
Bad Hare Day
Nikon D500, 150-
600mm f/5-6.3, 1/400 
sec, f/6.3, ISO3200

2  
Not a Hare in the World
Nikon D500, 150-
600mm f/5-6.3,  1/1000 
sec, f/6.3, ISO3200

L O U i s E  g i b b O nbehaviour and capture special 
moments, so patience is key. It’s best 
to approach a hare slowly, so as not to 
cause alarm. If it appears alert as you 
move closer then stop and observe 
until it becomes relaxed again. 
Staying down low until you are at 
closer range helps prevent the hare 
from running away. One hare was so 
relaxed with us being there that it fell 
asleep! It is a true privilege spending 
time with the hares, and I feel more 
appreciative of their struggle for 
survival in harsh conditions.

N-Photo says
These are some lovely shots here, 
Louise. As you pointed out, it’s clear 
to see how easy a mountain hare 
could be spotted in the winter without 
snow on the ground, but that’s good 
for predators and for photographers 
alike as it makes it easier to find them. 

Your first image [1] creates a great 
sense of intimacy. The foreground 
and background are both blurred, 
with only the hare in focus in between. 
The focusing is spot-on; you’ve 
managed to get the eyes and face 
sharp while letting the back of the 
hare fall out of focus. Even though 
you’re using an aperture of f/6.3, it’s 
the long focal length of 350mm that 
emphasizes this shallow depth of 
field. Using a D500 has helped with 
the feeling of intimacy because its 
crop (DX) sensor multiplies the 
perceived magnification of the focal 
length by 1.5x due to the sensor 
covering a smaller area of the frame. 
This extends the 350mm reach of the 
lens to an effective focal length of 
525mm – a significant increase that 
doesn’t require spending a small 
fortune on a massive lens. 

The hare’s expression tells us that it 
must have been very cold out during 
this day; the animal is hunched over 
and curled up into a tight ball, 
presumably trying to keep warm. 
Its body is low to the ground and ears 
slicked back to reduce surface area;  
perhaps it’s spotted a predator that 
it’s trying to hide from? 
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The hare, now with ears pricked, seems to be  
very aware of impending danger. This creates  
a sense of drama between viewer and subject

Your second shot [2] is similar 
to the first, but the hare’s more alert 
posture makes it different enough  
to include in the portfolio. Getting a 
sharp shot is one of the big challenges 
of wildlife photography. You’ve used 
a shutter speed of 1/1000 sec here, 
which is fast enough to freeze most 
movement, but to do this you’ve had 
to increase the ISO dramatically to 
3200. This isn’t a problem though, as 
there is next to no noise, thanks to the 
D500’s advanced sensor and the 
well-balanced exposure.

Your final image [3] shows the 
inclement weather coming in as the 
precipitation falls all around the hare. 

The wider composition, and inclusion 
of negative space on the right of the 
frame, draws attention to the 
weather. The hare, now with ears 
pricked, seems to be very aware of 
impending danger. This creates a 
sense of drama between viewer and 
subject, and although the hare’s eyes 

are almost completely laterally 
placed on its head, it feels as if it’s 
staring right at us. 

Wonderful work, Louise. We hope 
that the weather improves for the 
hares in the Highlands to allow you to 
continue shooting these wonderful 
creatures for many more years.

3  
Hare’s Looking  
at You
Nikon D500, 150-
600mm f/5-6.3, 
1/250 sec, f/6.3, 
ISO1000

3
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next month: the mountains and Waterfalls of the isle of skye

technique tips

The N-Photo 
experts say…

get doWn 
Getting down low is  
your best option when 
photographing wildlife. 
By getting eye-level with 
your subject you create a 
sense of intimacy with the 
animal. This can help to 
draw viewers into your 
image and identify with 
the subject.

Be patient
A lot of wildlife photography 
is all about waiting – either 
for the weather to change, 
the animal to show up, or 
just for a better position to 
photograph from. Whatever 
comes up, you’ll most likely 
find yourself hanging 
around, but try to stay  
alert and remain positive.

go long
Using a long telephoto 
lens enables you to zoom 
in tight on your subject, 
meaning you won’t have 
to crop later in editing 
software. This is invaluable 
as it preserves as much 
resolution as possible, 
making the image more 
detailed and defined.

crop in 
A DX crop-sensor body 
is popular among wildlife 
photographers that need 
extra reach. The 1.5x 
increase in focal length, 
due to the smaller sensor 
size, means you get a 50% 
increase in your subject’s 
size in the frame, making 
shooting from afar easier.





The ebook we gave away last issue 
can’t be viewed on Windows phones 
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Over tO yOu  L e t t e r s

We’d love to hear your thoughts on the mag and all things 
photographic! Email us at mail@nphotomag.com or 
write to us at N-Photo, Quay House, The Ambury, 
Bath, UK, BA1 1UA. We reserve the right to edit any 
queries for clarity or brevity. 

Letters

Win a Manfrotto 
Advanced rear backpack!
Write our Star Letter and you’ll win a versatile 
Manfrotto Advanced Rear backpack, which  
is brilliant for photographers on the go.  
It meets most airline carry-on  
baggage limits, and has room  
for your DSLR and three  
lenses, plus a laptop. It’s  
even got space to carry  
a travel tripod securely.  
For more details visit  
www.manfrotto.co.uk

Open the Windows

Thanks for not a lot, N-Photo. 
I was so looking forward to 
reading the free landscape 
photography book (N-Photo 
#70) to glean a few tips, so 
I duly created my account on 
the Ilex Academy website, but 
can’t read the book because 
I have a Windows phone and 
my tablet is also – you 
guessed it – Windows. The 
Ilex reader is offered only for 
Apple or Android products. 
I have to ask why, as many 
people have book readers  
on laptops and PCs?
Will Peacock, via email

we’re sorry to hear that, will. 
unfortunately, while windows 
Pcs are dominant, the same 
cannot be said of microsoft’s 
phones or tablets, and 
publisher ilex felt that the lack 
of available devices meant 
that producing a windows 
ebook was not a viable option.

A net was used to catch the light 
sticks as they passed the camera

As an amateur photographer, walker and 
countryside services volunteer, I read 
with concern your Big Project feature 
‘Shoot a Light Stream’ (N-Photo #70).

letter oF tHe moNtH

Light entertainment?
Releasing quantities of activated light 

sticks above a waterfall in the dark and 
collecting them all up after taking 
photographs from a tripod? To collect 
all these sticks from fast-flowing water, 
deep pools and slippery rocks – the 
environment of waterfall areas – would 
be most improbable and, in the dark, 
downright dangerous!

Not only will the sticks add more 
debris in the form of plastic and broken 
glass, but the release of toxic chemicals 
will endanger the aquatic habitat. The 
closing paragraph ‘Gather up your 
sticks’ does not justify putting them in 
the river in view of the obvious difficulty 
and danger of collecting them.  
Roger Roberts, Pontypool, 
Monmouthshire

You’re absolutely right, roger; on any 
landscape shoot, the aim is to take only 
photos and leave only footprints. Jason 
had a helper who scooped the light sticks 
up with a large fisherman’s net as they 
flowed past, but due to reasons of space 
this was omitted from the final article.  



Follow us At www.FAcebook.com/NPHotomAG ANd www.twitter.com/NPHotomAG

rise and shine
This was my first time going out 
early-doors (see below). I left the 
house in the pitch black and drove to 
Surprise View car park in Derbyshire. 
It was still dark when I got there, and 
I thought I must be mad arriving here 
at this time in the morning and that 
there’d be no one else about. 

Head torch on, I started walking to 
my vantage point, which took about 
20 minutes. I got my gear set up and, 
shortly after, another photographer 
turned up… then another… 

Needless to say I gained a lot of 
experience and will be putting it to 
good use on my next dawn shoot.  
Grant robertson, sheffield

A cracking shot! Hopefully you’re now 
convinced getting up early is worth it

Make no bones
I feel I must contact your letters pages 
as I have two bones to pick! Firstly I note 
the letter from Nigel Sawyer (N-Photo 
#70) regarding his issue with his Nikon 
D750’s faulty shutter. While it seems 
that Nigel may finally have an 
inconvenient but free fix, historically 
Nikon has been slow to man-up to 
quality-control issues. The D600’s oily 
spots come to mind – it required a  
US Class Action to get Nikon to admit the 
issue. Cameras and lenses are not cheap 
and Nikon should, as soon as an error is 
known, publicize and fix it free of charge. 
N-Photo is not without criticism here. As 
an (independent?) Nikon magazine, you 
owe it to your readers to publish issues 
and encourage Nikon to fix them. 

On to the Mini Test of photo jackets in 
the same issue. How many fit my 52-inch 
chest? Not many, I bet. And it’s a review 
with restatement of manufacturers’ 
blurb rather than a test; this would 

establish breathability and water 
penetration against manufacturers’ 
figures. Stating jackets as “usable for 
years” is supposition and cannot be 
verified in a short-term test. 
Ian Peter Douglas, Plymouth

the d750 shutter/d600 spot issues had 
to be proved before we could state them 
as fact. we did mention size ranges in the 
vest test, and wore them in the field to 
assess comfort, and subjected them to 
a soak test with a 
garden hose…
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L e t ters

Why is London so anti-tripod?
I went to The Shard last weekend, 

aware that I had to leave my faithful 
tripod with security and walk through 
body scanners. No problem with that 
– my problem was that, up at the top 
of The Shard, someone had snuck a 
handy four-inch tripod into my bag and 
it seemed rude not to put it to good 
use… so I discreetly screwed it into the 
bottom of my Nikon and placed the 
camera up against the glass with a 
ten-stop filter to grab some nifty long 
exposures. It wasn’t too long until 
I was spotted by two security blokes, 
who laughed but said they were okay 
with it. Then, ten minutes later, a 
jobsworth security guy came running 
over, demanding I put the tripod away. 
I explained that his colleagues said it 
was okay, but he told me my camera 
on a four-inch tripod, pressed up to the 
glass, was an obstruction.

I pointed out people who had pulled 
chairs up to the window, others sitting 
on the floor by the doors, and a bloke 
with a huge backpack with his coat 
draped over it, and asked if they were 

obstructions? Again I was told I could 
not use the tripod, so I asked if it was 
okay to lay my backpack on the floor 
and sit the camera on that… amazingly 
I was told yes, that’s fine!

Next stop Bankside, a few hundred 
yards from the London Eye. It’s 9pm 
with not many people around, and I’m 
taking long exposures across the 
Thames… but not for long as, once 
again, security approach and tell me 
the only way I can use a tripod is to 
stand it on the wall; I cannot have the 
legs on the floor. So I have to risk 
losing my Nikon to the bottom of the 
Thames… Now, I can understand this if 
a lot of people are around, but how are 
we posing a security or safety risk 
when the place is virtually empty?  
bartholomew simpson, basildon

No legs to stand on

We took the 
photo jackets on 
shoots and gave 
them a soaking
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WIN A NIKON D500 AND A  
METRE-WIDE AcRylIc PRINT!
Each issue we judge on a theme, but for our grand prize, 
the winning image simply has to be the best, and a photo 
that good deserves a fantastic prize. If you read our full 
review of the Nikon D500 in issue 60, you’ll know what  
an amazing camera it is – and we’re delighted to be able 
to offer one as the grand prize for this year’s contest. 

The winner will also receive a £300 voucher from 
WhiteWall – enough to buy a metre-wide print of their 
winning image mounted under acrylic glass, so they can 
show it off to friends and family in style. And remember, 
the more months you enter, the more chance you have  
of winning. Happy shooting, and good luck!

Here’s how our photo 
competition works:

n A theme is set each issue 
by the N-Photo team. We’ll tell 
you about it in the magazine, 
but because of the way our 
deadline falls, the easiest  
way to see when a new theme 
is announced is to check our 
Facebook page, www.
facebook.com/nphotomag

n Visit www.photocrowd.
com/contests  to enter. 

n Images are judged by the 
N-Photo team. Your fellow 
N-Photo readers are also  
able to vote for their favourite 
image over on Photocrowd. 

n The Judges’ Vote winner 
will receive  the WhiteWall 
voucher, while the Crowd 
Vote winner will receive a 
bundle of photography 
guides. The overall winner  
will be announced in June. 

 W
e’re now into the 12th and penultimate month of our 
year-long photography contest, which features a 
different theme each month, with all shortlisted 
images being put forward for the coveted title of 

N-Photo Photographer of the Year. The theme we set last 
issue was ‘portraits’, and as you’ll see from the photos on  
the following pages, we had some stunning entries.

If you feel inspired by these images, our next and final theme  
is ‘spring’. As always, you can enter or vote for your favourites 
at www.photocrowd.com/contests

The monthly competition prize is a £100 voucher for 
online printing specialists WhiteWall, while the Crowd Vote 
winner will receive a bundle of photography guides. The 
overall N-Photo Photographer of the Year, meanwhile, will 
win a Nikon D500 and a metre-wide acrylic print of the 
winning image from WhiteWall. 

HOW TO ENTER

WORTh 
£1730!

WORTh 
£300!

£100 
WhITEWAll 

VOUchER!



01 Drx
Pawel Zielinski

This arresting 
portrait provides 

a masterclass in lighting 
and composition, 
but it’s the girl’s 
concentrated gaze, 
and the clever use of 
colour, that really make 
it stand out from the 
crowd. The rich ochre  
of the background 
complements the girl’s 
skin colour perfectly, 
while the deep red 
braids of her hair are 
echoed in her necklace 
– and both provide 
a subtle frame for her 
very striking features. 

Nikon D3, 85mm f/1.4, 
1/1250 sec, f/1.4, ISO200

02 Red Eyes
Shibasish Saha

The sitter’s gaze 
is direct and very 

intense in this portrait, 
and the tight crop and 
near-black background 
add to this feeling of 
intensity. We love the 
muted colour palette 
and subtle lighting, and 
the way the rich red of 
the subject’s headscarf 
matches the hint of red 
in his bloodshot eyes. 
The warm colours of 
the headscarf also 
complement the cooler 
greens below, while 
both the scarves frame 
his face perfectly.

Nikon D5200, 18-105mm 
f/3.5-5.6, 1/125 sec, f/8, ISO400
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03 suri girl
Trevor Cole

This deceptively 
simple portrait 

of a Suri girl provides 
a masterclass in 
backlighting. The 
exposure is spot on, 
with the light, from the 
left and slightly above 
the girl, picking out  
the very edges of her 
features, leaving the 
rest of her face plunged 
into deep shadow.  
The tight crop, in 
conjunction with the 
space on the left giving 
the image room to 
breathe, works 
extremely well. Her lips, 
nose and nearest eye 
are all pin-sharp, and 
the catchlights in her 
eyes bring the whole 
thing to life. 

Nikon D300, 18-200mm f/3.5-5.6, 
1/200 sec, f/6.3, ISO320

04 thoughts
Rob Greenaway 

The skin tones in 
this portrait are 

wonderfully soft and 
shadow-free, ensuring 
our eyes are drawn 
inexorably to the 
subject’s eyes and lips 
– which is exactly what 
you want when you’re 
shooting promotional 
shots for a friend who’s 
setting up a makeup 
business, as was the 
case here. The cotton 
scarf adds to this sense 
of softness, and helps 
to frame the subject’s 
face – and the fact  
that it isn’t quite 
symmetrical only 
serves to emphasize 
the near-perfect 
symmetry of the  
rest of the image. 

Nikon D810, 24-70mm f/2.8, 
1/250, f/3.2, ISO64
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05 geiko
Patrick Hochner

Geisha are famed 
the world over for 

their poise and grace, 
and this portrait oozes 
both. The splashes of 
red in the subject’s lips 
and eye shadow, in her 
elaborate hair clip and 
in the beautifully 
blurred background, tie 
the image together, and 
complement the green 
of her kimono, while the 
verticals behind provide 
a frame within a frame.

Nikon D810, 70-200mm f/2.8, 
1/200 sec, f/2.8, ISO450

06 Priscilla
Terry Wild

You don’t have to 
include the eyes 

to shoot a successful 
portrait. Here, the 
bright colours and 
sweeping brim of the 
hat tell us all we need to 
know about its wearer 
– an equally colourful 
90-year-old lady called 
Priscilla. Since the hat 
is the subject, Terry has 
stopped down to f/13, 
to ensure it’s sharp, 
from front to back.

Nikon D3, 180 mm f/2.8, 
1/160 sec, f/13, ISO400

07 Hand to Mouth
Rajat Shukla

We’re usually told 
to avoid direct 

lighting when shooting 
portraits, but in this 
case it adds to the 
texture and vibrancy of 
the subject’s face, while 
the diagonals of the 
light on the floor behind 
lead our gaze straight 
to her eyes.

Nikon D5200, 18-55mm f/3.5-5.6, 
1/4000 sec, f/3.5, ISO250 
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Next issue we’ll 
be sharing your 
best ‘spring’ 
photography 
shots – to enter 
visit www.
photocrowd.
com/contests 

08  i Came a Long way
Pal Szilagyi Palko

This image of a 
Romanian villager 

tells the story of his life, 
which is etched in the 
lines on his face, and  
in the cladding in his 
house. A wide-angle 
lens brings us into this 
man’s world, in a shot 
that is as intimate as it 
is affectionate.

Nikon D90, 18-105mm f/3.5-5.6, 
1/640 sec, f/5.6, ISO640

09 tamang woman
Marco Boria

 
This is another 
intimate and 

affectionate portrait, 
but in this case a longer 
focal length and a wider 
aperture have helped 
to blur out the 
background, so 
focusing all of our 
attention on the detail 
in the subject’s face, 
and in her ornate and 
elaborate jewellery.  

Nikon D700, 70-200mm f/2.8, 
1/100 sec, f/2.8, ISO320

10  nako girl
Ivan Kmit

This portrait of a 
young girl in the 

Himalayan village of 
Nako, India, has it all 
– a clean, beautifully 
blurred background, 
dramatic backlighting, 
and striking catchlights 
– but it’s the little girl’s 
wonderfully unguarded 
expression that really 
makes it. 

Nikon D700, 105 mm f/2.8, 
1/160 sec, f/3.5, ISO200
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Less obvious is what to do  
when you simply come across 
opportunities unannounced, 
as in much reportage 
photography. I’d like to show 
you three opportunistic 
situations that worked only 
through sticking it out. They 
all worked differently in 
principle, and the first here 
relied ultimately on nothing 
more subtle than doggedness 
and being optimistic – a sort 
of brute force approach.

The location was the old town of Lijiang, 
an attractive, distinctive and historical 
town in southwest China that has been 
marketed so well to tourists that it is visited 
by more than 10 million a year. Despite 
this, the local Naxi culture is resilient, and 
many locals dress traditionally by choice. 
Shooting is still a challenge, and the first 
step is to know the locations, and be there 
early, as I did with this typical steep lane on 
Lion Hill. I also chose to use a long lens to 
stand a better chance of cutting out what  
I didn’t want, namely tourists with selfie 
sticks and tourist shop signage. As you can 
see from the first four frames, even this 
wasn’t easy: the downside of this kind of 
long view is that it takes a long time for the 
people you don’t want to include to move 
out of frame, and even my carefully chosen 
viewpoint couldn’t avoid an obvious shop 
selling junk. This is when you start to 
wonder if it’s going to be worth it, and it 
took 15 minutes of waiting until I finally 

 P
hotography seems perfect for people 
with a short attention span. See, aim, 
click and it’s done. Move on. And 
indeed, probably most photography 

outside of a studio happens this way. It’s 
also an undeniably good feeling to have 
trusted your instinct and captured the shot 
just like that – perfect moment, exactly the 
right camera position and framing. Or did 
you? On second thoughts, could it have 
been better if you’d waited a little longer, 
or if you’d been a fraction to one side, or…? 

One way of approaching any shooting 
situation is to think, right from the start, 
whether it can be improved. In fact, you 
could divide situations into those that  
can’t and those that can. Often, even if you 
can anticipate, and have time to get closer 
and into the right position, you know there 
won’t be time for messing around; there’ll 
only be the opportunity to fire off a couple 
of frames. Yet many other situations allow 
time to work around the subject or wait for 
a better gesture or expression – if you have 
a mind to take the opportunity.

Waiting game
In a planned assignment, when you can 
arrange times and circumstances, this 
is the default. You already know that 
you have to work with your imagination. 

May 2017

Some shooting situations are worth persevering with –
don’t give up and always think how shots can be improved

If you enjoy this article 
and want to learn more, 
there are 50 more paths 
to be discovered in 
Michael’s new book  
Fifty Paths to Creative 
Photography (NB: all 50 
are different from those 
that will be featured 
here in the magazine).
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Our globetrotting Contributor at  
Large, renowned photographer and 
prolific author Michael Freeman, 
presents a new month-by-month 
masterclass that’s exclusive to 
N-Photo, in which he explores his tried-and-tested 
paths to more creative photography. Michael has 
published dozens of books on photography, 
including the bestselling Perfect Exposure. 
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It’s a good feeling to have trusted  
your instinct and captured the shot 
– perfect moment, the right camera 
position and framing. Or did you? 

Freeman’s creative paths

Keep going

NEW 
SERIES!

www.digitalcameraworld.com
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Four frames of the 
wrong kind of people, 
until an elderly Naxi 
woman walks into view 
in the fifth. The sixth is 
the moment. Adding 
some vignetting to the 
lower part of the image 
helped to lessen the 
impact of the shop 



had a single Naxi woman in the frame. 
That quarter of an hour was frustrating 
(with no guarantee that there would be a 
shot at the end of it), but it did give me time 
to think more. 

I figured out I could solve the shopfront 
problem by making that area a bit darker in 
processing, and then realized it would get 
no attention at all if it were 
in black and white. But the 
real breakthrough, as I saw 
it, was to appreciate that the 
very distinctive rooftops 
were pristine. I still wanted 
the close crop on the street, 
but decided that a quick 
upward pan-and-stitch 
would give me a vertical 
image that would actually 
convey much of what this  
old town’s fabric is about –
narrow lanes between 
crowded buildings. 

I was very happy with 
the result, and used it 
successfully on my client’s 
website and in a book, but be 
warned that if you go for this 
shape of image, no magazine 
editor is ever going to buy it! 

W ork iNg  a  S CeNe
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The old Naxi town of Lijiang, 
shot to emphasize tradition  
and minimize signs of tourism

Quickly panning 
upwards gave 
me three shots, 
which I then 
stitched 
together to 
create a very 
strong vertical 
composition

5

3 4
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 A
nother inducement to keep going is when you 
anticipate the makings of a shot. Anticipation, 
however, can take you only so far, for two 
reasons. First, you may not have got it right, 

and the situation doesn’t unfold as you thought. 
Second, whatever you anticipate is not going to be as 
interesting as the unexpected, so you still need some 
luck. That’s where the psychology of shooting can be 
a little curious. Time and again, there’s the temptation 
to stop short, to be satisfied with an image that ticks 
just most of the boxes, not all. The culprit, as I see 
it, is simply being too decisive. Sounds contrary? 
Decisiveness can indeed be a fault in shooting, 
because it tends to close you off to chance details and 
happenings. It may feel good to say to yourself “Okay, 
I just nailed it”, but that might mean you stop too soon. 

The location here was the Basilica of St. Peter in the 
Vatican, and the morning light was lovely: shafts of 
sunlight pouring down. It’s another tourist destination 
of course, although there weren’t too many people 
around at the time of morning this shot was taken.  
Here’s how the shot, and my thinking, unfolded: 

I spot two nuns in conversation, and it soon becomes 
obvious that they’ve just met and are going to talk for  
a while. I move left to get closer, then realize that the 
lighting would be a lot better if they were in sunlight, 
backlit, because the light would then bounce up from 
the white marble floor and be a little special. It doesn’t 
look like they’re going to move, but the shadow line is 
moving, slowly, and if they talk long enough, they’ll be 
fully lit. I move a bit to prepare for this, and position 
the lit doorway behind them.  

Lucky break
At this point a tourist wanders right into my line 
of view and stays there, and there’s absolutely nothing 
I can do about it. I just hope she gets tired of waiting 
and gives up before the two nuns finish talking.  

Anticipate in the first instance, then follow through – and leave a little room for luck...

Look out for a final flourish
It takes a full two minutes for her to move on. The good 
thing is, by now the shaft of sunlight is striking the two 
nuns from behind. 

I move a little further to the left to shift the distant 
bright doorway and get a cleaner background, and 
that’s it for the light and framing. All I need now is 
some animation, some gesture, and there are several 
small ones. Are they enough? They’re attractive, but 
not special. I pin my hopes on the moment of saying 
goodbye. What will they do, and how will they move?  
I get a handshake, which is better than nothing. 

Then the taller nun crosses left, which I’m not 
expecting or wanting, so it’s not going to work for me 
– a pity. But wait: a few seconds later, the smaller nun 
turns to wave, and that’s it. Actually two kinds of ‘it’: 
one is that her raised arm is perfectly within the door 
frame; the other, which is even better, is that her right 
foot hovers just off the ground. Luck, which is very 
often the ingredient you hope for at times like this,  
was only on my side because I kept going to the end.  
All in all it took eight minutes.
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As the shadow line 
moved slowly left to 
backlight the two nuns,  
I also moved left, and 
closer, to frame the shot 
and wait for the moment 
that they said goodbye, 
at which point  they 
crossed each other

The sequence went  
like this (left to right):  
1. The nuns as first seen  
2. New camera position, 
with the doorway 
behind the nuns 
3. A two-minute hiatus 
as a tourist hovers slap 
bang in the middle of  
my composition 
4. The shadow line just 
clears the couple  
5. Saying goodbye  
6. They cross each other

1
3 5

2 4

The final moment of 
a conversation in St. 
Peter’s Basilica, Rome
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The Church of 
the Trinity, with 

both foreground and 
background action. 
The clean vertical line 
of the door made it easy 
to process the exterior 
and interior optimally 
with a graduated filter

I thought a sliver 
of sunlight on 

the bell and adjacent 
pillar might provide 
enough foreground 
interest for an interior 
shot, but I felt it needed 
a passing figure to liven 
things up. In the event 
the light had faded by 
the time the bellringer 
in the background had 
walked into the frame. 
When a woman came 
and stood in the main 
doorway, I realized I 
could take a step back 
and shoot an image that 
linked the woman 
outside with the 
bellringer inside

 T
he first of these three situations was 
about being persistent, the second 
about looking for improvement,  
and the third, here, is about taking 

advantage of a brief moment in what was 
otherwise likely to be a pointless picture. 
The location is Cartagena, Colombia, in  
an old barrio near the city centre called 
Getsemani. This is the Church of the 
Trinity, and it’s historic, picturesque and 
well used by the community. For a book I’m 
doing on the city, I wanted to include it, but 
not as a picturesque or architectural shot. 
The church opens late in the afternoon  
for Mass, which is why I was there, and I 
walked around to see what kind of shot 
might be possible. The best that I came  
up with was a viewpoint from just inside 
the entrance, where there was an old bell 
on the floor. With the arches behind, 
maybe this could frame someone walking 

in for evening Mass, but for this to work 
they would need to look special in some 
way, and I felt this wasn’t very likely. 
Nevertheless, I stood by the doorway, just 
outside but looking inside, and waited. 
There was still some sunlight on the bell, 
but it was fading fast. A few people entered, 
but not one of them were very interesting, 
and I was about to give up and move on.

compound interest
Then a woman walked to the back of the 
church and prepared to ring the bell (see 
black arrow, below). That could provide 
useful secondary interest, I thought, but I 
still needed something at the front. Then 
something else happened:  a woman came 
and stood next to the door, perhaps to wait 
for something or someone, and that gave 
me some human interest. I realized that, 
if I took a step back and set my 24-70mm  

to its widest focal length, I could include 
the two scenes together in the same frame 
– just – and that the sensor would handle 
the big difference in brightness between 
inside and outside – about three stops.  
I was so close to the waiting woman that 
there was a chance for only one shot before 
she turned to look at me. The whole thing, 
then, came together in just a few seconds 
after five minutes of waiting.

With the images on the previous pages, 
I had an idea, more or less, of what the shot 
could be from the start, but with this one 
I’d hit a wall on what I could predict. It was 
tempting to cut and run, and do something 
elsewhere with the late afternoon light. At 
what point do you give up? Keeping going 
is never guaranteed to be worth it, and for 
shots that work, like these ones, there are 
many others that don’t make it. It’s not a 
certain path, but then what is?

At some risk of wasting time, prepare to take advantage of what the situation offers you

I realized that, if I took a step 
back and set my 24-70mm  
to its widest focal length, I 
could include the two scenes 
together in the same frame

W ork iNg  a  S CeNeexpect the unexpected
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Be f ore
A f t er

Counteract  
colour casts
George Cairns explains how to warm up or cool down colour casts by 
using white balance presets and custom adjustments in Capture NX-D 

D 
ifferent light sources have different 
colour temperatures. As a result it can 
be a challenge for your Nikon to capture 
accurate colours. For example, tungsten 

bulbs add a warm orange colour cast to the 
subject, which can make skin tones look too 
orange. Daylight, on the other hand, will 
produce a cooler cast, bathing the scene  
in a wash of blue.

Your Nikon’s Auto White Balance (AWB) 
setting attempts to counteract these warm or 
cool casts, by cooling down or warming up the 
image until white areas are free from any hint 
of orange or blue. Once the whites are 
balanced then all of the other colours should 

look more natural. However, sometimes 
the AWB operation is less than successful. 

You can give your Nikon a helping hand by 
choosing a white balance preset that matches 
the lighting of the location. They do a great 
job, but may struggle with mixed lighting 
conditions, such as those in our image.

Once the whites are balanced 
then all of the other colours 
should look more natural

Watch  
the viDeo

You can download the start image(s) to your Mac or PC at bit.ly/start-71

WheRe to Get  
caPtURe NX-D
It’s made for Nikons,  
and it’s free! 
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Capture NX-D is available as a 
free download from Nikon at 
http://nikonimglib.com/ncnxd 
As new Nikons are introduced, 
Capture NX-D should be the first 
software to support them. 



 Crop the shot 
Use the Folders window to browse to our colourcast_
start.NEF file. Use the Crop tool to crop to a square (1:1) 
aspect ratio. On Auto White Balance the camera has 
balanced the colours for the distant sunlit subject.  
As a result the colours in the shadows look too blue.

 Warm it up 
Try the Shade preset from the WB drop-down menu. 
This pushes the Color Temperature slider up to 8000K, 
which warms up the cold blue colours in the foreground 
shadows to make their whites look white. However, the 
colours in sunlit areas now look too warm and yellow.

 piCk a preset
Go to the WB (White Balance) drop-down menu in  
the Edit panel. Try the Daylight WB preset. The Color 
Temperature slider moves up to a slightly warmer 5200K. 
The Daylight preset suits the warm sunlit tower in the 
background, but the shaded foreground is still too blue.

 FinD a balanCe
Due to mixed lighting conditions a preset will only get  
us so far. We need to find a compromise in our colour 
correction. Go to the Color Temperature slider and drag 
the slider left to reduce the golden hue of the sunlit 
areas without cooling down the shadows too much.

By combining white balance presets 
with a manual tweak of the Color 
Temperature slider you should be able 
to get your colours looking balanced 
and more natural. If you’re not sure 
which WB preset to use you can grab 
the Gray Point Sample tool from the 
toolbar and click on an area that 
should be white or neutral grey. If you 
click on the foreground girl’s white 
dress the Gray Point Sample tool will 
detect a hint of blue in this shaded 
area. It will then warm up the sampled 
area until the whites of the dress are 
a neutral white. This will correct the 
colours in the rest of the shot at the 
same time.

Custom  
white balance

Step by step: balance mixed lighting
Use white balance presets and the Color Temperature slider for whiter whites

eXPeRt  
tiPS
perFeCt presets
White balance presets are 
very effective, though you 
need to remember to 
change them manually  
or they can cause very 
noticeable colour casts. 
For example, if you shoot 
indoors with a Tungsten 
preset, the camera will 
cool down warm orange 
colours. If you wander 
outside and forget to 
change the WB preset, 
then the camera will make 
cold blue daylight look 
even colder and more 
blue. Fortunately you  
can fix these types of 
white balance errors with 
ease in Capture NX-D.

Degrees kelvin
The colour temperature 
of light is measured in 
degrees Kelvin (after 
the physicist Lord Kelvin). 
An incandescent lamp 
emits light with a warm 
temperature of 2800K, 
whereas direct sunlight 
has a cooler colour 
temperature of around 
5000K. Capture NX-D 
has a colour-coded slider 
based on the Kelvin scale. 
You can slide it to the left 
to cool down a shot, or 
right to warm it up.  
Some of the white balance 
presets in the drop-down 
menu also refer to a 
precise Kelvin value (such 
as Fluorescent 3000K).
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Our resident Nikon expert Jason Parnell-Brookes answers your 
questions and solves your problems. If you’d like Jason to come  
to the rescue regarding your Nikon-related question, email it to  
mail@nphotomag.com. Please note that we reserve the right  
to edit queries for clarity or brevity.

Ask Jason...

Nikon DSLRs. This pause gives the 
camera a chance to settle, after the jolt 
and subsequent vibrations caused by the 
reflex mirror flipping up. It’s particularly 
useful when shooting extreme close-ups 
with macro lenses, and for long telephoto 
shots, because both scenarios are 
particularly prone to blurring from 
‘mirror-bounce’. 

Exposure delay mode is usually only 
used when the camera is mounted on 
a tripod, as mirror-bounce is actually 
exaggerated when you’re not holding 
the camera in a fleshy pair of hands that 
help to absorb the shock of the reflex 
mirror action.

Jason says… All recent Nikon DSLRs 
feature an ‘exposure delay mode’, apart 
from the most basic models like the 
D3400. This delays the opening of the 
shutter, typically by a couple of seconds, 
after the reflex mirror flips up prior to 
taking a shot. The length of delay is 
usually adjustable in up-market  

The D750 is our favourite 
‘all-round’ DSLR and is great 
value at £1600/$1900

 I’m about to buy a 
new D750 from Hong 
Kong to save money, 
but when I bought 
my D600 it was 
superseded just after. 
How can I be sure this 
won’t happen again?
Rodney Collins, via email

Jason says… The D750 is 
a fabulous camera. Even if a 
replacement was launched 
soon after you bought one, 
while you wouldn’t have the 
latest model,  the flip side is 
that new cameras command 
a much higher price for at 
least a few months after 
launch, whereas older 
models are more heavily 
discounted, so a camera 
that’s been on sale for a while 
tends to be better value.
 While it’s tempting to buy 
a camera from a different 
world region, where the price 
can be lower, the downsides 
of buying ‘grey imports’ are 
that you might be stung for 
import taxes when your 
camera is delivered, and the 
official Nikon warranty is 
likely to be invalid. Some 
companies offer their own 
warranties, but you’re relying 
on the seller, rather than on 
Nikon, to resolve any issues.

 I’ve read that the ‘exposure delay 
mode’ is useful for avoiding blurred 
close-up shots. Why is this and 
how does it work?
Jake Kitner, via email
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Especially useful  
in close-up ‘macro’ 
shooting, exposure 
delay mode avoids 
blurring of images 
caused by mirror-
bounce (see page 18 
for more on keeping  
shots sharp)



Got a question? email us at mail@nphotomag.com

Jason says… the D5100 
doesn’t have a facility to use 
the pop-up flash as a wireless 
master for triggering off-
camera flashguns. However, 
some flashguns include an 
‘optical’ slave mode, 
which generally works with 
the pop-up flash and flashgun 
in manual power mode. For 
Nikon flashguns, you might 
need to use the ‘SU-4’ mode, 
which also works with the SU-4 
optical slave trigger module.
 For off-camera flash with 
the D5100, try using a curly 
extension cable, like the Nikon 
SC-28 (£75/$55), or a more 
sensibly priced third-party 
equivalent. This will enable 
automatic TTL flash 
exposures, rather than relying 
on manual power settings, and 

you won’t need to use the 
camera’s pop-up flash as an 
optical trigger, so it won’t add 
to the lighting in the shot.

 Can you recommend a company for large 
photo prints, who deliver top quality at reasonable 
prices? I’ve tried a few, but quality is variable.
Mike Hall, via email

Jason says… For wide-ranging options at low prices, Bob  
Books (www.bobbooks.co.uk) is one of our favourite online 
outfits. For pro-grade quality and service, we’d upgrade 
to Loxley Colour (www.loxleycolour.com). Prices are still 
very reasonable for enlargements, photo books and other 
products. Print quality is both excellent and very consistent, 
aided by the inclusion of a ‘free’ colour correction service. 

Loxley’s ROES (Remote Order Entry System) is free 
to download and makes it easy to customize your order, 
with alternative styles of finish and mounting options. 
Another popular online lab that delivers excellent quality 

at keen prices 
is Whitewall 
(www.whitewall.
com), who offer a 
particularly wide 
range of papers. 
(For a complete 
round-up turn  
to page 110.)

 I’m trying to use my flashgun in wireless 
slave mode, triggered by the pop-up flash in my 
D5100, but simply can’t find any instructions in 
the manual. Can you help?
Roly Carter, via email

Secondhand Superstar

The SB-900 was designed to 
have an intuitive, user-friendly 
interface. Wide-ranging settings 
are easy to get at and even easier 
to adjust, thanks to a neat row of 
context-sensitive buttons below 
the illuminated LCD screen. 

Three illumination patterns 
are available, including centre-
weighted, standard and ‘even’, 
along with a temperature display 
that alerts you to overheating 
problems in continuous 
high-power flash shooting.

The zoom range of 17-200mm 
is more than generous, and an 
auto-detection feature is able to 
distinguish between DX and FX 
camera outfits. High-speed 
recycling is built-in.

Supplied accessories include 
a soft case, mini-stand, diffusion 
dome and colour filters for 
matching the colour temperature 
to tungsten or fluorescent 
ambient light. If you’re buying 
second-hand, check that all these 
items are present and correct.

Nikon  
Speedlight SB-900
nikon’s flaGship flashGun from 
the late nouGhties still has a 
lot GoinG for it

released: 2008
price new: £325/$500
price used: £150/$200

 I’d like to buy a flashgun with a complete 
set of flash modes, including a ‘repeat’ mode. 
What’s the best secondhand buy?
Martin Phillips, via email

Jason says…  
Nikon’s latest top-of-the-range flashgun  
is the SB-5000, reviewed in this month’s 
Big Test (see page 122) . It’s undeniably 
high-tech but, skip back a couple of 
generations, and the SB-900 offers many 
of the same features at a fraction of the 
price if you buy secondhand. 

Key points
Flash head
With a 17-200mm zoom range, -7 
to 90 degrees of bounce and 180 
degrees of swivel to left and right, 
the head covers all the angles.

Rear panel
The control panel is much more 
intuitive and logically laid out than 
in the preceding SB-800, with 
context-sensitive buttons that 
work with the illuminated screen.  

Connectivity
The SB-900 features infrared 
wireless master and slave modes, 
but not the RF (Radio Frequency) 
option of the SB-5000. An 
external battery pack can  
also be connected.  
 

specs
Max power: Gn 34
Bounce/swivel: -7º to 90º/180º
Zoom range: 17-200mm (FX)
Wide-angle diffuser: Yes
Reflector card: Yes
Stroboscopic flash: Yes
Size (WxHxD): 78x146x119mm
Weight (excl batteries): 415g

Off-camera flash is often 
preferable, as it gives a more 
natural, three-dimensional 
looking effect
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Best glass for getting close
Can a pack of screw-in filters really offer a viable alternative to a ‘proper’ macro lens?

This DX format ‘micro’ lens is designed for cameras like the D3400 
and D5600, on which it has an effective focal length of 60mm. It 
delivers full 1.0x magnification at its closest 16cm focus distance, 
measured from the focal plane near the rear of the camera body.

Often referred to as close-up ‘filters’, because they screw into  
the front of a lens, these supplemental lenses act as magnifying 
glasses. This kit comprises three lenses with different magnifying 
strengths of +1, +2 and +4 dioptres, plus a soft carrying pouch.

Weighing 235g, it certainly isn’t a heavy lens, and it’s reasonably 
small as well, making it ideal for popping into the spare corner of  
a kit bag. It's easy to fit and to use, although, at its closest focus 
distance, the front comes very close to the subject, at just 3.5cm.

An advantage of this kit is that you don’t have to swap the lens 
you’re using on the camera. Even so, it can be a little fiddly and 
time-consuming to screw a close-up lens into the filter thread, 
more so if you’re using two or three to maximize magnification.

This is Nikon’s most inexpensive micro lens, yet it still has an AF-S 
system that enables autofocus with any Nikon DSLR, complete 
with full-time manual focus override. It also has an autofocus range 
limiter that can lock out close focusing for general shooting.

Unlike cheaper alternatives, these Hoya filters are of good quality 
with metal frames. They’re available in a range of attachment thread 
sizes, from 46mm to 77mm, and each has a thread at the front and 
rear, enabling you to stack the lenses for a greater magnifying effect.

With a fast f/2.8 aperture rating and effective focal length of 
60mm, it makes a good general-purpose prime with impressive 
image quality. At f/2.8 you get a tighter depth of field than with 
standard zooms, and faster shutter speeds under low lighting.

Size options enable you to use these with any lens that has a filter 
thread up to 77mm. You’d need to buy the size that corresponds 
with your largest lens’s filter thread, plus step-up rings for any 
other lenses. Only short-range focusing is possible.

Image quality is very pleasing, with excellent sharpness, practically 
no colour fringing and absolutely negligible distortion. Autofocus  
is a bit slow, but this isn’t generally an issue for extreme close-up 
photography, where manual focusing is often preferred.

Even with all three +1, +2 and +4 dioptre lenses fitted to a standard 
lens, you’re unlikely to get full 1.0x magnification. Image quality 
can be pretty good, but won’t be as impressive as from the Nikon 
macro lens in terms of sharpness, distortion and colour fringing.

 Nikon 
aF-S dX 40mm  

f/2.8G Micro 

Hoya 
Close-up  
Lens Kit HMC
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Mount Nikon AF-S DX
Autofocus Yes

ttL Metering Yes
infinity focus Yes

iMAge stAbiLizer  
Not featured  

opticAL eLeMents 9
DiAMeter 69mm

Length 65mm
Website  

www.nikon.com
price £240/$280

A set of close-up lenses like this 
Hoya kit is certainly small and 
lightweight, and offers a relatively 
inexpensive solution for capturing 

extreme close-ups. It also avoids 
the need for swapping the lenses, 
which can be an issue in dusty 
conditions. However, dedicated 

macro lenses, like the Nikon 
40mm here, will always deliver 
better image quality, and they 
make great portrait lenses too. 

VERDICT
Next moNth:  Budget Vs Budget-BustiNg telephoto zooms

Vs

Mount Screw-in filter type
Autofocus Lens-dependent
ttL Metering Yes
infinity focus No
iMAge stAbiLizer  
Lens-dependent
opticAL eLeMents 1 
DiAMeter 46-77mm
Length 5mm (approx)
Website  
www.hoyafilter.com
price: £70/$70



Master your  
Nikon SLR today!

ON 
SALE 
NOW

Available at selected branches of  
WHSmith and Barnes & Noble, and at  

www.myfavouritemagazines.co.uk/photo
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the stories behind them
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J
ohn Minihan is best known for the now-iconic 
photo of a 19-year-old Lady Diana Spencer, taken 
in 1980 in the garden of the nursery where she 
worked, the morning sun backlighting her, her 

legs silhouetted through her skirt. But it is a series of 
stark pictures of a wake, taken three years earlier in 
his hometown of Athy, Co. Kildare, that John regards 
as more significant to his career as a photographer. 

The body of the woman lying on her bed is Katy 
Tyrrell. Above her is a small portrait of the daughter 
who predeceased her and on the extreme right of the 
picture is a sheet shrouding the mirror in the room. 
“The reason I choose this image is because what is 
most important for every photographer is a sense of 
place,” he explains. “As an Irishman, particularly as 
a young man that had to leave Ireland, growing up 
realizing I was poor, going to the Christian Brothers 

My big break 
John Minihan 

February, 1977 • athy, County Kildare, ireland • niKon F

John Minihan’s books include Shadows from the Pale: Portrait of 
an Irish Town and An Unweaving of Rainbows: Images of Irish Writers. 
He’s exhibited at the Museum of Modern Art, Rio de Janeiro; Centre 
George Pompidou, Paris; the National Portrait Gallery, London and 
the Guinness Hop Store, Dublin. johnminihan.blogspot.co.uk

school in Ireland, that whole rigidity of Catholicism 
just fuelled me with images.” 

John worked for the Evening Standard at the time, 
and during the 30 years he lived and worked in 
London, he returned every year to Athy to record the 
people and their daily lives. “I started photographing 
the town in 1962 and realized that the one thing 
that was missing was the wake, the ritualization of 
death by the Irish.” Then, on a February morning in 
1977, John was told by his local publican that Katy 
Tyrrell had passed away a few hours earlier. “He 
sought permission for me to photograph the family, 
and over two nights and three days I photographed 
Mrs Tyrrell from her deathbed to the grave.”

Meeting Samuel Beckett
The photographs caught the eye of the owner of 
a new London art gallery. John continues: “In 1979 
I was the first photographer to have an exhibition 
at Hamilton’s Gallery. It was owned by a man called 
Pat Matthews, who had seen my pictures, and he 
gave me a show, The Wake of Katy Tyrrell.” 

Today, an exhibition at Hamilton’s is seen by 
many as a pinnacle achievement, but for John the 
Katy Tyrrell photographs led to something far 
greater: a meeting in 1980 with the Irish playwright 
Samuel Beckett. Beckett allowed John access to his 
work and life that no other photographer was 
afforded. The two collaborated on many photo 
sittings, culminating in a book, Photographs: Samuel 
Beckett, which was published after his death.   
Forty years after the exhibition, John reflects: 

“I’m still amazed at the journey these pictures have 
taken me on; that, from the ordinariness of an Irish 
town, one would meet one of the most extraordinary 
playwrights of the 20th century.” Keith WilsonH
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Profile
When he retired 
from the Sunday 
timeS in 2000, ChriS 
Smith WaS regarded 
aS one of the moSt 
influential and 
admired SportS 
photographerS of 
the 20th Century

● He covered every major 
international sporting event, 
including seven Olympic 
Games, from Munich in  
1972 to Atlanta in 1996
● During his 50-year career 
Smith was named British 
Sports Photographer of the 
Year on four occasions and 
was twice winner of the 
individual Sports Picture 
of the Year prize.  Al
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As a major retrospective of his work goes on  
display in Newmarket, legendary sports pro Chris Smith  

talks to Keith Wilson about photographing Muhammad Ali,  
the Seoul Olympics and the ‘dead eyes’ of Barry McGuigan…  

Chris 
smith
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 A
s he approaches his 80th 
birthday with an exhibition 
at the national heritage 
Centre for Sporting art  
in newmarket, uK, Chris 
Smith has every reason  

to reflect on his 50 years as a sport 
photographer. the title of the 
exhibition, gods of Sport, provides 
a hint of the reverence and respect 
he feels for many of his subjects, 
particularly muhammad ali.  
it should come as no surprise 
to learn that many of his fellow 
photographers feel the same way 
about Chris Smith. 

he may have retired 17 years ago, 
but he is one of a handful of British 
sports photographers, along with 
eamonn mcCabe and gerry 
Cranham, who still command 
respect and reverence for their 
work. like his contemporaries, 
Chris Smith operated in a different 
era, when all roads for an aspiring 
press photographer led to london, 
namely fleet Street. Smith arrived 
in 1959, but his journey began when 
he was just 16, in the industrial town 
of hartlepool, where he started his 
craft on the local daily paper…

When you started working at the 
hartlepool daily mail, what sort 
of work were you doing? 
It was a small-circulation evening 
paper – it used to sell about 30,000 
copies. I worked there as a junior, 
mixing chemicals for the darkroom 
and the other photographers, doing 
printing, sweeping the floor, keeping 
the place clean. The best thing was  
if you weren’t doing anything, which 
wasn’t very often, they would send you 
out and put an entry into the diary that 
said: ‘Looking for pictures.’ So you 
could wander out and just take what 
took your fancy. It was an industrial 
town with docks, trawlers coming in 
and out, steelworks, so you could 
wander around and just take 
interesting pictures. It was a 
marvellous brief with a 1912 
or 1914 Zeiss plate camera. 

Was sport among the 
subjects you looked for? 
I got into sport because the other 
photographers didn’t like doing it. 
They didn’t like getting wet on a 
Saturday. I was quite keen as a kid – 
played football, rugby and cricket –  
and seemed to have an aptitude for it, 

MuhaMMad aLI 
aNd The BeaTLes 
Miami, 1964

so they were more than willing to let 
me go to football as much as I wanted 
on a Saturday. So that started off my 
sports side, but I did everything else 
that you do on a local paper: dog 
shows, flower shows, all that stuff. 

how long were you at the 
hartlepool daily mail?
I was there till I was 19 and got called 
up for two years’ national service. 
When I came out I wanted to go to 
Fleet Street, which, for newspaper 
people, was the Mecca of journalism.  
I got a job on The Daily Herald, which  
is now defunct. There were some truly 
great photographers there – Terry 
Fincher and Ron Burn. Terry went on 
to the Daily Express, but I was with him 
for a while on The Herald. 

i was in the gym one day when 
in walked the Beatles. i think it 
was as much of a surprise to me 
as it was to Clay
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SHADES OF GREY
all the piCtureS in ChriS Smith’S godS of Sport exhiBition are 
BlaCK and White. a Couple Shot in Colour Were Converted to 
mono BeCauSe, aS he SayS, ‘it Would have looKed odd if there 
Were tWo or three piCtureS in Colour...’

“The thing about black and 
white is you had to look at 
things differently because, 
obviously, everything is in 
colour, but black-and-white 
photography still holds up. 
You’re looking at it differently 
because, in black and white, 
you had to isolate the subject 

from a background. Crudely 
speaking, in colour if you’ve 
got a red subject and a green 
background, the two colours 
separate because they are so 
different. In black and white, 
they’re just shades of grey, 
both of them, so you had  
to find a way to blow the 

background out totally to 
make the subject stand  
out, or isolate the figure you 
were concentrating on in a 
different way. You had to 
think quite a lot about what 
your background was and 
where you wanted to take  
the picture, and when.”

skI JuMper 
Calgary Winter 
Olympics, 1990

What year did you join the herald? 
I must have been 21 or 22, so 1959, 
I guess. I was there for six or seven 
years and, when The Daily Herald was 
taken over by the Mirror Group, I left 
and freelanced. I always admired the 
Observer, I had a contract with them, 
and I started to do most of their sport. 
I’d been there for about seven years 
when The Sunday Times asked me to 
join them, and I was there for 24 years. 

you photographed muhammad ali 
with the Beatles fairly early in your 
career – how did that come about? 
The Beatles were about to start their 
first tour to the States and I said to the 
picture editor [of The Daily Herald], 
what about covering it? The Daily 
Express with Harry Benson seemed 
to have the inside track, so we decided 
to take them on, a bit of a spoiler. 
I photographed them in New York, 
where they did The Ed Sullivan Show, 
but I’d always wanted to photograph 
Cassius Clay, as he was known then, 
because he was making waves in the 
world of boxing, so I took off down to 
Miami to see him training for his fight 
with Sonny Liston. I was in the gym 
one day when the doors opened and 
in walked The Beatles. I think it was 
as much of a surprise to me as it was to 
Clay. The Beatles were in Miami to play 
a concert. It was a right bun fight in the 
gym with the four Beatles and Clay. 
Terry O’Neill was there and after I’d 
taken the shot I said to him, ‘It’s a bit  

of a corny picture really’, but Terry, 
rather generously, said, ‘Well, you may 
say it’s corny, but it’s got the five most 
recognizable faces on the planet in 
one picture!’ I suppose that’s not quite 
as exaggerated as it sounds. It’s a 
picture that’s now fairly significant. 

muhammad ali always described 
himself as ‘the greatest’, but in 
your opinion, was he the greatest 
sports star you’ve photographed? 
He must be the greatest sports 
personality, yes, because in his age of 
boxing he was truly a wonder, his hand 
speed, the co-ordination he had. He 
had this unbreakable will, not just as a 
sportsman, but when he took on the 

American government with that 
statement: ‘I ain’t got no quarrel with 
them Viet Cong’. He was determined 
not to be conscripted. He was just an 
extraordinary person. 

you worked during a golden era of 
sports photography. Who amongst 
your contemporaries did you look 
up to and admire? 
Well, there was the great Gerry 
Cranham in this country. Gerry  
was a huge influence. He just looked  
at and treated it slightly differently to 
everyone else. I came along at about 
the same time, a little bit behind him, 
and he was a great influence. And Ed 
Lacey, too. And of course you had 
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Sports Illustrated, with people like 
George Silk. You’d always look at their 
work to see what they were up to. 

how did you set your pictures 
apart from other sports photos? 
What I always tried to do was not just 
do the obvious sports picture. Take 
golf for example: it’s too easy just to do 
the top of the backswing and then the 
follow through, close-up. A lot of the 
time it could have been taken in the 
back garden for all you’d know. I’d 
rather show the location and a bit  
of the background. Not being too 
fanciful, but if you look at Cartier-
Bresson’s work, you don’t need a 
caption for those pictures, they tell you 
everything. Really good pictures don’t 
need many words, or any words at all. 

There’s a picture in the exhibition  
of Greg Norman at The Open in 
Turnberry, and there’s Ailsa Craig, this 
great rock off the Ayrshire coast in the 
background. Well, you don’t need to 
say where it is, you just know where it 
is, so that kind of thing I liked to do 
whenever I could. 

let’s talk about another of your 
famous pictures: the side-on start 
of the men’s 100m final at the 1980 
moscow olympics (left). Why did 
you shoot from this position? 
The track in Moscow had a pit around 
it, which was great for photographers 

because you could get down to ground 
level. I thought, ‘I don’t want to go to 
the finish, everybody’s at the finish’, 
and often as you frame head-on, the 
athletes dip going into the finish so you 
often get the top of a head. It’s shot on 
an 85mm and it’s been pulled up quite 
a bit. I think AP (Associated Press) 
processed it for one of the Russian 
agencies, so I haven’t a clue what it 
was developed in. It’s only a small part 
of the negative – it was actually shot 
landscape as Wells came flying out of 
the blocks. I was focused on Alan and  
a lot of the right hand side was way off 
focus; it wouldn’t have be much above 
f/4, so not a lot of depth. I was working 
off the gun, so by the time I’d reacted, 
they’d reacted, and the two coincided. 
it’s one frame, that’s it, but it does 
capture this explosion of Alan Wells.  
It was a very satisfying picture to take. 

two olympics later, at Seoul in 
1988, you are looking down the 
track from a very high position 
(following page). Why was that? 
Because the final was late morning on 
a Saturday, it was absolutely perfect 
for a Sunday newspaper. Nobody 
could beat you to it – it was too late for 
the dailies of Saturday morning, so it 
fell brilliantly for the Sunday papers. 
There was [Ben] Johnson, then there 
was Calvin Smith, then there was 
Linford Christie, and then on the 

heNNessey  
GOLd Cup  
Newbury 1976

MeN’s 100M fINaL 
Moscow Olympic 
Games, 1980

following page 
MeN’s 100M fINaL 
seoul Olympic 
Games, 1988

outside of those is Carl Lewis, so  
to me they all had great potential,  
you couldn’t pick one from the other, 
although Lewis was expected to win. 
So these four lanes contained the four 
runners who you were expecting to get 
the winner from. So I had a 180mm on 
a foot switch looking all the way down 
the track to the start, but I was using a 
400mm on a monopod on the finish 
and it just squeezed these four lanes 
in, so it was just a matter of waiting  
for them to reach the finish line. 

Johnson won, but not for long… 
The thing about it, looking at the 
picture with Ben on the left-hand side, 
he’s got his finger up, number one. 
He’s looking across the track at his 
great rival on the far side, Carl Lewis, 
who’s got this expression: he just can’t 
believe it, he’s flabbergasted. Then 
you’ve got Linford in the middle who, 
after all the stuff came out about Ben’s 
doping, finished up second with a 
silver medal. That expression on Carl 
Lewis’s face just said everything. Poor 
old Ben was a god for one or two days 
– a fallen god. 

Speaking of expression, there is 
the haunting, vacant expression 
of Barry mcguigan slumped on 
the stool in the ring in las vegas. 
That’s one of my favourites. I’d been 
in Mexico covering the 1986 World 
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Cup. The final was on a Sunday, so it 
was too late for a Sunday newspaper. 
I was always going to do the McGuigan 
fight, but the day of the fight it was 
112 degrees in the ring. The air 
temperature was like a furnace. You 
couldn’t move without oozing sweat, 
and Barry, of course, comes from 
Clones in Ireland, and he’s certainly 
not used to those temperatures. 
Barry’s style was always aggressive, 
going forward, wearing an opponent 
down. He was just out of his element, 
poor man, he just was (right). 

When during the fight did you 
manage to get this picture?
Halfway through the fight it was 
obvious he was struggling and, as he 
came back from the 13th round, I was 
in the opposite corner and spotted this 
face, this expression. I had a 35mm 
and an 85mm lens on two cameras 
– both totally inadequate to 
photograph his face – but I thought, 
‘there’s the picture’, so I put on a 
180mm for when he finished the 14th 
round and went back to his corner. 
One of these corner men is twisting his 
ear, the lobe of his ear, just to sharpen 
him up. I managed to get about two 
frames. The expression – or lack  
of expression – in his eyes is just 
heartbreaking. He finished up going to 
hospital. Later on I met him, and he 
called it ‘the picture of me with the 
dead eyes’, which it was. 

What is your all-time favourite 
sports photograph taken by you? 
That’s a tough one. There’s one 
I always look at and come back to: it’s 
a football match, a European Cup final 
in Rome, but it’s not of the football, it’s 
the crowd, and it was Liverpool versus 
Roma (above). Before the game, the 
Roma fans, all these Ultras – I’d never 
seen them before – were setting off 
fireworks, flares, smoke grenades, 
and I thought, ‘how extraordinary’.  
If you used a long lens, say a 400mm, 
you couldn’t see much because all the 
smoke was going, so I put on a 35mm, 
jumped over the barrier and went into 
the crowd. It looks more like a crazy 
political rally than a football match. 
It’s one that I’ve always liked, it’s just 
something you didn’t expect from 
a football match.

you were very much wedded to 
your 400mm in your working days.
Yes, 400mm was the standard lens, 
that was the first thing you packed. 

What else did you take?
I used to carry as little as possible, 
partly because, if you were doing a 
skiing event or golf where you had to 
hike around a course, there might be 
two rounds in a day. So there would be 
a monopod with the 400mm, and in 
the later days, when they were better, 
a zoom or two: 24-70mm, 70-200mm, 
a couple of camera bodies and lots of 

stuff packed into your pockets. But in 
the States, if you went to something 
like the Masters, the Sports Illustrated 
guys would get their students to carry 
their cameras. Camera caddies they 
used to call them. The photographer 
would take the picture, go off to the 
next hole and give his student the 
camera, which would have a 400mm 
or 600mm on a monopod, and the 
student would get to the next tee,  
and the photographer would take  
over. Bizarre! 

you were a nikon user all 
through your press career?
Nikon all the time. Funnily enough, 
since I’ve stopped working, I have tried 
the little Sony RX10, which is tiny, but I 
found it too tiny. Amazing results, but I 
want something a little bit bigger. The 
Sony 6300 would have been brilliant, 

rOMa faNs 
roma vs Liverpool, 
1984 european 
Cup final

Barry MCGuIGaN 
Las Vegas, 1986
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but the pancake lens I bought with it is 
a bit duff. It’s just to stick in my pocket 
and look for things as I go. I feel 
absolutely naked if I go out without a 
camera. The idea of going out without 
a camera gives me the shakes! What if 
I find someone, what if I see something 
really important?

do you not use your mobile 
phone to take pictures?
The terrible thing is I’m not very  
good with new technology. I’ve got an 
iPhone 6, which I got purely because 
going on holiday you can use it as a 
modem, download BBC and stuff like 
that, listening to Radio 4, but I’ve never 
cracked the camera. I shot a picture of 
my wife on the towpath the other day 
and it looked beautiful, until I tried to 
enlarge it and I obviously haven’t got  
a handle on it because it looks a bit 

grainy, but I know you can get 
remarkable results on an iPhone. 
I’m just helping with judging a cricket 
photography competition and one of 
the entries is really nice – black and 
white, a lovely sky, with silhouettes  
of kids playing cricket. I looked at the 
information and it said it was taken 
with an iPhone 6, and the quality looks 
stunning. So it is obviously doable if 
I could only get my head around  how 
to do it. I’ll have to ask one of my kids!

that could be your perfect solution 
so you never feel naked going out…
But you can’t put long lenses on them!

gods of Sport: fifty years of 
Sporting photography, is showing 
at the exhibition gallery, palace 
house, national heritage Centre, 
newmarket, Suffolk, until 18 June

SHARPnESS OR GRit?
a film StalWart, ChriS got into digital 
photography JuSt Before he retired…

What do you think have been the pros and cons of digital 
when it comes to the art of sports photography?
Well, I used digital for maybe a couple of years. It was 
the early days, and it didn’t quite measure up to film. 
Now, the capability of cameras at ISO6400 or 12000 
are staggering; we would struggle to get to something 
like 1600 on film, and you’d be a bit wary looking at the 
results, with grain and everything else. I often think, 
‘Well if I’d had a D4 then, I wouldn’t have had to worry,’ 
but then you’d have perfectly sharp, great-quality 
results, but without the atmosphere. Take boxing in 
the gym, which is pretty gritty – you’d lose some of 
that quality. I’m not knocking the guys today for using 
new technology, though. It’s just a sign of progress.

the expression – 
or lack of expression 
– in his eyes is just 
heartbreaking. he 
called it ‘the picture 
of me with the dead 
eyes’, which it was
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T 
his series of images comes 
from two events held on fells 
in the UK’s Lake District last 
year – the Catbells Festival  
of Light (near Keswick) and 

Striding Edge by Torchlight (at 
Helvellyn, near Glenridding). Catbells 
Festival of Light was held in April 2016 
to raise money for the victims of the 
earthquake that devastated Nepal in 
2015. Around 500 people took part, 
heading up the fell in the dark and 
carrying head torches to light the 
spine of Catbells mountain to create 
a light spectacle.

The annual event of Striding 
Edge by Torchlight was a 
smaller-scale event to raise 
money for the local Mountain 
Rescue team. It took place on a 
cold and windy but clear night in 
November 2016, with 50 people 
taking up the challenge. 

Lakeland Mountain Guides, 
the organizers, wanted to record 
the events from as many angles 
as possible and were looking for 
local photographers to volunteer 
to shoot the spectacles. As I am 
a resident of nearby Bassenthwaite,  
I was more than happy to respond  
to the request to donate my time to 
support these causes. The images 
were then sold to raise money for the 
charities, generating a further £1000. 
They were also used to promote 
future events on social media.

For both events I was in radio 
contact with the team leaders, so 
I could talk to them about where to 
direct lights and about any gaps in 

the chain of lights. I had to hike some 
distance with all of my gear, but it was 
worth it to find a good vantage point. 
On both of the shoots I got myself  
into position long before the walkers 
started to make their way up, and was 
shooting for about three hours.

Spinal snap
On the night of the Catbells Festival of 
Light I was shooting from Walla Crag, 
a fell on the other side of Derwent 
Water from Catbells. The weather 
wasn’t on our side, as it was drizzling 
for the first half of the evening. I was 

positioned directly opposite the ridge 
and this enabled me to shoot the 
entire spine. I wanted to reveal the 
shape of the spine of Catbells with the 
walkers’ lights, while showing the fells 
behind, too. I also wanted to capture 
the reflections of these lights in 
Derwent Water. I used a 24-70mm 
lens to take my images of the people 
partying on the summit, to get closer 
to the action and to see details of the 
lights. An exposure of 30 seconds 

smoothed the water. For me, this 
image captures the colours and 
excitement of the whole event, and 
sums up what it was like to be there 
and to be a part of it. It was a truly 
memorable experience.

For Striding Edge by Torchlight 
I was shooting from the ridge 
opposite. The first snow had arrived 
on Helvellyn and I wanted to capture 
the walkers’ lights (about 50 of them) 
as they reached the middle of the icy 
ridge, ensuring I caught their torch 
reflections in Red Tarn below. It was 
a relatively clear night so it was 

important to be able to capture 
the walkers on the edge, the 
stars in the sky and the newly 
fallen snow on the ridge. I had a 
Nikon D810 with a 20mm lens, 
which was set up and left to 
continuously shoot for the 
evening. The images were then 
made into a stop-motion video 
of the event, which was a very 
effective way of capturing the 
whole thing.

It was fun to see the lights 
start to appear, and then to see 

the line of lights getting longer and 
longer. As it takes a lot of organization 
by Lakeland Mountain Guides, it was 
important to get a shot for them, no 
matter what conditions came up.

See more of Carmen’s portfolio  
at www.photosbycarmen.co.uk.  
The next Lakeland Festival of Light 
takes place on Saturday 29 April 
2017. Find out more at www.
lakelandmountainguides.co.uk
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1  
Catbells 
Carmen used her 
Nikon D810 and 
24-70mm f/2.8 for 
this shot. Using a 
zoom lens enabled 
her to reframe the 
scenes as the lights 
appeared and the 
action unfolded

2  
striDiNg eDge 
approaCh 
the biggest 
challenge was 
carrying gear up  
the fell to get in 
position. in both 
locations, Carmen 
had to hike some 
distance across 
tricky terrain

3   
striDiNg eDge 
the 20mm lens 
Carmen used at 
striding edge 
enabled her 
to include the 
ridgeline, its 
reflection and  
the starlit sky

Carmen Norman shares illuminating photo stories from  
her coverage of two charity light events in the Lake District

Seeing the light

I wanted to reveal the shape 
of the spine of Catbells with 
the walkers’ lights, and also 
to capture the reflections of 
these lights in Derwent Water

Next MoNth: CapturiNg the draMa of a ChaMpioNs league fiNal
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Our expert laboratory tests help 
you to pick the best quality camera 
or lens to suit your budget

Our in-depth reviews and group 
tests will help you find your ideal 
SLR or mirrorless system camera

Our accessory group tests ensure  
you find out the best-value  
bolt-ons for your camera

With 164 fact-packed pages, this is 
the UK’s biggest and best guide to 
choosing your photographic gear

ON SALE NOW!

THE BIGGEST & BEST 
PHOTO BUYERS’ GUIDE

www.myfavouritemagazines.co.uk/photography/

127 IN-Depth  ReVIeWSCameras, lenses & accessories  tested



Big test

112 Fabulous flashguns
We turn the spotlight on 

Speedlights in our Big Test, with 
eight ’guns reviewed and rated 

Gear Zone
I N - D E P T H  R E V I E W S  /  G R O U P  T E S T S  /  b U y E R ’ S  G U I D E S

A product that 
gives you more 
for your money

The best 
performance, 
design and value

The very best kit  
that really sets 
the standard 

Our awards  
in a nutshell

Five scores,  
Five meanings

Best-in-class

Forget about it!

Below average

Good for the money

Excellent product

Mini test

110    Poster prints
Blow up your photos to wall-

dominating sizes – we pit six photo 
labs against one another…

new gear

108    Shiny new stuff
A pair of new Sigma 

lenses, a nifty radio flash control, 
and bags from Down Under…

BUYER’S GUIDE

122    Nikon cameras and lenses
Yes, all Nikon DSLRs are fab, 

but which is best for you? And what 
glass should you stick on the front?
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New gear
Here’s what’s caught our eye this month...

Sigma 24-70mm  
f/2.8 DG OS HSM | A
£TBA ($TBA) www.sigma-global.com

Sigma’s latest standard zoom is vying with Nikon’s AF-S 24-70mm 
f/2.8E AF-S ED VR to win a place in your kit bag. It shares the same 
88mm barrel diameter as the Nikon, but at just shy of 108mm long 
it’s considerably shorter. Like the Nikon, it boasts an constant  f/2.8 
aperture, while its 19-element optical stack is designed to maximize 
the resolving potential of cameras with ultra-high-res sensors, like 
the D810. It features three SLD (Special Low Dispersion) and four 
aspherical elements to control aberrations, flare and distortion. 
Ultra-precise lens element processing, measured in hundredths  
of a micrometer, is supposed to offer improved bokeh quality by 
minimizing unsightly concentric bokeh rings that can be produced 
by normal aspherical elements.

The focus on quality continues on the outside, as the lens is built 
to Sigma’s range-topping Art standard. That translates to a mostly 
metal lens barrel, encircled by tough TSC (Thermally Stable 
Composite) control rings and switches. The barrel is also splash-
proof and features a weather-sealed mount, along with a water- and 
oil-repellant coating on the front element. This all helps increase the 
versatility of a lens that already offers one of the most popular focal 
length ranges. And that flexibility extends into low light thanks to a 
brand new Optical Stabilizer. The lens also gets a newly designed 

Nissin Air 10s
£TBA/$170 www.nissindigital.com

Nissin’s new 2.4Ghz Wireless TTL flash 
commander will remotely trigger multiple 
i60A and Di700A flashguns (see page 110) –
or with the addition of Air R receivers, Nikon 
Speedlights can also get in on the action. 
Up to eight flash groups can be triggered, with a large colour LCD display helping 
simplify set-up and enabling quick control of multiple flashguns over a distance 
of up to 100 metres. Flash features, like high-speed sync and TTL options, can 
be remotely controlled, along with flash power adjustment in precise 1/3EV 
steps. Power comes from convenient AAA batteries (good for around 3000 
triggers), plus there’s even a Micro SD slot for easy firmware updating.

First impressions_The Air 10s is up against some pretty stiff competition 
from the likes of PocketWizard and Phottix, but Nissin has gone all out to 
make its wireless flash triggering system a winner.

National Geographic 
Australia Collection
£60-£160/$TBA www.manfrotto.co.uk 

This new five-bag Aussie-themed range has 
eucalyptus leaf-print interiors and is topped 
by a backpack that can pack a D810 and 
attached 70-200mm/2.8, along with five 
extra optics, while also carrying personal 
effects and a 15-inch laptop. If you can travel  
with two fewer lenses, the 3way backpack can 
convert to a handle bag or shoulder bag, while still 
transporting a 13-inch laptop and a tripod. Two messenger bags cater for DX 
Nikon set-ups, and a Nikon 1 kit can find a home in the Australia Camera Holster.

First impressions_With distinctive styling, a range of size options and 
decent pricing, these bags should be a hit from Melbourne to Sittingbourne.

HSM (Hyper-Sonic Motor) autofocus system that offers 1.3x the 
torque of its predecessor for faster and more accurate focusing.  
The new F-mount version also benefits from an electromagnetic 
aperture diaphragm that ensures extra precision when using auto 
exposure during continuous shooting.

First impressions_A fast, mid-range zoom lens that looks very good on 
paper; we’ll be sure to put Sigma’s claims to the test as soon as possible.
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Super-telephoto lenses tend to weigh heavily on your 
pocket and your shoulder, but Sigma is at least trying to 
keep you away from the osteopath with its latest super-tele, 
which tips the scales at a relatively modest 1.16kg. It’s also 
fairly compact, measuring just 182.3mm by 86.4mm. 

Thankfully the diet doesn’t seem to have compromised 
optical quality, as the 21-element design incorporates four 
SLD elements to edge out fringing. Like Sigma’s new 
24-70mm, this lens also packs an all-new Optical Stabilizer 
that boasts a trick gyroscopic sensor that can detect shake 
in any direction – horizontal, vertical, or diagonal – to 
effectively counteract shake whether you’re shooting  
in both landscape or portrait orientation. 

Sigma’s electromagnetic diaphragm makes 
another appearance here, with its nine-bladed 
rounded construction designed to produce 
creamy background bokeh. This feature is 
especially important given the lens can – at a 
push – be used for macro photography, with a 
minimum focusing distance of 160cm and a 
maximum magnification ratio of 1:3.8.

And not content with releasing this lens and its new 
24-70mm f/2.8 (see previous page), Sigma has also 
launched a pair of new primes: there’s the 14mm f/1.8  
DG HSM | Art that’s being touted as the world’s first and 
only f/1.8 ultra-wide lens; and there’s the 135mm f/1.8 DG 
HSM | Art, which boasts similar specs and adds a weather-
sealed mount for extra versatility. As with the other lenses 
in Sigma’s Art range, both promise premium build quality  
and performance. 

First impressions_It’s around 25% lighter and 10% smaller 
than Nikon’s 80-400mm f/4.5-5.6 AF-S lens, but hopefully 
this lightened lens will punch above its weight.

Sigma 100-400mm 
f/5-6.3 DG OS HSM | C
£TBA/$TBA www.sigma-global.com

NanGuang  
Flexible Lighting Kit
£680/$841 www.kenro.co.uk

What better way to take extra control of 
your lighting than to bend it to your needs. 
Two 60x30cm flexible light panels can 
wrap around subjects to create unique 
effects, while 60x60cm or 120x30cm 
frames hold the panels flat for more 
conventional illumination. Each water-
resistant panel is just 2mm thick and contains 288 bi-colour LEDs capable  
of emitting 3424 lumens of light. Temperature can be adjusted between 
3200-5600 K, and, thanks to their low power consumption, optional  
Sony NP-F-series batteries can provide portable power.

First impressions_An innovative product offering exciting possibilities.

Elinchrom eLB 1200
£TBA/$TBA www.elinchrom.com

Portable flash systems usually come in two varieties: big and 
powerful, or small and limited. The ELB 1200 manages to combine 
serious power with true portability – this is one of the lightest 1200 Ws 
systems on the market. The shock- and weather-resistant control unit 
weighs a very reasonable 4.3kg and includes a Li-ion battery that’ll 
power 215 full-power flashes and enables recycle times as fast as  
1.7 secs. It can drive a pair of heads with a 1:1 or 2:1 power split and is 
operated via a clear OLED display. You get a choice of three flash head 
variants, with each featuring a rugged aluminium housing, along with 
a 4000-lumen LED modelling lamp.

First impressions_If you need 
powerful lighting on location, this 
has the makings of a compelling 
no-compromise solution.
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Poster 
prints
Which is the best print company to 
transform your photos into wall art?

S   
howing off your shots can be tricky, with 
homemade A4 prints being too small to 
generate serious wow factor, and quality A3 
photo printers often costing an arm and a leg, 
with a set of ink cartridges taking your fingers 
and toes as well. But help is at hand, with 

numerous online printing services that’ll print your 
photographs on a large scale for a modest outlay.

To find out who is best, we picked a popular print size 
of 60x40cm (and where this wasn’t available, 24x16in  
or slightly squarer A2 dimensions were chosen). These 
sizes give you approximately twice the print area of A3 
for plenty of visual impact, but at a reasonable price for 
the print, its delivery, and potential framing in the future.

The right test image is crucial to separate the best 
prints from the rest, so we chose an image containing 
fine detail, vibrant colours, and a wide dynamic range 
to test highlight and shadow reproduction.

It’s worth noting that the more mass-market printers 
regularly offer substantial discounts on poster prints, 
but we’re listing full retail prices here to keep things fair.

In proportion
Ensure that you pick the right 
paper aspect ratio to match 
your image. Broadly speaking, 
that’s 3x2 for Nikon DSLRs.

File formats
There’s no need to convert 
RGB images to CMYK before 
uploading. Stick with high-res, 
high-quality JPEGs and you 
can’t go wrong.

Gloss or matte?
Glossy paper is great for  
boosting colour vibrancy, 
whereas a matte finish or 

textured fine art paper 
can better complement 
monochrome images.

Little extras
Most print providers make 
it easy to add features like 
borders or text, and some 
provide layout templates to 
help compose collage prints.

In the frame
Your beautiful new print 
deserves to have the right 
presentation and protection, 
so see whether your chosen 
printer also offers an in-house 
framing service.

Loxley
£9.40 (24x16in)
www.loxleycolour.com

Loxley boasts a huge range 
of wall-art options including 
printing to acrylic, metal and 
even wood. The humble paper 
print can be had in numerous 
sizes up to a frankly enormous 
60x40in, and Loxley offers 
optional mounting to card 
or foam board, along with 
extensive framing choices.

We specced our test print on 
Fujicolor Professional DP II Gloss 
photographic paper, with the 
uploading and order process 
being just as effortless as it was 
with the other print providers. 
Loxley claims same or next-day 
dispatch on non-mounted 
prints, but a postal delay meant 
this print was the last to arrive.

Was it worth the wait? Mostly. 
Detail is good on the whole, with  
decent detail in shadow areas, 
but falls slightly short of the 
pin-sharp WhiteWall print. 
However, colour accuracy isn’t 
so commendable, with a slight 
magenta cast adding warmth  
to the yellow areas of our test 
image, but making the sky  
look a little pinkish. 

Bob Books
£6.99 (60x40cm)
www.bobbooks.co.uk

You can choose between two 
paper types offered by Bob 
Books for 60x40cm prints; 
there’s the £16.99 Fine Art 
Matte Poster on 305gsm 
textured paper, but we decided 
to test the quality of the budget 
Gloss Photographic Poster that 
uses 248gsm Gloss Fuji Crystal 
Archive Pro Photo Paper.

Despite the low price, first 
impressions of the print quality 
are impressive. Shadows are the 
brightest and most accurate of 
the bunch, and this instant visual 
punch is boosted by slightly 
warm green and yellow hues, 
although the latter doesn’t help 
flatter skin tones. Blues are 
more muted though, and on 
closer inspection fine detail 
isn’t quite as crisp as it is in the 
WhiteWall print, although it’s not 
a million miles away.

Five-working-day delivery is a 
little on the slow slide, but costs 
just £3. Factor in the low print 
price and our minor colour 
quibbles, and you have a print 
service that’s a worthy recipient 
of our Great Value award. 

Pros  Good detail and contrast; 
extensive print and presentation 
options available

Cons  Print quality doesn’t excel 
in any one area; somewhat iffy 
colour accuracy

We say  A pretty good print at a 
fair price, but you can do better

Overall score   

Pros  Class-leading dynamic 
range; good detail; low print 
and postage costs

Cons  Colour accuracy could 
be improved a little

We say  For the money, 
it’s tough to fault Bob Books’ 
excellent quality and service

Overall score   

GEAR ZONE  M I N I  T E S T

Five things to look out for
Top Tips for perfecT prinTs

Only Bob Books managed to 
accurately print shadow areas 
so they don’t appear too dark

The sky in this photo is supposed to 
be blue, not pink. The Print Space’s 
print shows how it should look
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Photobox
£15 (24x16in) 
www.photobox.co.uk

Photobox offers two tiers of 
poster prints: Standard and Pro. 
Since the latter only adds £2 to 
a 24x16in print and Photobox 
was offering a £4 discount on 
this print size at the time of our 
order, we plumped for Pro. This 
gets you 249gsm silver halide 
paper that’s 16% thicker than 
standard, which supposedly 
improves the tonal range and 
image sharpness.

However, detail is anything but 
sharp, as this is the softest print 
here by a noticeable margin. 
Thankfully, colour accuracy is 
much better, and though the 
Bob Books print is the more 
vibrant, Photobox has the edge 
on realism. Decent dynamic 
range helps reveal plenty of 
shadow detail, too.

Uploading and prepping your 
print is painless, but where 
Photobox really shines is 
production speed. It offers 
same-day dispatch on orders 
of this print size placed before 
4pm, and our print was the first 
of the bunch to arrive, in only two 
working days.

WhiteWall
£13.95 (60x40cm)
www.whitewall.com  

WhiteWall is aimed at pro 
photographers and enthusiasts, 
and this shows in its wide range 
of print and paper options. We 
opted for the midrange ultraHD 
Photo Print on Fuji Crystal DP II 
paper at 60x40cm. This printing 
and paper combo is touted as 
delivering increased saturation, 
luminosity and detail, and these 
claims aren’t just hype.

Fine detail is indeed eye-
poppingly crisp, without looking 
oversharpened. There’s enough 
clarity to reveal details that 
simply aren’t visible on most 
other prints. Colour accuracy is 
also first class, and though paler 
greens lack the vibrancy of 
those in the Bob Books print, 
they’re more realistic. Our only 
nitpick concerns some slightly 
dark shadow areas that could 
reveal more detail, however  
this isn’t a deal-breaker.

Factor in a respectable 
four-day delivery time, above- 
average packaging quality and 
optional automatic pre-printing 
image enhancement and 
WhiteWall is hard to beat.

The Print Space
£19.70 (60x40cm)
www.theprintspace.co.uk

The Print Space is firmly 
focused on quality, with 
numerous fine art print options 
on premium heavyweight 
textured papers, and four paper 
choices for more conventional 
prints. We went for 246gsm Fuji 
Crystal Archive Gloss paper for 
parity with the other test prints.

As the priciest print here, and 
with a hefty £5.22 delivery 
charge on top, we were 
expecting printing perfection. 
This isn’t quite the case though: 
as with most of the other prints, 
darker shadows could use a little 
lift to reveal more detail, while 
overall sharpness isn’t a match 
for the WhiteWall print. But we 
can’t fault The Print Space’s 
colour accuracy, which resulted 
in a faithful reproduction of the 
blue, green and neutral tones of 
our test image.

In fact, the overall print 
quality is almost identical 
to WhiteWall’s, but The Print 
Space loses out due to its 
marginally lower print detail, 
higher costs and slower 
five-working-day delivery.

Pros  Accurate colour and 
contrast; super-fast delivery; 
discounts available

Cons  Unacceptable print 
softness lets it down

We say  Photobox is good in 
most areas, but detail levels 
need serious improvement

Overall score   

Pros  Stunning levels of detail; 
good colour vibrancy and 
accuracy; fair price

Cons  The shadow areas 
could be a little bit brighter 

We say  It’s not quite the 
perfect print, but it’s close 
enough to win the day

Overall score   

Pros  Great colour accuracy; 
decent detail levels and 
contrast; lots of print options

Cons  Not quite as sharp as the 
WhiteWall print, yet costs more

We say  There is a lot to like 
here, but the rather steep 
price is hard to fully justify  

Overall score   

P O S T E R  P R i N T S

Snapfish
£14.99  (30x20in)  
www.snapfish.co.uk 

Snapfish’s selection of Poster 
Prints doesn’t include a 
60x40cm option, so we stepped 
up to 30x20in (75x50cm), with 
a gloss finish. Although pricing 
is relatively high compared to 
Photobox and Bob Books, 
Snapfish regularly has discounts 
available, and we got 40% off 
our order. Delivery is also very 
reasonable at £1.99, and our 
print arrived in just three 
working days.

Preparing the print using the 
Snapfish website takes minimal 
time, thanks to an intuitive 
interface that includes plenty 
of design options, such as layout 
templates for making collages.

But print quality leaves a lot to 
be desired. Detail is quite good, 
as is colour saturation, even if 
neutral tones and paler green 
hues lack a little vibrancy when 
compared to that of some rivals. 
However, dynamic range is 
downright dreadful, as shadow 
areas are far too dark and, in 
some cases, completely devoid 
of detail, making the overall 
print look dull and unattractive.

Pros  Big print and well priced 
if using a discount code; fast, 
low-cost delivery

Cons  Terribly dark shadow 
areas; no 60x40cm or near-
equivalent size option

We say  A reasonable print ruined 
by excessively dark shadows

Overall score   

Compare this area to the same 
section of the WhiteWall print to 
see how soft Photobox’s effort is

Welcome to the dark side. Compared 
to the Bob Books print, the shadow 
areas here are almost black

Most aspects of this print are very 
good, but it’s the exceptional detail 
that’s most noticeable

Accurate colours are The Print 
Space’s strong suit, with no 
unpleasant casts visible here
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 O
ften referred to as 
‘the most available light’, 
a decent flashgun is 
an amazingly versatile 

camera accessory. It can 
make a huge difference to the 
quality of lighting in almost 
any scenario, from night-time 
shots and gloomy interiors, 
to portraits on a bright sunny 
day. What’s more, all of the 
flashguns tested are fully 
dedicated to Nikon cameras. 

With TTL (Through The 
Lens) metering, dedicated 

flashguns can team up with 
your camera to enable correct 
exposures in all sorts of 
shooting conditions. The 
system works by using a brief 
pulse of light, fired by the 
flashgun prior to the actual 
exposure. This is reflected 
from the subject and passes 
through the lens, after which 
it’s measured by the camera’s 
metering system. The camera 
then communicates the 
correct setting back to the 
flashgun, and the duration 

Matthew Richards tests  
the best Nikon-dedicated 

flashguns for every budget

The contenders
NikoN SB-500 Speedlight  £195/$250

NissiN Di700A + Air 1  £200/$300

Metz mecablitz 52 AF-1  £210/$320

NikoN SB-700 Speedlight £240/$330

NissiN i60A  £240/$340

Metz mecablitz 64 AF-1  £310/$480

Phottix Mitros+ TTL Transceiver  £330/$400

NikoN SB-5000 Speedlight  £500/$600

Fabulous 
Flashguns



of the flash during the exposure 
is adjusted as necessary.

The Nikon and Metz flashguns 
on test actually go beyond 
regular TTL flash metering and 
add a TTL-BL (Balanced Light) 
mode. Pioneered by Nikon, this 
aims to give a better balance 
between flash and ambient 
lighting, for more natural-
looking results. It works in 
wide-ranging scenarios, from 
relatively dull indoor conditions 
to bright outdoor lighting where, 
for example, you’re using a 
flashgun to fill in shadows 
caused by direct sunlight. 
Typically, however, overall 
exposures can look a little 
darker, so you might prefer the 
results you get with regular TTL 
mode. Either way, it’s easy to 
apply some positive or negative 
flash exposure compensation to 
adjust the flashgun’s output 

power to your desired value for 
any given shot. 

Apart from the compact Nikon 
SB-500, all other flashguns on 
test have ‘zoom heads’. These 
have a zoom range of at least 
24-105mm or more, in full-
frame terms, equating to 
16-70mm focal lengths on a DX 
format camera. What’s more, 
the zoom mechanisms in the 
flashguns are motorized so, as 
part of the ‘dedicated’ features, 
the flash can automatically 
zoom to match the focal length 
or zoom setting of the lens you’re 

using. The bonus is that, as you 
sweep from wide-angle to 
standard and telephoto settings, 
the angle of flash coverage 
becomes correspondingly 
narrower. This makes more 
power available for illuminating 
subjects that are some distance 
from the camera when using 
longer lenses. For extra wide-
angle coverage, a flip-down 
reflector is usually included  
in the flashgun head.

All the flashguns featured 
have bounce and swivel heads. 
These enable you to bounce the 

light off walls and ceilings, 
instead of firing it directly at the 
subject. This can provide a softer 
quality of light that’s much more 
flattering for portraits. The 
softness of the light increases 
with the size of the light source 
so, if you bounce the light from 
a flashgun off a large surface like 
a white wall or ceiling, it 
effectively becomes much 
bigger. The trade-off is that the 
light has to travel further, and 
some intensity is lost, so greater 
maximum power ratings 
become preferable.

Another option is to use 
the flashgun off-camera. 
This enables you to use shadows 
and highlights to capture the 
modelling of your subject, which 
gives images a much more 
three-dimensional look, rather 
than typical ‘flashgun’ lighting, 
which can appear very flat. 

Bounce and swivel heads enable you to 
bounce the light off walls and ceilings, 
instead of firing it directly at the subject.  
This can provide a softer quality of light

Diffusers & 
reflectors

Apart from the Nikon SB-500, all 
the flashguns in this group have 

zoom heads with built-in 
wide-angle diffusers and 
pull-out reflector cards.

info screen
A rear screen is fitted to all the 
flashguns on test, apart from the 
Nikon SB-500. The Metz flashguns 
incorporate touch-sensitive screens 
for the adjustment of settings.

Zoom range
A zoom range of 24-105mm is  

pretty standard, but some 
flashguns extend the range to as 

much as 24-200mm, offering 
greater telephoto reach.

on-boarD controls
You can typically apply changes to 
flash settings from menus in the host 
camera, but it’s often quicker to use 
the  control panel on the flashgun.

bounce anD swivel
 Most flashguns offer a bounce range 

of 0-90 degrees, but some add a 
slight downward angle for close-up 

shooting. Swivel is usually 180 
degrees to both the left and right.

Power outPut
The maximum output power, 

expressed as a Gn (Guide number), 
increases at longer zoom settings, 

when the light is focused  
at a narrower angle.

What to look for…
HeRe aRe tHe featuRes to 
consideR wHen buying a 
dedicated flasHgun

gn (guiDe number)
This is a measurement of flash 
power, quoted in metres or feet, 
usually at ISO100. The maximum 
distance for a correct exposure 
equates to the Gn divided by the 
aperture. For example, a rating of Gn 
24 would give a maximum shooting 
distance of 3m at an aperture of f/8.

wireless connectivity
This goes beyond a simple optical 
sensor for using off-camera flash 
in manual mode, and includes an 
infrared link for TTL metering 
communication. Some flashguns 
add RF (Radio Frequency) 
wireless communication.

Jargon buster
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FlAshGuNs

coMpact and capable, but quite basic a keenly pRiced wiReless flasHgun kit

Nikon sb-500 speedlight 
£195/$250

Nissin Di700A + Air 1  
£200/$300

Compact and lightweight, the 
SB-500’s downsizing comes at 
the expense of a reduced feature 
set. It’s the only flashgun on test 
to lack an information screen, 
which is substituted with basic 
status LEDs. It also lacks a zoom 
head, built-in diffuser panel or 
reflector card, instead being 
limited to an (effective) focal 
length of 24mm (16mm for DX 
cameras). Power is supplied by 
two AA batteries, rather than 
the usual four.

On the plus side, it’s one of 
only two flashguns on test to 
feature an additional LED 
‘constant’ lamp. This adds to the 
flashgun’s versatility because, 
naturally, flash is useless if 
you’re shooting video, whereas 
the constant LED can give useful 
short-range illumination. It’s 
also good for shooting extreme 
close-up stills.
 
Performance
Maximum output is pretty 
respectable at the 24mm fixed 
zoom length, although recycle 
speed is sluggish. The wireless 
slave mode is a bonus (channel 3 
only), but the commander mode 
only works with recent mid-
range and up-market cameras.

The Di700A isn’t much to look 
at; controls boil down to a rotary 
dial and solitary ‘Set’ button, so 
only basic settings can be altered 
without resorting to controls on 
the camera. The info display is 
rudimentary, too, although at 
least it lights up in colour. 

The sophisticated part  is the 
‘Air 1 Commander’, which slots 
into the camera’s hotshoe to 
trigger the flashgun remotely. 
Communication is via RF (Radio 
Frequency), which boosts the 
range to 30 metres, as well  
as being able to find its way 
through obstacles and around 
corners. The Di700A also has  
the more usual infrared slave 
facility for triggering from  
Nikon cameras and flashguns in 
commander mode, plus optical 
slave modes for use with other 
flashguns and studio heads, 
with or without pre-flash pulses.

Performance
For best results in TTL mode, 
you generally need to dial in 
about half a stop of positive flash 
exposure compensation, but 
recycling speed is super-fast and 
the maximum output is hefty. It 
also boasts a long maximum 
zoom of 200mm.

Gn is close to that of other flashguns on 
test at their wide-angle zoom settings.

Power is impressive at longer zoom 
settings, but drops off at the short end.

Power output Power output

Performance is impressive; the SB-800 
delivers reliably consistent exposures.

TTL accuracy

Our review sample delivered consistent 
underexposure of about half a stop.

TTL accuracy

Features�
Build/handling�
Performance�
Value�for�money�
Overall 
It’s a bit lacking in features, but the fact 
that it boasts a  constant LED is a bonus.

This kit is a smart budget choice if you’re 
after advanced wireless flash options. 

Verdict
Features�
Build/handling�
Performance�
Value�for�money�
Overall 

Verdict

Because it only has two batteries, its 
recycling time is the slowest on test.

With NiMH batteries, recycling speed is 
the fastest of any flash on test.

Recycle speed Recycle speed
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VeRy easy to use, but not tHe quickest

Metz mecablitz 52 AF-1 
£210/$320

Take a quick glance around the 
back of this Metz flashgun and 
you might think that the control 
interface is even more simplistic 
than that of the Nissin Di700A. 
But looks can be deceiving, and 
the lack of buttons, dials and 
general clutter is due to the fact 
that it boasts a touch-sensitive 
screen. This makes settings and 
adjustments easy to get at, and 
intuitive to use, even when 
dipping into advanced set-ups 
like infrared commander and 
slave modes.

Up top, it has a fairly standard 
zoom range of 24-105mm, along 
with 0-90 degree bounce, but a 
slightly stunted swivel facility: 
you get a full 180 degrees of 
swivel to the left but only 120 
degrees to the right. As with 
other similarly-priced flashguns 
on test, there’s an Auto FP mode 
for high-speed sync, but no 
programmable repeat 
(stroboscopic) mode.

Performance
TTL flash is a little over-
exuberant and the Metz 
benefits from about half a stop 
of negative flash exposure 
compensation. Recycling  
speed is a bit sluggish too.

a solid peRfoRMeR tHat won’t bReak tHe bank 

Nikon sb-700 speedlight 
£240/$330

More of a ‘kit’ than just a 
flashgun, the SB-700 comes 
complete with a clip-on 
diffusion dome and colour 
correction filters for use with 
both fluorescent and tungsten 
ambient lighting, all with 
auto-sensing when fitted.

There’s no shortage of built-in 
features either, with a range of 
illumination patterns to choose 
from, a powerful 24-120mm 
zoom range and wireless 
commander and slave modes. 
The control panel is wonderfully 
intuitive, except for the fact that 
you can only switch from 
TTL-BL mode to standard TTL 
flash by changing the metering 
mode on the host camera body. 
Unlike with Nikon’s range-
topping SB-5000, wireless 
connectivity is limited to 
infrared, rather than Radio 
Frequency, and there’s no repeat 
(stroboscopic) flash mode.

Performance
Maximum power output is low 
compared with most flashguns 
on test, but should be sufficient 
for most shooting scenarios, 
even in bounce/swivel mode. 
TTL flash metering is accurate, 
and recycling speed is quick.

It beats the Nikon SB-700 at short to mid 
zoom settings, and equals it at 105mm.

For outright power, it lags behind most 
of the other flashguns on test.

Power output Power output

TTL flash is overpowering, so it’s best to 
dial in a little negative FE compensation.

TTL accuracy

Accurate in wide-ranging conditions, TTL 
metering is impressively dependable.

TTL accuracy

Features�
Build/handling�
Performance�
Value�for�money�
Overall 

Features�
Build/handling�
Performance�
Value�for�money�
Overall 

The touchscreen interface is slick, 
but performance could be better.

This own-brand flashgun is a really solid 
performer, and  a great buy at the price.

Verdict Verdict

Despite the fact it boasts four batteries, 
recycling speed isn’t especially quick.

Recycling speed is very fast with NiMH 
batteries, but less so with alkaline cells.

Recycle speed Recycle speed
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FlAshGuNs

Metz mecablitz 64 AF-1 
£310/$480

a coMpact flasH tHat packs seRious puncH it’s a bit like two flasHguns in one

Nissin i60A 
£240/$340

Most ‘compact’ flashguns have 
rudimentary features and 
controls, and limited power 
output, but the diminutive i60A 
boasts a power rating of Gn 60, 
an impressive 24-200mm zoom 
range, and runs off four (rather 
than two) AA batteries. It also 
offers a full 180 degrees of 
swivel both left and right, and is 
supplied with a diffusion dome.

Despite the compact design, 
Nissin has still made space for a 
constant LED light for video and 
close-range stills shooting. The 
i60A improves on Nissin’s own 
Di700A by incorporating a more 
comprehensive set of on-board 
controls, complete with a 
particularly good colour display 
screen. Wireless infrared and 
optical slave functions are built 
in, but the Air 1 Commander RF 
trigger is sold as an optional 
extra for about £50/$80.

Performance
Maximum power outputs match 
those of the Di700A throughout 
the zoom range, although 
recycling speed isn’t quite  
as fast. The i60A has slightly  
less of a tendency for TTL 
underexposure, and overall 
performance is superb.

Big, solidly built and feature-
rich, the 64 AF-1 is capable of 
plenty of top-end tricks thanks 
to its serious power output, 
24-200mm motorized zoom 
range, -9 to 90 degrees of 
bounce, and full commander 
and slave infrared connectivity. 

This pro-level flash looks 
disarmingly simple thanks to its 
clutter-free interface, but as with 
the 52 AF-1, it features a highly 
intuitive, auto-rotating colour 
touchscreen. 

Along with a full range  
of flash modes including 
programmable repeat, the  
64 AF-1 also boasts a feature 
that’s unique to the flashguns  
on test: namely, a secondary, 
sub-flash module that works 
brilliantly for delivering fill-flash 
when using the main head in 
bounce mode.

Performance
TTL metering accuracy is very 
good. There’s just a hint of 
overexposure that remains very 
consistent in a wide range of 
scenarios. Maximum output is 
impressive throughout the zoom 
range, but it’s best to avoid 
alkaline batteries if you want 
fast recycling.

Maximum power outputs are impressive 
throughout the 24-200mm zoom range.

A match for Nikon’s flagship SB-5000 
throughout the zoom range.

Power output Power output

More accurate than the Nissin Di700A, 
but it still tends towards underexposure.

TTL accuracy

With just 1/6  of a stop of overexposure, 
the Metz is accurate and consistent.

TTL accuracy

Features�
Build/handling�
Performance�
Value�for�money�
Overall 

For a compact flashgun that still packs a 
punch, the Nissin i60A can’t be beaten.

It’s a brilliant flashgun that combines 
serious power with intuitive control.

Features�
Build/handling�
Performance�
Value�for�money�
Overall 

Verdict Verdict

Recycling speed is impressive, even  
with standard alkaline batteries.

Swift with NiMH batteries, but takes over 
twice as long to recycle on alkaline cells.

Recycle speed Recycle speed
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well connected, tHe pHottix is a good teaM playeR a poweRful flasHgun witH added Radio Reception

Phottix Mitros+ TTL Transceiver 
£330/$400

Nikon sb-5000 speedlight 
£500/$600

From its high Gn 58 power 
rating to its weather-sealed  
foot, which neatly shrouds the 
camera’s hotshoe, there’s a lot to 
like about this Phottix flashgun. 
Wide-ranging flash modes 
include a programmable repeat 
option, and it comes complete 
with a diffusion dome. You also 
get a full 180 degrees of swivel 
both left and right, although 
zoom range is limited to a 
disappointing 24-105mm.

It features full infrared 
commander and slave modes 
and, like the Nikon SB-5000, it 
also boasts RF connectivity. But 
whereas the Nikon only has a 
receiver module built in, the 
Phottix has a transceiver, so it 
can also work as commander 
unit in RF mode for triggering 
other compatible flashguns. It’s 
also compatible with Phottix 
Odin and Stratos radio triggers.

Performance
Maximum power output fell a 
little short of expectations in  
our tests, and our test sample 
suffered from almost a full stop 
of overexposure in TTL flash 
mode. Apply some negative flash 
exposure compensation, though, 
and it’s a very capable flashgun.

Taking over from the SB-910  
as Nikon’s flagship, pro-grade 
flashgun, the SB-5000 is a 
powerful beast with a Gn 55 
rating, a 24-200mm zoom 
range, a programmable repeat 
mode and comprehensive 
on-board controls. 

State-of-the-art features 
include an integral cooling 
system, which enables more 
than 100 rapid-fire shots even at 
the full-power setting. Another 
plus is the inclusion of built-in 
RF connectivity, alongside the 
more standard infrared option. 
There’s a catch, though, because 
you can’t use the flashgun as a 
commander in RF mode. To use 
multiple flashguns with RF, you 
need to buy Nikon’s WR-R10 
transceiver, plus a WR-A10 
adaptor if your camera has a 
10-pin accessory connector, 
adding as much as £165/$200  
to the cost.

Performance
In our tests, the SB-5000 
delivered greater maximum 
power than any other flashgun 
on test, along with excellent TTL 
accuracy. Recycling speed are 
fast as well, and all-round 
performance is superb.

Despite its Gn 58 rating, the Phottix lags 
behind some other flashguns on test.

Puts other flashguns in the shade for 
power output at most zoom settings.

Power output Power output

There’s significant overexposure when 
using TTL metering in most conditions.

TTL accuracy

The SB-5000’s TTL flash metering is 
unerringly accurate and consistent. 

TTL accuracy

Features�
Build/handling�
Performance�
Value�for�money�
Overall 

Features�
Build/handling�
Performance�
Value�for�money�
Overall 

High-quality construction and a built-in 
RF transceiver are the main plus points.

A fantastic flashgun, but it’s a shame RF 
connectivity isn’t better implemented.

Verdict Verdict

Recycling speed after a full-power flash  is 
about the same as it is in the Metz 64 AF-1.

Fast with both NiMH and alkaline batteries, 
even when shooting continuously.

Recycle speed Recycle speed
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NikoN SB-500 
Speedlight

NissiN Di700A +  
Air 1

Metz mecablitz  
52 AF-1

NikoN SB-700 
Speedlight

NissiN i60A Metz mecablitz  
64 AF-1

Phottix Mitros+ 
TTL Transceiver

NikoN SB-5000 
Speedlight

www.nikon.com www.nissindigital.com www.metzflash.de www.nikon.com www.nissindigital.com www.metzflash.de www.phottix.com www.nikon.com

Target price £195/$250 £200/$300 £210/$320 £240/$330 £240/$340 £310/$480 £330/$400 £500/$600

Max claimed Gn  
(ISO100, metres) Gn 24 Gn 54 Gn 52 Gn 38 Gn 60 Gn 64 Gn 58 Gn 55

Bounce (degrees) 0 to 90 -7 to 90 0 to 90 -7 to 90 0 to 90 -9 to 90 -7 to 90 -7 to 90

Swivel (left/right) 180 / 180 180 / 180 180 / 120 180 / 180 180 / 180 180 / 120 180 / 180 180 / 180

Zoom range 24mm (fixed) 24-200mm (auto) 24-105mm (auto) 24-120mm (auto) 24-200mm (auto) 24-200mm (auto) 24-105mm (auto) 24-200mm (auto)

Wide-angle diffuser No 16mm 12mm 12mm 16mm 12mm 14mm 14mm

Reflector card No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Flash Exposure 
Compensation +/-3EV +/-2EV +/-3EV +/-3EV +/-2EV +/-3EV +/-3EV +/-3EV

Manual power settings 1/1 to 1/128 1/1 to 1/128 1/1 to 1/128 1/1 to 1/128 1/1 to 1/256 1/1 to 1/256 1/1 to 1/128 1/1 to 1/256

AF-assist beam No Red lamp Red lamp Red lamp Red lamp Red lamp Red lamp Red lamp

Secondary lamp Constant LED No No No Constant LED Sub-flash No No

Wireless Master/Slave Master/Slave IR* Slave IR/RF Master/Slave IR Master/Slave IR Slave IR (optional RF) Master/Slave IR Master/Slave IR/RF Master/Slave IR/RF

TTL/TTL-BL modes TTL + TTL-BL TTL TTL + TTL-BL TTL + TTL-BL TTL TTL + TTL-BL TTL TTL + TTL-BL

Full-power recycle time  
(NiMH/alkaline) 4.6/6.8 seconds 2.2/3.4 seconds 4.1/5.2 seconds 2.7/5.4 seconds 3.5/3.9 seconds 3.4/7.4 seconds 3.5/7.1 seconds 2.3/2.9 seconds

Supplied accessories Pouch, foot Stand, RF 
commander Pouch, foot Pouch, foot,  

dome, filters Pouch, stand, dome Pouch, foot Pouch, foot, dome Pouch, stand,  
dome, filters

Dimensions 
(W x H x D) 67x115x71mm 75x140x115mm 73x134x90mm 71x126x105mm 73x112x98mm 78x148x112mm 78x147x103mm 73x137x104mm

FEATuRES
BuILD/hANDLING

PERFoRMANCE
VALuE FoR MoNEY

oVERALL

Comparison 
table                                               
How tHe 
systeMs 
coMpaRe

Nissin i60A £240/$340
What’s good: Impressive power 
output, compact build, graphical 
colour info display.
What’s bad: Unlike its sibling, the 
Di700A, it doesn’t come with an 
Air 1 Commander unit.
Our verdict: Packs serious power 
and features into a compact unit.

Nikon sb-700 speedlight 
£240/$330
What’s good: Wide range of 
modes, clear interface, good 
range of supplied accessories.
What’s bad: No on-board 
switching between TTL and 
TTL-BL modes, no repeat mode.
Our verdict: It’s not that powerful, 
but it works well and is great value.

The winner is... Runners-up

NeXT issUe 
The besT NikoN-fiT  
fasT TelephoTos

What’s good: Full range of flash modes, secondary sub-flash, colour touchscreen.
What’s bad: Very slight overexposure in TTL mode, no RF connectivity.
Our verdict: It’s a superb flashgun that combines great versatility with intuitive control.

Metz mecablitz 64 AF-1 £310/$480

For its wealth of high-end features and flash modes, 
excellent build quality, colour touchscreen and the 
inclusion of a secondary sub-flash module for fill-in 
lighting in bounce and swivel modes, the Metz 64 
AF-1 is a real winner. It’s keenly priced in the UK as 
well, but it’s not quite such a bargain in the States. 

The Nikon SB-5000 certainly isn’t lacking in power and 
trick features but, with only a receiver rather than a full-blown 
transceiver, its RF connectivity is limited, while its capacity for 
cool-running throughout long bursts of continuous shooting will 
be unnecessary for many photographers. If you prefer to stick with 
Nikon kit, the SB-700 is arguably a more suitable option for most  
of us. Both of the Nissin flashguns on test are also very impressive; 
the Di700A is great value – not least because it comes complete 
with an ‘Air 1 Commander’ for RF triggering – but we prefer the 
compactness and graphical display of the newer i60A (and you 
can always buy the RF commander separately, if you need it).

*D5500/D7200/D750/D810 only
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weddings
Discover the secrets of capturing  
more creative wedding photos ©
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ROAD TRIP 
Join us on a photographic   

tour of the Scottish Highlands 

SOCCER STAR 
Learn what it’s like to shoot  
a Champions League Final 
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No t  s ur e  w hic h  Nik o n  b o d y  w il l  b e  t h e  on e  f or  y o u ?  Her e ’s  a  r un do w n  o f  t h e  c ur r en t  r an g e *

Buyer’s guide
Nikon cameras

NikoN 1 CoMPACT SYSTEM CAMERAS
ENTRY-LEVEL DSLRS

NikoN 1 J5

A CSC thAt DSLR uSeRS wiLL Love, the J5 has 
the highest resolution of any Nikon 1 camera to 
date (20.8Mp) and a decent sensitivity range. The 
top dial also gives access to semi-automatic and 
manual exposure modes, plus you can shoot in 
Raw, which is real bonus.

TesTed In IssUe 47  PrIce: £370/$500
sensor 20.8Mp, CX (5232x3488)

Processor EXPEED 5A

Viewfinder N/A

IsO 200-12800

AF 171 area-contrast (105 area-phase)

Lcd 3-inch tilting touchscreen

Max burst 60fps

Memory card microSD/HC/XC

NikoN 1 AW1

veRy muCh the ACtion ADventuReR, the  
Nikon 1 AW1 is shockproof, waterproof to a depth 
of 15 metres, and even freeze-proof down to  
-10°C. To keep pace with a truly active lifestyle,  
it also has a built-in compass, altimeter, depth 
gauge and GPS.

TesTed In IssUe 46  PrIce: £600/$800
sensor Sensor 14.2Mp, CX (4608x3072)

Processor EXPEED 3A

Viewfinder N/A

IsO 160-6400

AF 135 area-contrast (73 area-phase)

Lcd 3-inch

Max burst 15fps (60fps fixed AF)

Memory card SD/HC/XC

NikoN 1 S2

SmALL in Size but big on quALity, the svelte  
Nikon 1 S2 is responsive and speedy. With a 
14.2Mp image sensor, and the omission of built-in 
Wi-Fi or a touchscreen, it’s more basic than the 
J5, but still a highly capable camera that you can 
slip into your bag as a lightweight backup.

PrIce: APPrOx. £300/$350 (no longer on sale)
sensor 14.2Mp, CX (4592x3072)

Processor EXPEED 4A

Viewfinder N/A

IsO 200-12800

AF 135 area-contrast (73 area-phase)

Lcd 3-inch

Max burst 20fps (60fps fixed AF)

Memory card microSD/HC/XC

NikoN 1 V3

the fLAgShip nikon 1 CAmeRA adds a 
vari-angle touchscreen to the comfortable 
ergonomics of the preceding V2, along with key 
upgrades to the image sensor, processor and 
autofocus system. It also includes built-in Wi-Fi. 
An electronic viewfinder is optional.

TesTed In IssUe 46  PrIce: £800/$1200
sensor 18.4Mp, CX (5232x3488)

Processor EXPEED 4A

Viewfinder Electronic

IsO 160-12800

AF 171 area-contrast (105 area-phase)

Lcd 3-inch vari-angle touchscreen

Max burst 20fps (60fps fixed AF)

Memory card SD/HC/XC

NikoN D3200

An inStAnt fAvouRite with beginneRS when 
launched back in 2012, the D3200 eases you into 
creative photography with a built-in Guide mode 
that serves up interactive tutorials. This is backed 
up by impressive image quality, thanks to its 
24.2Mp image sensor and EXPEED 3 processor.

TesTed In IssUe 53  PrIce: £300/$400
sensor 24.2Mp, DX (6016x4000)

Processor EXPEED 3

Viewfinder Pentamirror, 0.8x, 95%

IsO 100-6400 (12800 expanded)

AF 11-point (1 cross-type)

Lcd 3-inch

Max burst (buffer) 4fps (18 Raw/80 JPEG)

Memory card SD/HC/XC

NikoN D3300

the D3300 boAStS A beginneR-fRienDLy 
guiDe moDe too, but boosts performance with 
a current-generation EXPEED 4 processor, faster 
continuous shooting and greater low-light potential 
than the D3200. There’s also a user-friendly Effects 
shooting mode and handy ‘easy panorama’ mode.

TesTed In IssUe 53  PrIce: £320/$450
sensor 24.2Mp, DX (6000x4000)

Processor EXPEED 4

Viewfinder Pentamirror, 0.85x, 95%

IsO 100-12800 (25600 expanded)

AF 11-point (1 cross-type)

Lcd 3-inch, 70-degree viewing angle

Max burst (buffer) 5fps (11 Raw/100 JPEG)

Memory card SD/HC/XC
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ENTRY-LEVEL DSLRS
ENTHUSiAST DSLRS

NikoN D5500

the SAme pixeL Count AnD pRoCeSSoR AS 
the pReCeDing D5300, built into the same style 
of monocoque (one-piece) body shell. The most 
notable upgrade in the newer D5500 is that its 
vari-angle LCD is a touchscreen. However, it loses 
the D5300’s built-in GPS.

TesTed In IssUe 61  PrIce: £650/$700
sensor 24.2Mp, DX (6000x4000)

Processor EXPEED 4

Viewfinder Pentamirror, 0.82x, 95%

IsO 100-12800 (25600 expanded)

AF 39-point (9 cross-type)

Lcd 3.2-inch vari-angle touchscreen

Max burst (buffer) 5fps (13 Raw/100 JPEG)

Memory card SD/HC/XC

NikoN D5300

An AffoRDAbLe inteRmeDiAte-LeveL CAmeRA, 
this body features a new generation processor, 
plus built-in Wi-Fi and GPS, all wrapped up in 
a tough carbon-fibre-reinforced shell. Plus the 
optical low-pass filter is omitted to maximize the 
potential to capture image sharpness.

TesTed In IssUe 53  PrIce: £460/$700
sensor 24.2Mp, DX (6000x4000)

Processor EXPEED 4

Viewfinder Pentamirror, 0.82x, 95%

IsO 100-12800 (25600 expanded)

AF 39-point (9 cross-type)

Lcd 3.2-inch vari-angle

Max burst (buffer) 5fps (13 Raw/100 JPEG)

Memory card SD/HC/XC

NikoN D5600

nikon’S LAteSt Dx-foRmAt CAmeRA ADDS 
SnApbRiDge image-transfer tech to the same 
sensor and processor as the D5500. It features 
a built-in sensor-cleaning system and powerful 
pop-up flash, plus a neat Time Lapse Movie mode 
previously only found in more advanced DSLRs.

TesTed In IssUe 68  PrIce: £730/$800
sensor 24.2Mp, DX (6000x4000)

Processor EXPEED 4

Viewfinder Pentamirror, 0.82x, 95%

IsO 100-25600

AF 39-point (9 cross-type)

Lcd 3.2-inch vari-angle touchscreen

Max burst (buffer) 5fps

Memory card SD/SDHC/SDXC

NikoN D7200

buiLDing on the D7100’S SpeCifiCAtionS,  
the D7200 boasts better low-light autofocus,  
a bigger memory buffer, an updated processor, 
built-in Wi-Fi and NFC connectivity, plus trick 
modes for doing light-trail photography and 
making time-lapse movies in-camera.

TesTed In IssUe 61  PrIce: £1000/$1300
sensor 24.2Mp, DX (6000x4000)

Processor EXPEED 4

Viewfinder Pentaprism, 0.94x, 100%

IsO 100-25600 (102400 expanded, mono only)

AF 51-point (15 cross-type)

Lcd 3.2-inch

Max burst (buffer) 6fps, 7fps crop (18-27 Raw/100 JPEG)

Memory card 2x SD/HC/XC

NikoN D7100

the D7100 getS A notAbLe hike in pixeL 
Count compared with the preceding D7000, 
along with the removal of the optical low-pass 
filter to maximize sharpness. Its autofocus 
system gets a boost too, and a 1.3x crop facility 
increases the maximum drive rate to 7fps.

TesTed In IssUe 19  PrIce: £900/$1000
sensor 24.1Mp, DX (6000x4000)

Processor EXPEED 3

Viewfinder Pentaprism, 0.94x, 100%

IsO 100-6400 (25600 expanded)

AF 51-point (15 cross-type)

Lcd 3.2-inch

Max burst (buffer) 6fps, 7fps crop (6-9 Raw/33 JPEG)

Memory card 2x SD/HC/XC

NikoN D3400

the D3400 mAkeS Room foR new feAtuReS 
by DowngRADing otheRS, offering a relatively 
minor upgrade to the D3300 that includes 
wireless connectivity. While it’s perfectly capable, 
the great price of the D3300 means that one is 
still our preferred entry-level Nikon DSLR.

TesTed In IssUe 65  PrIce: £400/$500
sensor 24.2Mp, DX (6000x4000)

Processor EXPEED 4

Viewfinder Pentamirror, 0.85x, 95%

IsO 100-25600

AF 11-point (1 cross-type)

Lcd 3-inch, 170-degree viewing angle

Max burst (buffer) 5fps (11 Raw/100 JPEG)

Memory card SD/SDHC/SDXC

NikoN D610

fuLL-fRAme photogRAphy StARtS heRe, 
with the most affordable of Nikon’s FX cameras.  
It’s no slouch, with a 6fps maximum drive rate  
and a quiet (but slower) continuous drive option. 
It also features a weather-sealed body and, 
compared with the D600, a revised shutter unit.

TesTed In IssUe 61  PrIce: £1700/$2000
sensor 24.3Mp, FX (6016x4016)

Processor EXPEED 3

Viewfinder Pentaprism, 0.7x, 100%

IsO 100-6400 (50-25600 expanded)

AF 39-point (9 cross-type)

Lcd 3.2-inch

Max burst (buffer) 6fps (14-26 Raw/51 JPEG)

Memory card 2x SD/HC/XC

SEMi-PRo DSLRS
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NikoN D5

CApAbLe of Shooting 12 fRAmeS peR 
SeConD, and with a buffer capacity of 200 Raw 
files, Nikon’s flagship DSLR also boasts 153 AF 
points – three times more than the D4s. The pixel 
count has also gone up, to 20.8Mp, as has the 
maximum ISO, to a staggering 3.3 million.  

TesTed In IssUe 59  PrIce: £5100/$6500 (body only)
sensor 20.8Mp, FX (5568x3712)

Processor EXPEED 5

Viewfinder Pentaprism, 0.72x, 100%

IsO 100-102400 (50-3280000 expanded)

AF 153-point (99 cross-type, 15 sensitive to f/8)

Lcd 3.2-inch touchscreen

Max burst (buffer) 12fps (200 Raw/200 JPEG)

Memory card 2x XQD (version with 2x CF also available)

PRo DSLRS
SEMi-PRo DSLRS

NikoN D750

the D750 iS eASiLy mAnAgeAbLe foR A 
Semi-pRo fuLL-fRAme boDy. A reasonably 
priced addition to the lineup, it includes a tilting 
LCD screen and built-in Wi-Fi. The pixel count 
strikes a happy balance between the 16.2Mp  
Df/D4s and the 36.3Mp D810.

TesTed In IssUe 61  PrIce: £2100/$2400
sensor 24.3Mp, FX (6016x4016)

Processor EXPEED 4

Viewfinder Pentaprism, 0.7x, 100%

IsO 100-12800 (50-51200 expanded)

AF 51-point (15 cross-type)

Lcd 3.2-inch tilt

Max burst (buffer) 6.5fps (15-33 Raw/87 JPEG) 

Memory card 2x SD/HC/XC

NikoN D500

nikon’S Semi-pRo Dx-foRmAt DSLR is in many 
respects a dream camera. It boasts a blazingly fast, 
effective AF system and 10fps continuous shooting 
with a huge 200-shot Raw buffer, plus first-rate 
metering and white balance. For the money, it might 
just be Nikon’s best DX DSLR yet. 

TesTed In IssUe 61  PrIce: £2480/$2600
sensor 20.9Mp, DX (5568x3712)

Processor EXPEED 5

Viewfinder Pentaprism, 1x, 100%

IsO 100-51200 (50-1640000 expanded)

AF 153-point (99 cross-type, 15 sensitive to f/8)

Lcd 3.2-inch tilting touchscreen

Max burst (buffer) 10fps (200 Raw/200 JPEG)

Memory card 1x XQD, 1x SD/HC/XC

NikoN Df  

iConiC DeSign meetS high-teCh exCeLLenCe 
in thiS RetRo beAuty. The Df is amazingly 
compact for a full-frame body, but direct-access 
dials and buttons ensure that shooting controls 
are always within easy reach. The lack of a video 
shooting capability is a surprise omission, though.

TesTed In IssUe 54  PrIce: £2400/$3000
sensor 16.2Mp, FX (4928x3280)

Processor EXPEED 3

Viewfinder Pentaprism, 0.7x, 100%

IsO 100-12800 (50-204800 expanded)

AF 39-point (9 cross-type)

Lcd 3.2-inch

Max burst (buffer) 5.5fps (25-47 Raw/100 JPEG)

Memory card SD/HC/XC

NikoN D800e
 
A SpeCiAL eDition of the oRiginAL D800, 
this one has a modified optical low-pass filter 
that omits an anti-aliasing feature. It’s therefore 
better able to capture extraordinary levels of fine 
detail, maximising the potential of its ultra-high-
resolution image sensor.

TesTed In IssUe 11  PrIce: £2250/$3300 (no longer on sale)
sensor 36.3Mp, FX (7360x4912)

Processor EXPEED 3

Viewfinder Pentaprism, 0.7x, 100%

IsO 100-6400 (50-25600 expanded)

AF 51-point (15 cross-type)

Lcd 3.2-inch

Max burst (buffer) 4fps, 5fps DX crop (16-25 Raw/56 JPEG)

Memory card 1xCF, 1x SD/HC/XC

NikoN D810
 
the king of the ReSoLution StAkeS, the 
D810 boasts 36.3 million pixels and, unlike the 
older D800e, has no optical low-pass filter. It has 
a later-generation processor and an extended 
sensitivity range. A special astrophotography 
edition, D810a, is also available (£2700/$3800).

TesTed In IssUe 54  PrIce: £2400/$2800 (body only)
sensor 36.3Mp, FX (7360x4912)

Processor EXPEED 4

Viewfinder Pentaprism, 0.7x, 100%

IsO 64-12800 (32-51200 expanded)

AF 51-point (15 cross-type)

Lcd 3.2-inch

Max burst (buffer) 5fps, 7fps DX crop (18-58 Raw/100 JPEG)

Memory card 1xCF, 1x SD/HC/XC

NikoN D4s
 
the D4s DeLiveRS 11fpS Shooting, and  
image quality is immaculate, even at ultra-high  
ISO settings, making it popular with professional 
sport and wildlife photographers for years. But it 
has been superseded by Nikon’s newer, higher-
specced flagship DSLR, the D5.

TesTed In IssUe 54  PrIce: £4100/$6000 (no longer on sale)
sensor 16.2Mp, FX (4928x3280)

Processor EXPEED 4

Viewfinder Pentaprism, 0.7x, 100%

IsO 100-25600 (50-409600 expanded)

AF 51-point (15 cross-type)

Lcd 3.2-inch

Max burst (buffer) 11fps (36-176 Raw/200 JPEG)

Memory card 1x CF, 1x XQD
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V i t al  s t a t is t ic s  –  f in d  t h e  r igh t  len s  a t  t h e  r igh t  p r ic e  p oin t *

Buyer’s guide
Nikon-fit lenses

staNdard zooms
Nikon AF-S DX 16-80mm f/2.8-4E ED VR £860/$1070 DX 5x Yes Ultrasonic f/2.8-4 480g 0.35m 0.22x 72mm 7 56 ●●●●● ■

Nikon AF-S DX 16-85mm f/3.5-5.6G ED VR £570/$700 DX 5.3x Yes Ultrasonic f/3.5-5.6 485g 0.38m 0.22x 67mm 7 56 ●●●●  

Nikon AF-S DX 17-55mm f/2.8G IF-ED £1315/$1500 DX 3.2x No Ultrasonic f/2.8 755g 0.36m 0.2x 77mm 9 59 ●●●●  

Nikon AF-P DX 18-55mm f/3.5–5.6G VR £200/$250 DX 3.1x Yes Stepping f/3.5-5.6 205g 0.25m 0.38x 55mm 7 60 ●●●●● ■

Nikon AF-S DX 18-55mm f/3.5–5.6G VR II £200/$250 DX 3.1x Yes Ultrasonic f/3.5-5.6 195g 0.28m 0.31x 52mm 7 56 ●●●  

Nikon AF-S DX 18-105mm f/3.5-5.6G ED VR £220/$395 DX 5.8x Yes Ultrasonic f/3.5-5.6 420g 0.45m 0.2x 67mm 7 56 ●●●●  

Nikon AF-S 24-70mm f/2.8G ED £1600/$1800 FX 2.9x No Ultrasonic f/2.8 900g 0.38m 0.27x 77mm 9 57 ●●●●  

Nikon AF-S 24-70mm f/2.8E ED VR £2000/$2400 FX 2.9x Yes Ultrasonic f/2.8 1070g 0.38m 0.27x 82mm 9 59 ●●●●● ■

Nikon AF-S 24-85mm f/3.5-4.5G ED VR £430/$500 FX 3.5x Yes Ultrasonic f/3.5-4.5 465g 0.38m 0.22x 72mm 7 57 ●●●●  

Nikon AF-S 24-120mm f/4G ED VR £940/$1100 FX 5.0x Yes Ultrasonic f/4 710g 0.45x 0.24x 77mm 9 57 ●●●● ■

Sigma 17-50mm f/2.8 EX DC OS HSM £280/$400 DX 2.9x Yes Ultrasonic f/2.8 565g 0.28m 0.2x 77mm 7 56 ●●●●

Sigma 17-70mm f/2.8-4 DC Macro OS HSM | C £320/$500 DX 4.1x Yes Ultrasonic f/2.8-4 465g 0.22m 0.36x 72mm 7 56 ●●●●  

Sigma 18-35mm f/1.8 DC HSM | A £550/$800 DX 1.9x No Ultrasonic f/1.8 810g 0.28m 0.23x 72mm 9  

Sigma 24-70mm f/2.8 IF EX DG HSM £530/$750 FX 2.9x No Ultrasonic f/2.8 790g 0.38m 0.19x 82mm 9 57 ●●●●    

Sigma 24-105mm f/4 DG OS HSM | A £600/$900 FX 4.4x Yes Ultrasonic f/4 885g 0.45m 0.22x 82mm 9 57 ●●●●  

Tamron SP AF 17-50mm f/2.8 XR Di II VC £380/$500 DX 2.9x Yes Electric f/2.8 570g 0.29m 0.21x 72mm 7 56 ●●●● ■

Tamron SP AF 24-70mm f/2.8 Di VC USD £800/$1300 FX 2.9x Yes Ultrasonic f/2.8 825g 0.38m 0.2x 82mm 9 57 ●●●●● ■

wide-aNgle zooms
Nikon AF-S DX 10-24mm f/3.5-4.5G ED £730/$900 DX 2.4x No Ultrasonic f/3.5-4.5 460g 0.22m 0.2x 77mm 7 62 ●●●●

Nikon AF-S DX 12-24mm f/4G IF-ED £980/$1150 DX 2.0x No Ultrasonic f/4 465g 0.3m 0.12x 77mm 7 32 ●●●

Nikon AF-S 14-24mm f/2.8G ED £1620/$1900 FX 1.7x No Ultrasonic f/2.8 970g 0.28m 0.15x None 9 62 ●●●●●

Nikon AF-S 16-35mm f/4G ED VR £1020/$1100 FX 2.2x Yes Ultrasonic f/4 685g 0.28m 0.25x 77mm 9 62 ●●●●●

Nikon AF-S 17-35mm f/2.8D IF-ED £1340/$1950 FX 2.1x No Ultrasonic f/2.8 745g 0.28m 0.22x 77mm 9

Nikon AF-S 18-35mm f/3.5-4.5G ED £550/$750 FX 1.9x No Ultrasonic f/3.5-4.5 385g 0.28m 0.2x 77mm 7 62 ●●●●

Sigma 8-16mm f/4.5-5.6 DC HSM £500/$700 DX 2.0x No Ultrasonic f/4.5-5.6 555g 0.24m 0.13x None 7 47 ●●●●

Sigma 10-20mm f/3.5 EX DC HSM £330/$450 DX 2.0x No Ultrasonic f/3.5 520g 0.24m 0.15x 82mm 7 62 ●●●●● ■

Sigma 12-24mm f/4.5-5.6 II DG HSM £530/$950 FX 2.0x No Ultrasonic f/4.5-5.6 670g 0.28m 0.16x None 6 62 ●●●●● ■

Sigma 12-24mm f/4 DG HSM | A £1650/$1600 FX 2.0x No Ultrasonic f/4 1151g 0.24m 0.2x None 9

Sigma 24-35mm f/2 DG HSM | A £700/$900 FX 1.5x No Ultrasonic f/2 940g 0.28m 0.23x 82mm 9

Tamron SP AF 10-24mm f/3.5-4.5 Di II LD £410/$500 DX 2.4x No Electric f/3.5-4.5 406g 0.24m 0.2x 77mm 7 62 ●●●●

Tamron SP 15-30mm f/2.8 Di VC USD £930/$1200 FX 2.0x Yes Ultrasonic f/2.8 1100g 0.28m 0.2x None 9 62 ●●●●●

Tokina 10-17mm f/3.5-4.5 AT-X DX Fisheye £430/$480 DX 1.7x No Electric f/3.5-4.5 350g 0.14m 0.39x None 6

Tokina 11-16mm f/2.8 AT-X PRO DX II £480/$530 DX 1.5x No Electric f/2.8 550g 0.3m 0.09x 77mm 9 32 ●●●●

Tokina 12-28mm f/4 AT-X Pro DX £450/$450 DX 2.3x No Electric f/4 530g 0.25m 0.2x 77mm 9 32 ●●●●

Tokina 16-28mm f/2.8 AT-X PRO FX £580/$690 FX 1.8x No Electric f/2.8 950g 0.28m 0.19x None 9 33 ●●●●
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telepHoto zooms
Nikon AF-S DX 55-200mm f/4-5.6G ED VR II £240/$350 DX 3.6x Yes Ultrasonic f/4-5.6 300g 1.1m 0.23x 52mm 7 60 ●●●●

Nikon AF-S DX 55-300mm f/4.5-5.6G ED VR £305/$400 DX 5.5x Yes Ultrasonic f/4.5-5.6 530g 1.4m 0.22x 58mm 9 60 ●●●●

Nikon AF-S 70-200mm f/4G ED VR £1040/$1400 FX 2.9x Yes Ultrasonic f/4 850g 1.0m 0.27x 67mm 9 29 ●●●●

Nikon AF-S 70-200mm f/2.8G ED VR II £2000/$2100 FX 2.9x Yes Ultrasonic f/2.8 1540g 1.4m 0.12x 77mm 9 63 ●●●●●

Nikon AF-S 70-200mm f/2.8E FL ED VR £2650/$2800 FX 2.9x Yes Ultrasonic f/2.8 1430g 1.1m 0.21x 77mm 9

Nikon AF-P DX 70-300mm f/4.5-6.3G £300/$350 DX 4.3x No Stepping f/4.5-6.3 400g 1.1m 0.22x 58mm 7

Nikon AF-P DX 70-300mm f/4.5-6.3G VR £350/$400 DX 4.3x Yes Stepping f/4.5-6.3 415g 1.1m 0.22x 58mm 7

Nikon AF-S 70-300mm f/4.5-5.6G IF-ED VR £500/$500 FX 4.3x Yes Ultrasonic f/4.5-5.6 745g 1.5m 0.25x 67mm 9 45 ●●●●● ■

Nikon AF-S 80-400mm f/4.5-5.6G ED VR £2100/$2300 FX 5.0x Yes Ultrasonic f/4.5-5.6 1570g 1.5m 0.2x 77mm drop-in 9 63 ●●●●

Nikon AF-S 200-400mm f/4G ED VR II £6000/$7000 FX 2.0x Yes Ultrasonic f/4 3360g 1.95m 0.27x 52mm 9 45 ●●●●● ■

Nikon AF-S 200-500mm f/5.6E ED VR £1180/$1400 FX 2.5x Yes Ultrasonic f/5.6 2300g 2.2m 0.22x 95mm 9 63 ●●●●●

Sigma 50-500mm f/4.5-6.3 DG OS HSM £850/$1660 FX 10.0x Yes Ultrasonic f/4.5-6.3 1970g 0.5-1.8m 0.32x 95mm 9 45 ●●●●

Sigma 70-200mm f/2.8 EX DG OS HSM £730/$1150 FX 2.9x Yes Ultrasonic f/2.8 1430g 1.4m 0.13x 77mm 9 52 ●●●●

Sigma 70-300mm f/4-5.6 DG Macro £100/$140 FX 4.3x No Electric f/4-5.6 545g 0.95m 0.5x 58mm 9 35 ●●●

telepHoto zooms 

KEY:   ■  GREAT VALUE   ■  BEST ON TEST AWARD   ■  GOLD AWARD
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telepHoto zooms
Sigma APO 70-300mm f/4-5.6 DG Macro £150/$200 FX 4.3x No Electric f/4-5.6 550g 0.95m 0.5x 58mm 9 35 ●●●

Sigma 120-300mm f/2.8 DG OS HSM | S £2500/$3400 FX 2.5x Yes Ultrasonic f/2.8 3390g 1.5-2.5m 0.12x 105mm 9 45 ●●●●

Sigma 150-600mm f/5-6.3 DG OS HSM | C £740/$990 FX 4.0x Yes Ultrasonic f/5-6.3 1930g 2.8m 0.2x 95mm 9 63 ●●●●● ■

Sigma 150-600mm f/5-6.3 DG OS HSM | S £1200/$2000 FX 4.0x Yes Ultrasonic f/5-6.3 2860g 2.6m 0.2x 105mm 9 63 ●●●●● ■ ■

Sigma 300-800mm f/5.6 EX DG HSM £5500/$6800 FX 2.7x No Ultrasonic f/5.6 5880g 6.0m 0.14x 46mm drop-in 9 45 ●●●

Tamron SP AF 70-200mm f/2.8 Di VC USD £1100/$1500 FX 2.9x Yes Ultrasonic f/2.8 1470g 1.3m 0.13x 77mm 9 63 ●●●●● ■

Tamron AF 70-300mm f/4-5.6 Di LD Macro £130/$150 FX 4.3x No Electric f/4-5.6 458g 0.95m 0.5x 62mm 9 35 ●●●

Tamron SP AF 70-300mm f/4-5.6 Di VC USD £300/$450 FX 4.3x Yes Ultrasonic f/4-5.6 765g 1.5m 0.25x 62mm 9 35 ●●●● ■

Tamron SP 150-600mm f/5-6.3 Di VC USD £830/$1000 FX 4.0x Yes Ultrasonic f/5-6.3 1951g 2.7m 0.2x 95mm 9 63 ●●●●

Tamron SP 150-600mm f/5-6.3 Di VC USD G2 £1350/$1400 FX 4.0x Yes Ultrasonic f/5-6.3 2010g 2.2m 0.26x 95mm 9

w
ide-aNgle primes
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superzooms
Nikon AF-S DX 18-140mm f/3.5-5.6G ED VR £470/$500 DX 7.8x Yes Ultrasonic f/3.5-5.6 490g 0.45m 0.23x 67mm 7 27 ●●●

Nikon AF-S DX 18-200mm f/3.5-5.6G ED VR II £625/$650 DX 11.1x Yes Ultrasonic f/3.5-5.6 565g 0.5m 0.22x 72mm 7 60 ●●●●●

Nikon AF-S DX 18-300mm f/3.5-6.3G ED VR £670/$700 DX 16.7x Yes Ultrasonic f/3.5-6.3 550g 0.48m 0.32x 67mm 7 60 ●●●●

Nikon AF-S DX 18-300mm f/3.5-5.6G ED VR £850/$1000 DX 16.7x Yes Ultrasonic f/3.5-5.6 830g 0.45m 0.31x 77mm 9 39 ●●●

Nikon AF-S 28-300mm f/3.5-5.6G ED VR £830/$950 FX 10.7x Yes Ultrasonic f/3.5-5.6 800g 0.5m 0.32x 77mm 9 21 ●●●●

Sigma 18-200mm f/3.5-6.3 DC Macro OS HSM | C £250/$400 DX 11.1x Yes Ultrasonic f/3.5-6.3 430g 0.39m 0.33x 62mm 7 60 ●●●● ■

Sigma 18-250mm f/3.5-6.3 DC Macro OS HSM £280/$350 DX 13.9x Yes Ultrasonic f/3.5-6.3 470g 0.35m 0.34x 62mm 7 39 ●●●● ■

Sigma 18-300mm f/3.5-6.3 DC Macro OS HSM | C £350/$500 DX 16.7x Yes Ultrasonic f/3.5-6.3 585g 0.39m 0.33x 72mm 7 60 ●●●●●

Tamron 16-300mm f/3.5-6.3 Di II VC PZD Macro £390/$500 DX 18.8x Yes Ultrasonic f/3.5-6.3 540g 0.39m 0.34x 67mm 7 60 ●●●●●

Tamron AF 18-200mm f/3.5-6.3 Di II VC £200/$200 DX 11.1x Yes Electric f/3.5-6.3 400g 0.49m 0.25x 62mm 7

Tamron AF 18-270mm f/3.5-6.3 Di II VC PZD £300/$450 DX 15.0x Yes Ultrasonic f/3.5-6.3 450g 0.49m 0.26x 62mm 7 39 ●●●

Tamron 28-300mm f/3.5-6.3 Di VC PZD £600/$850 FX 10.7x Yes Ultrasonic f/3.5-6.3 540g 0.49m 0.29x 67mm 7 16 ●●●

 wide-aNgle primes
Irix 15mm f/2.4 Blackstone £600/$600 FX None No None f/2.4 653g 0.28m 0.1x 95mm 9 70 ●●●●● ■

Nikon AF DX 10.5mm f/2.8G ED Diagonal Fisheye £585/$775 DX None No Body-driven f/2.8 305g 0.14m 0.2x None 7 12 ●●●● ■

Nikon AF 14mm f/2.8D ED £1390/$1890 FX None No Body-driven f/2.8 670g 0.2m 0.15x None 7

Nikon AF 16mm f/2.8D Diagonal Fisheye £665/$1000 FX None No Body-driven f/2.8 290g 0.25m 0.1x None 7 12 ●●●●

Nikon PC 19mm f/4E ED (tilt & shift) £3300/$3400 FX None No None f/4 885g 0.25m 0.18x None 9

Nikon AF 20mm f/2.8D £500/$625 FX None No Body-driven f/2.8 270g 0.25m 0.12x 62mm 7

Nikon AF-S 20mm f/1.8G ED £650/$800 FX None No Ultrasonic f/1.8 355g 0.2m 0.23x 77mm 7 70 ●●●●

Nikon AF 24mm f/2.8D £370/$395 FX None No None f/2.8 270g 0.3m 0.11x 52mm 7

Nikon AF-S 24mm f/1.8G ED £630/$750 FX None No Ultrasonic f/1.8 355g 0.23m 0.2x 72mm 7 70 ●●●●

Nikon AF-S 24mm f/1.4G ED £1790/$2000 FX None No Ultrasonic f/1.4 620g 0.25m 0.18x 77mm 9 59 ●●●●

Nikon PC-E 24mm f/3.5D ED (tilt & shift) £1570/$2200 FX None No None f/3.5 730g 0.21m 0.37x 77mm 9 25 ●●●● ■

Nikon AF 28mm f/2.8D £245/$290 FX None No Body-driven f/2.8 205g 0.25m 0.18x 72mm 7

Nikon AF-S 28mm f/1.8G £495/$700 FX None No Ultrasonic f/1.8 330g 0.25m 0.22x 67mm 7 25 ●●●●

Nikon AF 35mm f/2D £350/$390 FX None No None f/2 205g 0.25m 0.24x 52mm 7

Nikon AF-S 35mm f/1.8G ED £440/$530 FX None No Ultrasonic f/1.8 305g 0.25m 0.24x 58mm 7

Nikon AF-S 35mm f/1.4G £1580/$1700 FX None No Ultrasonic f/1.4 600g 0.3m 0.2x 67mm 9 25 ●●●●

Samyang 8mm f/3.5 IF MC CSII Dh Circular Fisheye £260/$250 FX None No None f/3.5 435g 0.3m N/S None 6 12 ●●●●

Samyang 10mm f/2.8 ED AS NCS CS £380/$420 DX None No None f/2.8 600g 0.25m N/S None 6

Samyang 12mm f/2.8 ED AS NCS Diagonal Fisheye £380/$420 FX None No None f/2.8 530g 0.2m N/S None 7

Samyang 14mm f/2.8 IF ED UMC £330/$370 FX None No None f/2.8 560g 0.28m N/S None 6 70 ●●●●

Samyang 20mm f/1.8 ED AS UMC £460/$570 FX None No None f/1.8 488g 0.2m N/S None 7 70 ●●●●

Samyang 24mm f/1.4 ED AS UMC £500/$600 FX None No None f/1.4 680g 0.25m N/S 77mm 8

Samyang T-S 24mm f/3.5 ED AS UMC (tilt & shift) £685/$800 FX None No None f/3.5 680g 0.2m N/S 82mm 8 25 ●●●● ■

Samyang 35mm f/1.4 AS UMC AE £420/$440 FX None No None f/1.4 660g 0.3m 0.2x 77mm 8 40 ●●●●

Sigma 4.5mm f/2.8 EX DC HSM Circular Fisheye £600/$900 DX None No Ultrasonic f/2.8 470g 0.14m 0.17x None 6 12 ●●●●

Sigma 8mm f/3.5 EX DG Circular Fisheye £600/$900 FX None No Electric f/3.5 400g 0.14m 0.22x None 6 12 ●●●●

Sigma 10mm f/2.8 EX DC HSM Diagonal Fisheye £500/$520 DX None No Ultrasonic f/2.8 475g 0.14m 0.11x None 7 12 ●●●

Sigma 15mm f/2.8 EX DG Diagonal Fisheye £500/$610 FX None No Electric f/2.8 370g 0.15m 0.26x None 7 12 ●●●●

Sigma 20mm f/1.4 DG HSM | A £630/$900 FX None No Ultrasonic f/1.4 950g 0.28m 0.14x 77mm 9 70 ●●●●●

Sigma 24mm f/1.4 DG HSM | A £600/$900 FX None No Ultrasonic f/1.4 665g 0.25m 0.19x 77mm 9 70 ●●●●● ■

Sigma 35mm f/1.4 DG HSM | A £600/$900 FX None No Ultrasonic f/1.4 665g 0.3m 0.19x 67mm 9 40 ●●●●● ■

Tamron SP 35mm f/1.8 VC USD £600/$600 FX None Yes Ultrasonic f/1.8 480g 0.2m 0.4x 67mm 9

Zeiss Milvus 15mm f/2.8 ZF.2 £2330/$2700 FX None No None f/2.8 880g 0.25m 0.11x 95mm 9

Zeiss Distagon T* 18mm f/3.5 ZF.2 £1090/$1400 FX None No None f/3.5 470g 0.3m 0.08x 82mm 9

Zeiss Milvus 18mm f/2.8 ZF.2 £2000/$2300 FX None No None f/2.8 675g 0.25m 0.1x 77mm 9 70 ●●●●

Zeiss Milvus 21mm f/2.8 ZF.2 £1300/$1850 FX None No None f/2.8 735g 0.22m 0.2x 82mm 9

Zeiss Distagon T* 21mm f/2.8 ZF.2 £1450/$1845 FX None No None f/2.8 600g 0.22m 0.2x 82mm 9

KEY:   ■  GREAT VALUE   ■  BEST ON TEST AWARD   ■  GOLD AWARD
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 wide-aNgle primes
Zeiss Distagon T* 25mm f/2 ZF.2 £1270/$1700 FX None No None f/2 570g 0.25m 0.17x 67mm 9

Zeiss Distagon T* 28mm f/2 ZF.2 £980/$1285 FX None No None f/2 500g 0.24m 0.21x 58mm 9

Zeiss Otus 28mm f/1.4 ZF.2 £3630/$5000 FX None No None f/1.4 1350g 0.3m 0.2x 95mm 9

Zeiss Milvus 35mm f/2 ZF.2 £830/$1120 FX None No None f/2 650g 0.3m 0.19x 58mm 9
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staNdard primes
Nikon AF-S DX 35mm f/1.8G £160/$200 DX None No Ultrasonic f/1.8 200g 0.3m 0.16x 52mm 7 28 ●●●
Nikon PC-E Micro 45mm f/2.8D ED (tilt & shift) £1460/$2050 FX None No None f/2.8 740g 0.25m 0.5x 77mm 9 25 ●●●●
Nikon AF 50mm f/1.8D £110/$135 FX None No Body-driven f/1.8 155g 0.45m 0.15x 52mm 7 7 ●●●● ■
Nikon AF-S 50mm f/1.8G £190/$220 FX None No Ultrasonic f/1.8 185g 0.45m 0.15x 58mm 7 69 ●●●● ■
Nikon AF-S 50mm f/1.8 NIKKOR (retro) £250/$280 FX None No Ultrasonic f/1.8 190g 0.45m 0.15x 58mm 7
Nikon AF 50mm f/1.4D £260/$300 FX None No Body-driven f/1.4 230g 0.45m 0.15x 52mm 7
Nikon AF-S 50mm f/1.4G £385/$450 FX None No Ultrasonic f/1.4 280g 0.45m 0.15x 58mm 9 69 ●●●● ■
Nikon AF-S 58mm f/1.4G £1350/$1600 FX None No Ultrasonic f/1.4 385g 0.58m 0.13x 72mm 9 40 ●●●●
Samyang 50mm f/1.4 AS UMC £310/$390 FX None No None f/1.4 575g 0.45m N/S 77mm 8
Sigma 30mm f/1.4 DC HSM | A £300/$500 DX None No Ultrasonic f/1.4 435g 0.3m 0.15x 62mm 9 28 ●●●●
Sigma 50mm f/1.4 DG HSM | A £570/$950 FX None No Ultrasonic f/1.4 815g 0.4m 0.18x 77mm 9 69 ●●●●● ■
Tamron SP 45mm f/1.8 VC USD £600/$600 FX None Yes Ultrasonic f/1.8 540g 0.29m 0.29x 67mm 9 69 ●●●●●
Zeiss Milvus 50mm f/1.4 ZF.2 £950/$1200 FX None No None f/1.4 875g 0.45m 0.15x 67mm 9
Zeiss Otus 55mm f/1.4 £2700/$3990 FX None No None f/1.4 970g 0.5m 0.15x 77mm 9

staNdard primes

3

telepHoto primes
Nikon AF-S 85mm f/1.8G £400/$480 FX None No Ultrasonic f/1.8 350g 0.8m 0.12x 67mm 7 69 ●●●● ■
Nikon AF-S 85mm f/1.4G £1350/$1600 FX None No Ultrasonic f/1.4 595g 0.85m 0.12x 77mm 9 69 ●●●●

Nikon PC-E Micro 85mm f/2.8D (tilt & shift) £1350/$1980 FX None No None f/2.8 635g 0.39m 0.5x 77mm 9 25 ●●●●

Nikon AF-S 105mm f/1.4E ED £2050/$2200 FX None No Ultrasonic f/1.4 985g 1m 0.13x 82mm 9

Nikon AF DC 105mm f/2D (defocus control) £900/$1200 FX None No Body-driven f/2 640g 0.9m 0.13x 72mm 9

Nikon AF DC 135mm f/2D (defocus control) £1100/$1390 FX None No Body-driven f/2 815g 1.1m 0.14x 72mm 9 14 ●●●●

Nikon AF-S 200mm f/2G ED VR II £4970/$5700 FX None Yes Ultrasonic f/2 2930g 1.9m 0.12x 52mm drop-in 9 29 ●●●●

Nikon AF-S 300mm f/4D IF-ED £1100/$950 FX None No Ultrasonic f/4 1440g 1.45m 0.27x 77mm 9

Nikon AF-S 300mm f/4E PF ED VR £1490/$2000 FX None Yes Ultrasonic f/4 755g 1.4m 0.24x 77mm 9 63 ●●●●

Nikon AF-S 300mm f/2.8G ED VR II £4250/$5500 FX None Yes Ultrasonic f/2.8 2900g 2.3m 0.16x 52mm drop-in 9 14 ●●●●

Nikon AF-S 400mm f/2.8E FL ED VR £10400/$11200 FX None Yes Ultrasonic f/2.8 3800g 2.6m 0.14x 40.5mm drop-in 9

Nikon AF-S 500mm f/4E FL ED VR £8450/$10300 FX None Yes Ultrasonic f/4 3090g 3.6m 0.15x 40.5mm drop-in 9 50 ●●●●● ■
Nikon AF-S 600mm f/4E FL ED VR £9730/$12300 FX None Yes Ultrasonic f/4 3810g 4.4m 0.14x 40.5mm drop-in 9 50 ●●●●● ■
Nikon AF-S 800mm f/5.6E FL ED VR £15000/$16300 FX None Yes Ultrasonic f/5.6 4590g 5.9m 0.15x 52mm drop-in 9

Samyang 85mm f/1.4 IF MC £290/$330 FX None No None f/1.4 539g 1.0m 0.11x 72mm 8 40 ●●●●

Samyang 135mm f/2 ED UMC £390/$550 FX None No None f/2 830g 0.8m N/S 77mm 9

Sigma 85mm f/1.4 EX DG HSM £620/$800 FX None No Ultrasonic f/1.4 725g 0.85m 0.12x 77mm 9 52 ●●●●

Sigma 85mm f/1.4 DG HSM | A £1200/$1200 FX None No Ultrasonic f/1.4 TBA 0.85m 0.12x 86mm 9 69 ●●●●●

Sigma APO 300mm f/2.8 EX DG HSM £2200/$3400 FX None No Ultrasonic f/2.8 2400g 2.5m 0.13x 46mm drop-in 9

Sigma APO 500mm f/4.5 EX DG HSM £3600/$5000 FX None No Ultrasonic f/4.5 3150g 4.0m 0.13x 46mm drop-in 9

Sigma 500mm f/4 DG OS HSM | S £6000/$6000 FX None Yes Ultrasonic f/4 TBA 3.5m 0.15x 46mm drop-in 9

Sigma APO 800mm f/5.6 EX DG HSM £4300/$6600 FX None No Ultrasonic f/5.6 4900g 7.0m 0.11x 46mm drop-in 9

Tamron SP 85mm f/1.8 VC USD £750/$750 FX None Yes Ultrasonic f/1.8 700g 0.8m 0.14x 67mm 9 69 ●●●●● ■
Zeiss Planar T* 85mm f/1.4 ZF.2 £990/$1285 FX None No None f/1.4 570g 1.0m 0.1x 72mm 9

Zeiss Milvus 85mm f/1.4 ZF.2 £1380/$1800 FX None No None f/1.4 1210g 0.8m 0.13x 77mm 9

Zeiss Otus 85mm f/1.4 ZF.2 £3250/$4390 FX None No None f/1.4 1140g 0.8m 0.13x 86mm 9

Zeiss Milvus 135mm f/2 ZF.2 £1550/$2200 FX None No None f/2 1060g 0.8m 0.28x 77mm 9

Zeiss Apo Sonnar T* 135mm f/2 ZF.2 £1600/$2125 FX None No None f/2 920g 0.8m 0.25x 77mm 9

telepHoto primes

macro
Nikon AF-S DX 40mm f/2.8G Micro £240/$280 DX None No Ultrasonic f/2.8 235g 0.16m 1.0x 52mm 7 64 ●●●

Nikon AF 60mm f/2.8D Micro £400/$520 FX None No Body-driven f/2.8 440g 0.22m 1.0x 62mm 7

Nikon AF-S 60mm f/2.8G ED Micro £500/$600 FX None No Ultrasonic f/2.8 425g 0.19m 1.0x 62mm 9 64 ●●●●

Nikon AF-S DX 85mm f/3.5G ED VR Micro £440/$530 DX None Yes Ultrasonic f/3.5 355g 0.29m 1.0x 52mm 9 64 ●●●●

Nikon AF-S 105mm f/2.8G IF-ED VR Micro £750/$900 FX None Yes Ultrasonic f/2.8 750g 0.31m 1.0x 62mm 9 59 ●●●●

Nikon AF 200mm f/4D IF-ED Micro £1250/$1790 FX None No Body-driven f/4 1190g 0.5m 1.0x 62mm 9

Sigma 105mm f/2.8 EX DG OS HSM Macro £320/$620 FX None Yes Ultrasonic f/2.8 725g 0.31m 1.0x 62mm 9 64 ●●●●● ■

Sigma APO 150mm f/2.8 EX DG OS HSM Macro £650/$1100 FX None Yes Ultrasonic f/2.8 1150g 0.38m 1.0x 72mm 9 20 ●●●●

Sigma APO 180mm f/2.8 EX DG OS HSM Macro £1100/$1700 FX None Yes Ultrasonic f/2.8 1640g 0.47m 1.0x 86mm 9 14 ●●●●

Tamron SP AF 60mm f/2 Di II LD (IF) Macro £350/$525 DX None No Electric f/2 350g 0.23m 1.0x 55mm 7 34 ●●●

Tamron SP AF 90mm f/2.8 Di Macro £300/$500 FX None No Electric f/2.8 405g 0.29m 1.0x 55mm 9 34 ●●●●

Tamron SP AF 90mm f/2.8 Di VC USD Macro £580/$750 FX None Yes Ultrasonic f/2.8 550g 0.3m 1.0x 58mm 9 64 ●●●●● ■

Tamron SP AF 180mm f/3.5 Di Macro £730/$740 FX None No Electric f/3.5 985g 0.47m 1.0x 72mm 7 14 ●●●

Tokina AT-X AF 100mm f/2.8 PRO D Macro £330/$380 FX None No Body-driven f/2.8 540g 0.3m 1.0x 55mm 9 64 ●●●●

Zeiss Makro Planar T* 50mm f/2 ZF.2 £940/$1450 FX None No None f/2 500g 0.24m 0.5x 67mm 9

Zeiss Milvus Makro Planar 100mm f/2 ZF.2 £1300/$1840 FX None No None f/2 807g 0.44m 0.5x 67mm 9

macro

KEY:   ■  GREAT VALUE   ■  BEST ON TEST AWARD   ■  GOLD AWARD
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Teach yourself

Prefer print? 
Keep your 
mags together 
with our binder, 
which holds  
up to a year’s 
worth of issues

If you’re keen to 
explore a topic in 
greater depth, 
check out our 
complete range  
of books, video 
courses and more!

 www.myfavouritemagazines.co.uk/photo www.myfavouritemagazines.co.uk/photo

Binders for your print issues Take an in-depth masterclass

Back issues
Apple iPad, iPhone 
or iPod Touch?
Get the free N-Photo app 
for your iPad or iPhone at  
bit.ly/nphoto_app then browse 
through our back issues or buy 
a subscription using the app

Kindle Fire or Nook HD?
Simply search for N-Photo on 
Amazon’s Newsstand or in 
B&N’s Nook store

Android/Google Play
Visit bit.ly/nphoto_googleplay 
to subscribe to N-Photo on your 
Android device

Windows or Mac? Use Zinio
Subscribe: bit.ly/zinio_nphoto 
Buy a single back issue:  
bit.ly/zinio_nphoto_back

Also available on Magzter, 
PocketMags and PressReader

Missed an issue? All of our back issues are available in digital form

Issue 70 
•  Pro tips and tricks to capture 

award-winning landscapes
• Wide primes reviewed & rated
• Gig photography masterclass

Issue 69 
•  Shoot your best ever  

landscapes this winter!
• Take your portraits to the next level 
•  Meet wildlife legend Frans Lanting

Issue 68 
•  Pro shots with entry-level kit
•  Nikon D3400 vs Nikon D5
•  D5600 reviewed & rated
•  Interiors masterclass

Issue 67 
•  How to shoot the night sky
•  Gear of the year awards
•  Purrfect pet portraits
•  13 paths to creative photos

Issue 66 
•  Minimalist seascapes made easy
•   The best UK landscapes of 2016 
• Motorsport masterclass
•  Boudoir for beginners

Issue 65 
•  Photo scavenger hunt ideas
•  Nikon D3400 in-depth test
•  Woodland macro masterclass
•  Britta Jaschinski interview
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The final word
Joe McNally
  WWW.JOEMCNALLY.COM

6:36pm position the plane

6:37pm Get a sky exposure

6:43pm main liGht positioned

NEXT moNTh:  JoE offErs morE words of wisdom aNd NikoN Tips
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Or maybe the last of the good 

light. We landed, and started 
scrambling. Pulled the plane 
into a roughly good position. 
Got Lon in a spot, and asked  
for his patience. Brought in  
a Profoto B-1 and a softbox, 
camera right. Wind caught the 
unattended, un-sandbagged 
B-1, and knocked it over. Bye 
bye, B-1. Yep, 35 years of doing 
this, and I let a light topple in the 
breeze. Grabbed another B-1, 
stuffed it into the mangled soft 
box. Pulled an f-stop outta my 
butt. Got a shutter speed that 
gave me sky. Matched the B-1 

 d
igital does things 
for you. things 
film could not do. 
Back in the film 
days, in fading 
light, you might 

have folded your tents. But 
with digital, you still have time. 
The digital chip sees things your 
eyes might not. 

We had spent the day flying, 
but a portrait of the legendary 
Lon Cooper was always in the 
back of my head, up there in the 
air. Couldn’t short-circuit the 
main job, so I stayed up in the 
sky till the last of the good light.  

flash to f-stop. 
Messed with the 
position of the 
Speedlights to 
eliminate most  
of the glare and 
hotspots off the 
plane’s fuselage. 

Flaws. Couldn’t 
completely finesse away the 
angle-of-incidence flare on side 
of plane. Told myself I liked it. 
(You can convince yourself of 
anything in these moments.)

Got a couple decent frames. 
The light fell, faster than the 
light stand that busted my flash. 

But the wonders of the chip 
carved out a colour in the sky, 
held the light for as long as it 
could, like pouring water in 
cupped hands, and watching 
it slip through the cracks.

Got a frame. That’s all you 
need on some days. On a shot 
like this, I thank the pixels.
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Joe isn’t one to let the lack of light get in the way of 
a good portrait –at least not in these digital days…
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